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Abstract 
1lic coronary blood flow wavcfbmi is unique, being determined by simultancous cliangcs 
in pressure odginatingat cidicrcnd of dic coronary artery. IIoNs-cvcrbymcasufingthc 
coronary pressure %%-avcfonn alone, it is not possible to separate dic pressure contributions 
originating from ffic coronary microcirculation from diosc originating in dic aorta. In this 
thesis %ý-avc intensity analysis N%-as applied to unobstructed human coronary artcrics to 
scparatc the contributions originating in the coronary microcirculation from those 
originating in the aorta, in subjccts N%idi and mithout lcft %-cntricular h)T)crtrophy. 
I found that coronary blood flow is predominantly regulated by cl=gcs in 
microcirculatory-originating pressure, and not by aortic-originating pressure as is the case 
in othcr %-ascular beds. I idcntificd six %%-a%-cs %%hich %%rrc rcsponsibic for dirccting dicsc 
changes in pressure. Coronary blood flow peaks during diastole due to a dominant 
back-ward-trawl ling 'suction' wavc, gcncratcd %%bcn microcirculatory comprcssion is 
relic%*cd and prcssurc in the distal ancry falls rapidly. Ilis back%N-w-d-travelling 'suction' 
wavc was found to be significantly reduced in subjects Nvidi left vcntricular hypcrtrophy- 
Finally, wave intensity was applied in the proximal aorta to assess the contribution of 
distal reflections to coronary blood flow. Wave reflections could be seen travelling back 
from the proximal aorta into the coronary artcrics. TIcse rcf1ections augmcnt coronary 
blood flow during systole and arc more marked in older subjects. 
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1.1 Coronary ftease burden 
Corommy licart discasc is onc of Oic Icading causcs of mortality and morbidity in the 
Unitcd Kingdom accounting for in cxccss of I 10,000 dcaths annually. In England alonc 
1.4 million pcoplc suffcr midi angina, and o%-cr 300,000 myocardial infarctions arc 
rccordcd cach year. Whilst most pcoplc %%ill sunivc an initial myocardial infarction, 
many progress to furdicr cardiac c%-cnts or to develop congcstivc cardiac failure which 
itscif canics a high mortality rate orup to 60% pcr year, depcnding on symptom scvcdty 
(Bourassa, hl. G. and Gume, 0., 1993; Garg, PL and Packcr, N1,1993; Khand, A. and 
Gcnuncl, 1., 2000). 
Over the past 30 )-cars treatment for cardiac artery disease 1= been t=formed from 
simpic analgcsia to thrombol)sis (Gruppo Italiano per lo Studio dclla Strcptochinasi 
nell'infarto hliocardico (GISSI), 1986; ISIS-2 Collabomtivc Group, 1988), and now to 
percutancous coronary intcr%-cn6on (DoItcr, C. T. and ludk-ins, N1. P., 1989) both for die 
treatmcnt of angina and acutc coronary s)mdromes. All of dicsc treatmcnt stratcgics 
focus on rcstoration of coronary luminal patcncy, to allcviatc syniptorns and limit flic 
extension of m)w-. -Lrdial infarction size, and largely ignore the dircct cffcct that both the 
coronary microcirculation and the aortic input pressurc havc on coronary blood flow. 
Nc%-crthclcss angina can pcrsist dcspitc luminal patcncy - as in paticnts %kith abnormal 
coronary microcirculatory architecture such as lcft vcntricular h)pcrtrophy. 
1.2 Coronary blood flow 
The coronary blood flow %%-a%-cform %%-as first studicd by Sm=ucci in 1696 (Scaramucci 
J, 1696). Unlike most other s)vcmic arteries in which blood flow occurs predominantly 
during systo1c, coronary blood flow is biphasic %%ith a small rise in flow during cardiac 
contraction Ix-ing followed by a much larger rise during cardiac relaxation. This is 
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evident %%Iicn comparing flow velocity traces from die coronary arteries %%ith those from 
die proximal aorta (Figure 1-1). In die aorta (Figure 1-1, lcfl), blood flow velocity riscs 
sharply in carly systolc and gradually declines later in the cardiac cycle - closely 
follo%%ing die aortic pressure %%-avcform. In contrast, in die coronary arteries (Figure 1-1, 
right), despite a very similar-looking pressure %vavcform, blood flow velocity rises later in 
die cardiac cycle, only peaking aflcr pressure has already considerably fallen. 
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1.2.1 Previous experimentation 
At first glancc it may scern per%-crsc that die licart, an organ solely dedicated to supplying 
blood to flic organs, restricts its omi blood supply during pcak- contraction. Yct thme 
mechanisms allow thc heart to acts as a systcmic pump whilst still maintaining adequate 
blood flow to the m)wardiwn both during rest and exercise. Sc%-cral explanations have 
been used to cxplain the mechanisms which undcrlic the phasic nature of coronary blood 
now. 
1.2.1.1 Phasic blood flow 
Scammucci was die first to considcr the cffects that the contracting licart. had on coronary 
artcrics and on coronary blood flow in 1696 (Scammucci J, 1696). 1 lo%%, cvcr, it %%-as morc 
than two hundrcd ycars latcr that Sabiston and Grcgg rcportcd dic rcportcd cxpcrimcntal 
cvidcncc, in a landmark papcr, which describcd phasic coronary flow (Grcgg DE and 
Sabiston DC, 1957). They described how the contracting heart musclc bchaves as a 
"dwaling mechanism and impedes coronary flow" by compression of the myocardial 
mascular bcd. By inducing periods of asystole, in which the coronary arterics were 
pcrfuscd at a constant pressure, they quantified the cffects of cardiac contraction and the 
, %uso-motor state of coronary vessels. This was contrary to popular Nims of the day 
which considered the heart muscle to "knead" or'Inassag6" blood through the arteries to 
incrcasc coronary flow. 
Whilst this %vork- clearly demonstrated that coronary blood flow was phasic, as a result of 
contraction of the surrounding ventricle, the precise interplay between the ventricle and 
coronary blood flow remained unresolved. 
1.2.1.2 Vascular waterfall 
Do%%mey and Kirk, explored the possibility that phasic coronary blood flow occurs as a 
result of the formation of %-, Lwular waterfalls (Douncy, I M. and Kirk-, E S., 1975), 
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prcviously %%idcly recogniscd in the pulmonary circulation (Pcnnutt, S. and BrombL-rgcr- 
Bartica, B, and Banc, If. N., 1962). Tlicy li)T)odicsiscd that as die cpicardial arterics, 
%%hich pcrfomtc dic myocardium, arc met by varying tissuc pmssurcs which vary %kith 
dcpdi (superficially in flic myocardial %%zll Oic pressures are low, increasing %%rith 
increasing dcpdi). 11iis varying tissue pressure creates a vascular %vaterfall where die 
segments do%%mtrcani from dic major resistance arc partially collapsed by local tissuc 
prcssure. %VNIst this can fcasibly cxpUn flic impcdinicnt of coronary blood flow during 
systo1c, it can not be uscd to cxplain %vliy coronary %, cnous blood flow incrcascs at that 
sarne timc. 
1.2.1.3 Time-varying elastance 
Sup (Suga., 11. and Sagawa, K., and Shouk-as, A. A., 1973) and subsequcntly Krams 
(p Krams, R. and Sipkcrna, P., and NVesterhof, N., 1989), proposed a concept of time- 
, %-ar)ing clastancc as a mcchanism for impedimcnt of coronary systolic blood flow. 11c 
conccpt statcs that the clastancc, dcftncd as the ratio of vcntricular prcssurc and lcft 
ventricular (luminal) volume, changes along a Rxed time course during the systolic part 
of the cardiac cyclc indepcndently of prcload and aflerload. 
NVUlst this proposed mechanism pro%ided a good basis to understand some essential 
phcnomcru in the coronary arterial flow signal, it is not considcred the final answer to the 
deerminants of coronary blood flow for two, main rcasons. The first is that thcrc arc 
circumstances %%bcrc the coronary artcrial pressure is dcpcndcnt on lcft vcntricular 
pressure. The sccond is that it is difficult to understand on the basis of the clastance 
model, %Nby sub-cpicardial flow is not also inMbited by cardiac contraction, as the 
interaction bct%%, ccn cardiac myoc)Ics and vcssels should bc similar in the tw) laycrs. 
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1.2.1.4 Intramyocardial pump 
Ilis mcchanism %%us first proposcd by Spaan in 1981 (Spaan, J. A. and Brculs, N. P., and 
Laird, J. D., 1981). In t1iis mcclmnism Spaan described how flic myocardium itself acts as 
a pump %%itli rcspcct to the coronary artcrics, rcstricting flow during systolc and 
increasing flow during diasto1c: i. e. active intrarnyocardial purnp. 'llic hypodiesis for 
this mechanism arosc from obscnations madc carlier by Spaan, in which lic obscrved in 
an cxpcrimcntal animal modcls that vcntricular contraction did not just impcde coronary 
blood flow, but actually pwnpcd blood back-%%-ards towards dic pcrfusion apparatus, %vlicn 
the lcft main coronary artcry was pcrfuscd by a prcssurc of less than 65nimlig. lic 
interpreted these findings as an 'active myomrdial pump', which was readily observable 
by reducing pcrfusion pressures below those nonnally observed physiologically. nc 
undcrl)ing idca is that flow %-ariations are not primarfly duc to resistancc changcs but to 
forced displacement of blood volume by the squeezing action of die heart 
Ile went on to demonstrate in a scrics of open-chcst animal experiments, how by varying 
the left main stem pressure (by increasing the degree of stenosis in flie perfusing artery) 
that the systolic-diastolic coronary flow difference decreased, whereas die diastolic- 
systolic coronary prcssure diffcrencc incrcascd. 
This mcchanism currently remains the most plausible for coronary blood flow. llo%kvvcr, 
it has nc%-er been possible to demonstrate in humans as the experiments required arc 
highly in%-asivc and involve direct manipulation of coronary pcrfusion pressures. 
13 Techniques fbr analysing blood flow 
As techniques for measuring blood flow and pressure became a%-ailabic, so different 
techniques were developed to analysc the characteristic features of the wavcfbmis. 
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Frequency domain analysis 
Fourier analysis is die madicniatical technique, first described by the French 
rnathcmatician Joscph Fouricr in an article ctititled I'licodc analýliquc dc la chalcur 
publishcd in 1822 in which lic dcrnonstratcd how it was possiblc to brcak domi a 
complcx m-awforin into a scrics of sinc (or cosinc) %%-a%-cs of diffcrcnt frequcncics (Figurc 
1-2). Whilst, this lmd been used since die 18di century by Daniel Bcmoulli and odicrs to 
solvc mathcrnatical and cnginccring problcrns, it was not until flic 1950's that it was 
applicd morc %%idcly to flic cardiov=ular systcm by McDomld and NVomcrsicy (Mc 
Domid DA and O'Rourk-c, NIF, and Nichols, WNV, 2005; McDomld, D. A., 1955; 
NVomcrsicy M 1955). 
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Figure 1-2 Expression of a pressure waveform into a series of sin waves 
Using Fourier transformation, it is possible to describe any waveform in terms of 
a series of sin and cosine waves. In this illustration as more and more terms are 
added the shape of the Fourier wave (superimposed on the measured pressure 
waveform) resembles the measured pressure waveform more closely. 
(Reprinted from lecture series, permission kindly given by Prof Kim Parker, 
Imperial College London) 
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Ilic frcquency domain approach considas dic artcrial systcm to bc in a stcady statc of 
oscillation, Iming a nican value and a fluctuation around this nican, %%itli die fluctuation 
capable of being cxprmsed as a scrics of Immionic components. By analysing cach of 
dicsc Immionic components it is possibic to pcrfonn frequcncy spectruni analysis and 
odicr analytical tccliniques such as dic mcdiod of charactcristics. Such analytical 
tccliniqucs havc bccn %%idcly applicd to prcss= and flow %-clocity data in humans 
(Attingcr, E. 0. and Anne, A., and McDonald, D. A., 1966; Mills, C. J. and Gabe, 1. 
T., 1970; Milnor, W. P, and Con6, C. PL, 1969; Nfurgo, I P. and NVcstcrhof, N., 1984; 
Nfurgo, J. P. and Wcsterhof, N., 1980; Nichols, W. W. and Conti, C. R., 1977; Nichols, W. 
W. and Conti, C. R., and Pepinc, C. J., 1977; O'Rourke, N1. F., 1967a; O'Rourke, M. 
F., I 967b; Taylor, NI. G., I 966a; Taylor, M. G., I 966b). 
13.2 Time domain analysis 
Time domain analysis formed the basis of most of the early studies of artcrial physiology. 
One of these pioneers was the French physiologist Marley (1863), who made important 
contributions to non-in%-asi%, c measurcmcnt of artcrial prcssurc %%-avcforms but also to 
dircct mcasuremcnt of artcrial blood floxv. lie was follo%%vd by CwI Lud%,, ig who 
appcars to havc been the first to introducc a continuously rccording blood flow mctcr. 
The early twentieth century was dominated by Otto Fmnk-, most famous for his %vork- 
looking at the rclationsWp between ventricular dimensions and vcntricular contmction 
(Chapman C and Wasserman F, 1959). This is now most commonly referred to as the 
Frank-Starling mechanism today. 
Follo%ving his work- on the ventricles Frank- turned his attcnfion to looking at the arterial 
physiology and %%-cnt on to describc the artcrial %%indkcsscl or rcservoir (Frank 0,1899). 
In this landmark work-, he considered the aorta to behave like a reservoir or '%vindkesscl', 
whcre during cardiac contraction, blood enters the aorta faster than it can leave: the 
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incrcasing volumc distcnds flic aorta, and is associatcd %%ith a risc in prmurc. Whilst this 
technique was good at explaining die decay in pressure during diastole, it was unable to 
cxpWn all of the features of the pressure wavdorms. 
After a pause during the second world war, whcre most artcrial rcscarch was suspendcd, 
time-domain analysis lost favour, and was largely superseded by the new frequency- 
based tccliniqucs advocated by NVomcrsely, McDonald and Wcstcrhof (Nic Donald DA 
and O'Rourke, MF, and Nichols, WW, 2005; NVcstcrliof, N. and Sipkcnia, 11., 1972; 
WomcrsleyJR, 1955). 
Over the past 20 years time domain analysis has sccn a rcsurgcncc largcly as a result of 
the work of Jones and Parker (Jones, C. I and Suga%%um, hi., 2002; Parker, K. 11. and 
Jones, C. J., 1988), and subsequently developed further by Tybcrg (Sun, Y. 11. and 
Anderson, T. J., 2000) and Sugawam (Jones, C. J. and Sugawara, Ni., 1993; Jones, C. J. 
and Suga%Nm-a, M., 2002). They showed that it %%-as possible to scparate pressure or flow 
u-avcs into thcir constitucnt forward- and back%Nurd-tmvclling componcnts using dic 
mcthod of charactcristics without the need to first perforni Fouricr analysis (Figure 1-3). 
This providcd an analytical frammork- to study the prcssurc and flow vclocity %%mveform 
and proved a simple technique (wave intensity analysis) to measure the prccisc timings 
and magnitude of waves %%ithout requiring detailed interpretation of the different 
harmonic components (as in frequency domain analysis). 
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In addition, as all of flic analysis was carricd out %%idiin the tinic domain (unlikc Fouricr 
analysis) it does not rcquirc con%-crsion of data frorn dic timc domain into dic frequcncy 
domain and Own back into flic timc domain as procccding tcchniqucs had requircd. llis 
simplification added clarity to dic interpretation and rcmo%-cd dic need for o%, cr- 
complicated analysis which frequently leads to multiple intcrprctations of the samc data 
using frcqucncy analysis -a problcm citcd by McDonald hinmlf (Nic Donald DA and 
O'Rourk-c, MF, and Nichols, NVNV, 2005). 
1.3.2.1 Problems using frequency domain analysis 
Whilst frequency domain anal)sis of dic arterial prcssurc %N-awform, has gained 
popularity amongst researchers over the past forty )-cars (NVcstcrhof, N. and Sipkcma, 
P., 1972), it is bascd on assumptions wNch arc difficult to substantiatc: 
The first assumption, is that the cardio%=ular systcrn is in a steady state oscillation. 
Namely that %%uvcs are continuously oscillating bct%%-ccn the proximal and distal, aorta to 
determine the characteristic shape of the pressure and flow velocity %%-a%-cfomis. 
Whilst this theory at first glance seems attractive since, %vlicn the heart is beating 
regularly the beat-to-beat pressure is very regular, consistent mith a steady-state 
oscillation. It is easy to find examples of physiological conditions which steady-state 
oscillation is clearly not visible. 
One such example occurs during ventricular cctopy Nvhcn the normal regular pattern of 
the cardiac cycle is interrupted by an additional beat, often followed by a pause when 
there is no cardiac contraction. If the cardio%mscular system were in a steady state of 
oscillation at this point in time persistent oscillations in the pressure or flow velocity 
, maveform would occur. However, it is not possible to obscnc any sign of such 
oscillations in the %N-avefonns, rathcr the pressure or flow vclocity continues to fall 
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smoothly until the next conducted beat (Figure 1-4). I'his is not a feature of a system in 
steady-state oscillation, but radier, a charactcristic of an o%-cr-dampcd system, which by 
its naturc cannot cxWbit steady-statc oscillation. 
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Figure 1-4. Evidence of over damping in the cardiovascular system 
Following an ectopic beat aortic pressure continues to fall smoothly. This is not 
a feature of a system in steady-state oscillation, but rather, the charactedstics of 
an over-damped system. Aortic pressure (upper panel), surface ECG (lower 
panel). 
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The second assumption, is that die system is linear, i. e. one harnionic tcnn of pressure or 
flow can be added to another and does not intcract %%idi another in a more complex %ý-ay. 
If this is not true, one cannot, strictly speaking, say that one harmonic tcnn of pressure is 
rclatcd exclusively to the corresponding harmonic term in flow. Ilic impact of non-linear 
cfl'ects %%ms first cxamincd in 1957 by %Vomcrsicy, 9, who concluded that, although die 
arterial systcrn is non-lincar, the cffccts of non-lincarity are likcly to be negligible and 
thus argued that it is reasonable to use the Fouricr model as a first-ordcr approximation 
(NVomcrsicy JR, 1957). Subscqucnt authors have also dm%%m similar conclusions (Dick, 
D. E. and Kendrick, J. E., 1968; Nichols, W. W. and Conti, C. R-, 1977; Noble, M. 
1., 1979; O'Rourke, M. F., 1982). 
in addition to these assumptions, Fourier analysis can be further criticiscd as it transforms 
data from the timc-domain (where it is easy to dm%v parallels %%ith physiological events in 
the cardiac cycle) into the frequency spectrum (%vhcre it is often difficult to make such 
comparisons). This oflen leads to the data being difficult to comprehend, %Nith multipic 
intcrprctations of the same data set depending on the precise analytical technique applied. 
This %N-as concern was fust raised as a potential problem by McDonald himself (NIc 
Donald DA and O'Rourk-e, NIF, and Nichols, NVXV, 2005), the father of arterial frequency 
domain analysis, and today is still a source of much debate and scientific contention 
bct,, N, cen different research groups throughout the world. 
1.4 Left venbicular hypertrophy and coronary blood flow 
Richard Bright (1827) %%-as the first in recent history to draw attention to the detrimental 
effects of elevated arterial blood pressure (Bright R, 1827). He observed a "hardening of 
the pulse", based purely on clinical examination and pathological findings correlated this 
with. He NN-as therefore among the first to made a link- between hypertension and 
cardiovascular and kidney disease. 
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Sincc thcsc carly days, cxtensivc rcscarch has bccn carricd out to study flic 
pathoph)siology of li)T)crtcnsion. Nomdays it is middy acccptcd fliat ligicrtaision is 
associatcd %Nith altcmtions in resistancc %-csscls (increascd artcrial tonc and structural 
narro%Ning of small ancrics), in combination %%ith padiological changs in largc artcrics 
(dccrcascd artcrial compliancc or 'aricrial stiffncss) (Lcvin, E. IL and Gardncr, D. G., 
and Samson, W. K., 1998; Mc Donald DA and O'Rourk-c, NIF, and Nichols, WW, 2005) 
(Avolio, A. P. and Chcn, S. G., 1983; NIcEnicry, C. hl. and Yasniin, 2005). Togcdicr 
thcsc physiological and structural pathological plicnomcnon combine to incrcasc 
aflerload, necessitating dic heart to gcncmtc ever greater pressures. Lcft unchecked its 
long temi complications have %vidcspread multi-organ effects leading to an increased 
incidence of stroke, rctinopathy, renal and peripheral mascular disease - all first 
recognised by Bright (Bright P, 1827). In addition to dicsc cxtra-cardiac complications 
hypertension is %Nidely recognised as a major risk factor for ischaemic heart disease and 
hias long been implicated as one of the main causes of lcft vcntricular h)pcrtrophy and 
hcart faure. 
Left ventricular hypertrophy resulting from h)pertension causes distortion of the 
myocardial architecture often leading to myocardial fibrosis as well as intramyocardial 
arteriolar mull thickening and increased peri%-ascular fibrosis (Scli%%-aruk-opff, B. and 
Frenzel, H., 1992). Although appearing very similar on cchocardiogmphic studies to 
athletic hypertrophy, which is found amongst many professional athletes (Maron, B. I 
and Pelliccia, A., and Spirito, P., 1995; Morgmm" J. and Maron, B. J., 1975), this 
"Pathological" left ventricular hypertrophy and its associated structural changes, leads to 
a rise in both intra-luminal, intra-ca%rity pressurcs, and changcs in cardiac rclaxation 
(Hildick-Smith, D. J. and Shapiro, L NI., 2001; Shapiro, L N1. and Gibson, D. G., 1988; 
Shapiro, L. M. and McKenna, W. J., 1984). Together these changes lead to alterations in 
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the delicate physiological balance of blood flow widiin die hunian coronary artcrics and 
rcsult in rcduced coronary flow rcscrve (Houghton, IL and Frank, N1. J., 1990) and 
coronary vascular rcsistancc (Scliwart&opff, B. and hlot4 W., 1993). Whilst such 
studies dcnionstratc aitcrations in flic physiologic response of coronary arteries in subjects 
%Nith left vcntricular h)pcrtrophy, neither is able to provide a mccl=istic explanation for 
the cause of the altcred flow prorilc. 
As discussed earlier, the coronary artcrics arc extremely vulticrable to die influences of 
the myocardiurn which surround them. As soon as flic cpicardial coronary artcrics 
perforate through the myocardium coronary flow is not solely influcnccd by changes in 
pressure at each end of the artery (as in virtually every othcr artery), but, additionally by 
compression of the artcries itself by the surrounding myocardiurn. 'Mus as the structure 
and ftinction of the myocardiwn changes %Nidi liypcrtcnsion and lcfl vcntricular 
hypcrtrophy, theses changes are transmitted dircctly to the coronary artcrics; themselves. 
This may help explain , Nhy subjects uith lcft vcntricular hypcrtrophy suffcr from an 
increased cardiac mortality (Benjamin, E. I and Levy, D., 1999; dc Simone, G and 
Devereux, RB, 1996) and often describe symptoms of cardiac chest pain despite 
angiographically unobstructed coronary artcrics (Bugiardini, R. and Pozzati, A., 1993; 
Kemp, H. G. and Elliotý W. C., and Gorlin, R., 1967). 
1.5 Coupling of the left ventricle with systemic circulation and coronary 
arteries 
As Nvell as the coronary artcries being heaNily influenced by the myocardium through 
m-hich they run, they are also influenced by changes in pressure occurring at their aortic 
and microcirculatory ends. Whilst it is easy to consider all changes occurring at the aortic 
end to have originated from the left ventricle itself, it is now recognised that the structurc 
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and function of die aorta itself may have an influence on coronary blood flow (Nic 
Donald DA and O'Rourke, NIF, and Nichols, NVNV, 2005). 
Pressure in the ascending aorta very closely resembles lcft vcntricular pressure in carly 
systole (Yaginuma, T. and Avolio, A., 1986; Yaginuma, T. and Noda, T., 1985). 
Ilomm. in 1980 Murgo dcscribcd a 'shoulder' in the pressure %%uvcforrn, closely 
followed by an augmentation or 'boost' of pressure in late systole (Murgo, 1 1). and 
NVcstcrhof, N., 1980). He (and subscqucntly others) hypothcsiscd that this augnictitation 
in pressure was due to rcflcction of die incident %N-a%-c travc1ling back from die distal 
vasculature (Nichols, W. W. and Avolio, A. P., and Kelly, R- P., 1993; Nichols, W. W. 
and Singh, B. M., 2002; O'Rourke, M. F. and Yaginuma, T., 1984). 11iis augmented 
pressure is considered to be determined by both the timing and magnitude of this 
rcflcctcd NN-ave and thus is an indicator of arterial stiffness and the magnitude of %%-avc 
rcflcction (O'Rourk-c, M. F. and Nichols, W. W. ý2005). 
in young subjects it is proposed that NN-avc speed is sufficiently slow that the retuming 
rcflectcd A-ave arrives after the peak of systolic pressure (Me Donald DA and O'Rourke, 
MF, and Nichols, WNV, 2005). In these subjects, therefore, rcflccted %%-avcs do not 
augment pressure (Van Trijp, M. J. and Bos, W. J., 2004). In contrast, in older subjects 
the greater -mave speed causes the rcflccted %%-avcs to arrive before the peak- of systolic 
pressure, resulting in positive pressure augmcntation. 11csc agc-rclated changes in the 
speed of %N-ave travel are attributed to changes in the pulse %%-avc velocity (or stiffness) of 
the aorta (Mc Donald DA and O'Rourke, MF, and Nichols, \V\V, 2005; McEnicry, C. N1. 
and Yasmin, 2005; Nichols, W. W. and Singh, B. M., 2002). tlo\\rvcr, the relation 
between pressure augmentation and arterial stiffness, has been cast into doubt folloNving a 
series of studies that show that pressure augmentation and measures of arterial stiffness 
can vary independently (Ucy, P. S. and O'Brien, D. G., 2004; McEnicry, C. M. and 
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Yasmin, 2005; Mitchell, G. F. and Parisc, 11,2004), and sonictinics in oppositc dircctions 
from the flicorctical predictions (Niak-i-Pctaja, K. N1. and I lall, F. C., 2006). 
Whilst this dicory of late wave rcflcction moving forward uidi respect to die onset of 
cjcction uidi increasing age, is frequently sited as being important for coronary blood 
flow (Mc Donald DA and O'Rourk-c, NIR and Nichols, WW, 2005), flicrc arc no scictitiric 
studics to support such asscrtions. Rathcr flicsc: asscrtions are bascd on dicorctical 
masoning, and cxpansion of flic principics of wavc rcflcction. 
Using a tool such as wave intensity analysis, in %%iiich it is possible to clearly identify 
waves %viNn the aorta and flic coromry artcrics (Parkcr, K. 11. and Jones, C. J., 1988; 
Parker, K. 11. and Jones, C. J., 1990), it should be possible to confirm or refutc these 
claims, and precisely examine how norfic-%-cntricular interactions cffect coronary artery 
blood flow in humans. 
1.6 Aims of this thesis 
This thesis vill study how the vascular beds at either end of the coronary artery interact to 
detcniline blood flow in the human coronary artery. Firstly, it %%ill use %%-a%, c theory to 
detennine a technique for determination of arterial wave speed in human coronary 
arteries. Second, it uill use scpamtcd wave intensity analysis to separate each of the 
%N-aves occur in during the cardiac cycle, W&h arc responsible for blood flow in humans. 
Third, it %%ill identify which of these, %N-a%, cs arc most important for determination of blood 
flow in humans. Forth, it %-. ill cxplorc how thcsc %N-avcs arc altcred bct%N-ccn subjccts uith 
and without left ventricular hypertrophy. 
Wave intensity analysis %,, ill be applied to separate prcssurcs originating from the 
proximal and distal ends of the coronary artery. This N%ill be used to establish, firstly, 
,. Nby the coronary flow velocity profile differs so markedly from the aortic flow profile. 
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Sccondly, flic principal cliangc in prcssurc rcsponsibic for coronary blood flow. 11irdly, 
the cffects of age on pressure odginating from flic aortic and microcirculatory cnds. 
Finally this thesis mill explore the %-cntricular-aortic coupling and die implication for 
coronary blood flow. Firstly, it uill dctcmiinc die precise arri%-al time or die rcflccted 
%%-avc in the proximal aorta. Secondly, it %%ill tictcrniffic if die passage of this rcflcctcd 
can be follo%%vd along the course of die aorta. I'hirdly, it %%ill cxaminc if it is possible to 
obscrvc the passagc of a rcflcctcd %%wc travclling back from flic aortic root into dic 
coronary artcry and obscr%-c its cffcct on coronary artcry blood flow. 
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2 Materials and Methods 
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2.1 Equipment for physiological measurements 
11.1 Instantaneous arterial velodty 
Coronary and aortic vclocitics %N-cre rccorded using a single-usc, J-tip Dopplcr I-'Io%%irc 
(Volcano Tbcmpcutic Corp. ). The dianictcr of this %%ire is 0.014"', similar to guide %Nircs 
routinely used for percutancous coronary intcrvcntion (Figure 2-1). It was introduced in 
1985 and is now routincly uscd for the assessnicnt of coronary flow mscrvc (Gould, V- L. 
and Lipscomb, K., and Hamilton, G. W., 1974). Ilic Dopplcr tmnsduccr tip sits at dic 
distal end of the %%ire (Figure 2-2) and uses pulse wave Doppler focused at Snim in 
ad,. -ance of the tip of dic %Nirc to provide a measure of peak- blood flow vc1ocity wherever 
the %Nirc is positioned. 
The Flo%Nire fecds; via its connector into flic Flo%%Tnap console. 'Me mw data is dicn, 
convcrtcd into a digital signal via a 12 bit analogue-to-digital converter %%idlin die 
console. Data is sampled at %-ar)ing frequencies (ranging from 6-94 KI 1z), depending on 
the pulse repetition frequency (PRF -velocity scale). Spectral computation of sampled 
velocity data is perfonned at 100 liz and the instantaneous maximwn Dopplcr velocity 
waveform is calculated. This instantaneous maximum Doppler velocity wawform is 
then passed though a 12 bit digital-to-analogue con%-crtcr before being fed to the analogue 
output port. 
This console outputs the instantaneous maximum Dopplcr, %-clocity %%m%-cform, which is 
displayed alongside the full Doppler spectrurn on the gmpNcal interface. 
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k 
Figure 2-1. Doppler velocity sensor-Up Flowire. 
The Flowire (Volcano Therapeutic Corp. ) is a Doppler velocity trasducer mounted 
at the end of a 0.014" guide wire. Its small size enables it to easily be passed 
into a coronary artery. Picture reproduced with the kind permission of Volcano 
Therapeutics Corp. 
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2.1.2 Instantimeous aortic and coronary pressure 
Coronary and aortic prcssurcs %%-crc rccordcd using a singlc-use, scnsor-J-tip \Vavc%%irc 
(Volcano Tbcmpcutics Corp. ). This NNirc is 0.014"' in diamctcr, and has dic prcssure 
tmnsduccr mounted 30mrn back from flic distal cnd of dic %Nire. Unlike fluid filled 
catheters, the NVavcN%irc gives an instantaneous nicasurc of pressure %%Iicrcvcr the 
tmnsduccr tip is positioned (Figurc 2-3) %Nitli a Iligh frequcncy responsc (mininial 
damping). 
The raw data is fed back from the NVa%-c%Nirc, via flic conncctor and into the NVavcmap 
console. 11crc the analogue signal is convcrtcd into digital via a 12 bit anal oguc-to-d igi tal 
converter. The signal is sampled at 20011z before being convcrlcd into a pressure %N-avc 
form. This signal is then con%-cilcd back into an analogue via a 12 bit analoguc-to-digital 
converter before being fcd to the analogue output port. 'Mc ovcrall frcqucncy response of 
the console is approximately 27 1 Iz. 
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Figure 2-3. 
Schematic illustration of the Wavewire, and interface connector to the Flomap 
console. 
The pressure trasducer tip is housed 30mm from the distal end of the guide 
wire. The proximal end connects via a customised connector into the Wavemap 
console. Picture reproduced with the kind permission of Volcano Therapeutics 
Corp. 
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2.1.3 Electrocardiogram 
An clectrocardiogm was recordcd for cach subjccL Ilirec Icads %%vrc uscd, %%ith 
clectrodes placed on the chest and arms of each subject. Ilic position of cach electrode 
N%ms adjustcd to crisure fliat flic R N%-avc was positive and %%us die dominant dcflcction. 
The ECG console outputted a continuous wave forni which was fbd to flic analogue input 
porL 
2.1.4 Heart sounds 
Heart sounds were recordcd using a custorniscd microphone, which was licid onto die 
chest wall by a suction cup and a rubber strap. It was positioned to obtain die loudest 
heart sounds. The microphone %%us connected directly into the analogue input of the 
acquisition hard%%=. 
2.2 Design of data acquisition system 
2.2.1 Hardware 
Analogue signals %Nvre tak-en from the Flo%N-rnap, NVavcmap and electrocardiogram 
consoles and fed into a BNC connector box (BNC-2010, National Instruments). A 70 
multi-pin output cable was then fed from this connector box into a National Instruments 
analogue to digital PCMCIA card (DAQ-Card A1-1613-4) %Nidiin the PC (Figure 2-4). 
Each console was electrically earthed and powered by regulated power supply. Each 
console was approved for use by St Mary's MIS Tnist Clinical Engineering departmcnL 
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2.2.2 Software 
Customised data acquisition softNN= was dcNvlopcd and %%-rittcn using Labvic%v 
(National Instrunicnts). Ile hard%Nwc and sofl%%um %Nus developed to be stable at high 
samplc frequcncics (in cxccss of 100001 lz). I lo%N-cvcr, as dic output frcqucncy from the 
hacmodynarnic consoles %Nus substantially lower, die sarnpIc frcqucncy was standardiscd 
at I 00011Z. 
Data from each of the consoles was assigned a channel name, and gmphically represented 
on flic PC prior to recording. Each channel %%-as recorded as an individual text file. 
Follming recording, each of these text files togcdicr NNitli the study date, time, 
cxperimcntal data and anon), rnizcd paticnt idcntiricr undcn%-cnt autonlatcd convasion 
into a single IlP file. This rcduced the file size, and cnablcd simultancous text file data 
from each acquisition to be stored together (Figure 2-6). 
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2.3 Data acquisMon protDcol 
2.3.1 Pressure and velocity wire calibration 
Ile sensitivity of all NNircs is calibrated in die factory. Each scrisitivity test includes both 
a tr-, mniit and rcceivc plmsc, %vilcrc die Flo%%miap / %Vavcniap rcads die calibration %uluc 
from die %Nirc and adjusts it transmission in ordcr to maintain unirorni cunplitude and 
scnsitivity from %Nirc to uirc approximatcly 3dB. Wirc inipcdancc is vcry consistait 
from %Nirc to %Nirc. 
Prior to cach study cach mdre was furdicr calibratcd. nis was achicvcd by scriding a tcst 
signal down from both the NVavcmap (Figurc 2-7) and Flo%%-map (Figurc 2-8) consoics to 
the acquisition PC. 
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Figure 2-7. Calibration signal from the Wavemap console 
Prior to each study, a calibration signal was sent from the Wavemap console to 
the acquisition computer. 
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Figure 2-8. Calibration signal from the Flowmap console 
Prior to each study, a calibration signal was sent from the Wavemap console to 
the acquisition computer. 
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2.3.2 Selection of catheter 
Pressure and flow velocity %vircs mrc introduced into dic coronary aricrics and aorta via 
a coronary catheter. When measurements were made in dic right coronary artery a 
Judkins right cadictcr was uscd. When mcasuring in thc lcft coronary artcrics a Judkins 
lcft cathctcr was used. A scrics of diffcrcnt cadictcrs %%-crc tcstcd in flic aorta, thcsc 
include Judkins; righý Judkins, lcft, ALI, AL2, multi-purposc, and a Williams. We found 
that the Judk-ins right consistently gave dic best Dopplcr velocity cnvclopc. Undcr 
fluoroscopy it appearcd that this is bccausc, when using Us cadicter, dic Dopplcr Flm%irc 
, mas hcld morc ccntrally %Nithin the lunicn of the aorta. 
2.3.3 Alignment of pressure and velocity wires 
2.3.3.1 Left comnary artedes 
To study the relationsWp bet%%rcn pressure and%'clocitY at speciric sites %%iUn an artcrial 
tree, it was essential to ensure that all recordings were made simultaneously, %%ith the 
pressure and velocity b-ansduccrs aligned at the same position %Nidiin the artery. 
Following intubation, of the left main stem, %Nith a Judkins left diagnostic coronary 
cathetcr, each mrimm-as introduced in turn into the coronary artery. Fluoroscopy was 
used to guide the positioning of the N%ires, and to cnsurc that the pressure tmnsduccr 
(sitting 3cm back fi-om the distal end of the pressure uire) was aligned %%ith the velocity 
mansducer (sitting at the distal cnd of the velocity uire, Figure 2-9). This alignment of 
the wires is made easier by the presence of a marked change in radioluccncy on die 
pressure wire at the wansducer site (Figure 2-10). 
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Figure 2-9. Cartoon illustration of the alignment of the pressure and flow velocity 
wires. 
Each wire has a radiolucent and radio opaque portion. The sensor for the 
pressure wire is at the radiolucent-radiopaque interface. The sensor for the 
velocity wire is at the end of the wire. To ensure that both wires were aligned 
the radiolucent-radiopaque interface of the pressure wire was aligned with the 
end of the velocity wire. 
Figure 2-10. Fluroscopy image showing the alignment of pressure and Doppler 
velocity wires within the left anterior descending artery. 
Each of the wires were carefully aligned using fluroscopy. The wires were 
positioned so that the transduced bps for each wire were correcdy aligned. The 
transducer tip of the Doppler wire was mounted at the distal end, whereas the 
transducer tip of the pressure wire was mounted 3cm back from the distal tip. 
This is simplified as there is a change in radiolucency in the pressure wire at the 
site of the transducer. 
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2.3.3.2 Aorta 
A similar principlc %%us uscd in flic acquisition of simultancous prcssurc and vclocity 
measurements in the aorta. llo%Nvvcr, this time a Judkins right diagnostic coronary 
catheter %Nzs used instead of a Judkins lcft diagnostic coronary catlictcr. Ilis catlictcr 
cnsurcd fliat both the pressure and Dopplcr %-clocity %%ircs %%-crc licid frce from dic aorta 
mull. Fluoroscopy Nvas once again applied to ensure flic correct alignment of dic %ýircs. 
2.3.4 Improving data acquisition 
2.3.4.1 Optimising the velocity signal 
Following correct alignment of pressure and Doppler velocity mires, a series of steps 
wcre used to cnsure that the peak- Doppler velocity was trackcd. 
The first step %mas to ensure that flie best Doppler cnvclope was achieved to facilitate 
tracking. This stepwould oflen take a fcw minutcs, and was achicvcd by making small 
rotational movements to the velocity %virc, similar in principle to the small movements 
made when trying to obtain a peak- velocity across a %-alvc during Dopplcr 
echocardiography. When a satisfactory Doppler envelope had been achieved, flic next 
stepwas to ensure that the peak Doppler velocity envelope was being tracked correctly. 
UnRe the Wavcmap console, the Flo%vmap console has several parameters which can be 
altered to improve the signal quality and ensure that the peak Doppler velocity envelope 
is being tracked. These parameters are similar to those found other non-in-v-asivc Doppler 
systems, many of which have now been fully automated. They include the lPV 
threshold, velocity scaling and direction of tracking. If they arc set incorrectly, the 
Doppler signal N&rill be poor and trackingmill fail. 
The following baseline settings were use IPV flueshold = 2, direction = anterograde and 
velocity scale= 0-80cm/s. 
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23.4.1.1 IPVthreshold 
Ilic IPV flucshold alters die Doppler sigm] intensity. I'lic lower flic IIIV, flic briglitcr 
the Doppler cnvclope appeam and the bcttcr Oic tmcking. Ilown-cr, if dic IIIV %%vs 
increased too much, die tracking algorithm work-cd less cffccti%vly and die sigwl bccanic 
increasingly noisy. The baseline IPV threshold used was 2 (%%idi I being most sensitive, 
and 100 Icast scnsitivc). 
23.4.1.2 Anterograde-Retrograde tracking 
The Flowmap console has the ability to track blood in a prcdominatcly antcrogradc or 
retrogmdc dircction. 
In the coronary arteries this was always set to antcrograde. If die retrograde modc was 
used in the coronary artcries tracking would Nil. 
In the aorta either the anterograde or the retrograde modes was usa Ibc choice of niode 
depended on the anatomical measurement location. From the proximal aorta to flic aortic 
arch the antcrogradc modewas used. Beyond the aortic arch the retrograde modewas 
used. This change in tracking modc was necessary as both %Nircs bcc=c turned around 
to face the opposite direction beyond the level of the aortic arch. 
23.4.1.3 Doppler tracking and selection of the velocity scale 
The velocity scale detennined the size of the Doppler cnvelopc. With a strong Dopplcr 
envelope it %Nms easy to achieve good tracking by adjusting the velocity scale to just 
above the peak velocity of the Doppler envelope. llo%N-cvcr, in subjects %vith weaker 
Doppler envelopes the scaling had a direct effect on the Flo%%map tracking algorithm. In 
such subjects, if the velocity scale was set too large (i. e. 0-200cm/s), the tracking 
algorithm usually work-ed, but the velocity wavefonn appeared smoothed %vith a loss of 
fine detail. In contrast. if the velocity was set to small (i. e. just above the peak Doppler 
envelope velocity) the velocity waveform became noisy. To ensure the optimum setting 
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was used in all subjects, die velocity scale %%-as adjusted so fliat die smallest scale possible 
was used prior to noisy artefact becoming %isibic. In general most coronary %-clocitics 
mngcd bet%%-ccn 0-80cnVs. 
2.3.4.2 Uve haernodynamic signal averaging 
During study acquisition it is oflen difficult to obscrvc dic prccisc wawforni of cach dic 
prcssure and vclocity tmccs. Rathcr Umn looking at individual %%-a%, cfonns an alternativc 
strategy is to observc the a%, cmgc wawforms acquircd during cach acquisition pimses to 
assess if the quality of the data is satisfactory or wlictlicr a rcpcat recording is necessary. 
This was done by writing furthcr code for ffic Labview (National Instrumcrits, Austin 
, TX) acquisition soRNN-arc. This additional codc uses a peak- searching threshold 
algorithm to determinc the fiducial. timc point (pcak of dic ECG R-wavc) and Oicn scnds 
thcsc timc points in addition to the livc hacmod)mamic data to a Nlatlab (Madiworks, 
Natick, MA) Nvindow nmning at the same time. Matlab uses these data to calculate a live 
signal average for each data channel sent (Figure 2-11). 'Ibis data is then rctumed to 
L. abview where it is displayed in graphical fonn in real time. 
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2.3.4.3 Uve wave Intensity 
In addition to calculation of livc signal a%-cragcd prcssurc and vclocity data, it is also 
possibic to calculatc livc wavc intcnsity analysis. 11iis is calculatcd using livc signal 
averaged pressure and vclocity data in Nfatlab. r-ollo%%ing calculation die live wavc 
intcnsity data is rcturned to Labvicw whcrc it is displaycd in gmphical forni in rcal tinic. 
2.3.5 Problems encountered during data acquisition 
2.3.5.1 50 Hz mains hum 
These studies %%vre pcrfonned in t%%D cardiac caffictcr laboratories at St Mary's I lospital. 
In both of the laboratories, identical consoles and data acquisition cquipmcnt %%-as used. 
However, in one of the catheter laboratories, despite using isolating transromicr, a 
pron-dnent 50 Hz mains hum signal was detected in the haernodparnic recordings 
(Figure 2-12). This mains hum -*N-as only detcctcd %Nbcn the acquisition computcr N%-as 
powered by mains and was rectified by using the PC on battery, as opposed to mains, 
during data acquisition in that catheter laboratory. 
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Figure 2-12. Detection of 50Hz mains hum in haemodynamic recordings, and its 
removal using a digital low-pass filter. 
A 50 hz mains hum was detected when acquicring hameodynamic data with the 
acquisition computer powered by mains. When the computer was powered by 
battery the mains hum was removed. The mains hum could be removed from 
the data after acquisition using a digital filter. 
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2.3.5.2 Doppler spikes 
If the velocity scaling %vas set too small for the Dopplcr cm-clope the pcak tracking 
algorithni would fail. On these occasions a large spike would be seen in flic outputted 
velocity signal (Figure 2-13). By adjusting flic vclocity scaling it %%-as possible to prevcnt 
this from occurring. 
2.3.6 Calculation of pressure-velocity signal delay 
For accuratc detcrrnination of %N-avc intcnsity analysis it %N-as vital that mcasuremcnts of 
prcssurc and vclocity arc con-cctly aligncd in timc. Proccssing in bofli the Flo%%miap and 
NVavcmap is not instantaneous, and according to the manufacturer botli comics are 
known to inducc a dclay. 
We formally asscsscd the dclay bct%%-ccn the prcssurc and vclocity signal in a bench top 
cxpcriment, using the same acquisition equipment used in the hwnan studies. Each %%irc 
, was fed through a cathetcr, and thcn inscrted into a lcngth of plastic tubing. Each of the 
%vm was then attached to its console, and the consoles to the acquisition computer. 
Saline mms then run ffiroughout the entire length of tubing to cnsurc that no air was 
present. A small bolus of saline, %%-as then rapidly injected in to tubing. TWs -was rcpcated 
62 timcs in total, xNith the computcr lcft in the acquisition modc throughout this cnfirc 
period. Bct%N-ecn each injection of saline, pressure and, %vlocity, %N= allowed to rcturn to 
their baseline malues. 
Follo%,, ing the injection pimse, post processing analysis %%us carried out using Madab 
(Figure 2-14). The time interval between the onset of the pressure %Nivc and the onset of 
the velocity , N-as calculated. The mean time interval bct%%rcn die onset of the velocity 
wave and the onset of the pressure wave %%-as approximately 5 ms (median 4nis), the raw 
data is sho, %%n in full in the appendix (rable 8-1). This delay was applied to dic %-clocity 
data in all of the analysis performcd in dfis study. 
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Figure 2-13. Doppler spikes induced due to failure of velocity peak tracking 
algorithm. 
When the velocity scale was set below the peak Doppler envelope the peak 
tracking alogorithm failed. This would induce large spikes in the outputted 
Doppler velocity signal. This was prevented by increasing the velocity scale. 
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Figure 2-14. Calculation of the signal delay between the Flowmap and Wavernap 
consoles 
A bench top experiment was performed to calculate the processing signal delay 
between the Wavemap and Flowmap consoles. A small bolus of saline was 
injected into a plastic tube in which both wires had been placed. Identical 
acquistion equipment was used as in the invasive human studies. Recordings 
were made using Labview and subsequently analysed in Matlab. The mean 
delay between the consoles was found to be 5ms. 
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2.4 Post-acquisition Signal Processing 
Afler acquisition, signal proccssing and data analysis NN-crc pcrfbnncd using customiscd 
softNkwe %NTittcn in Matlab. This softNNwe %%-as fully-automatcd to allow 100% 
rcproducibility in the measurcnicnt of hacrnodynarnic data and calculation of wave 
intensity analysis. 
2.4.1 Filtering 
All data was passcd thmugh a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filtcr (also callcd digital 
smoothing polynomial filcr or least squarcs smoothing filtcr) (Savitzk-y A. and Golay, NI. 
J. E, 1964). This filter is ideal for "smoothine'bactnodpamic signals whose frequency 
span (without noise) is large. This is typical of Imcmodynamic data N%-Ilcrc it is common 
for peaks and troughs to occur rapidly in succcssion %Nithin a short timc pcriod. Ibc 
Savitzky-Golay filter fits a pol)mon-U to each frame of data to minimisc the least- 
squares error. It is thus more cffcctivc at preserving pcr-Cincnt high frcqucncy components 
of a signal than standard averaging filters. However, whilst the Savitzky-Golay is very 
good at preserving high frequency components, it is less good than standard averaging 
filters at removing noise. 
SavitAq-Golay polynomial order and frame %Nidth constants werc set at 3 and 31 
respectively in all data analysis. 
2.4.1.1 Ensembling 
All haernodynamic recordings madc'were 60 seconds in duration. However, to analyse 
wave intensity a single representative %,. -avcfonn is requiý- Rather than sclecting 
specific beats at random, the entire 60 seconds %%us cnscmblcd. The advantages of 
ensembling are that any random noise is removed in the averaging process. The 
disad,, -antages are that it relies on precise dctemiination of the fiducial point. If this is not 
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con-ccL cnscmblcd prcssurcs and velocity traccs becomc artcfactually smoodicd %%ith a 
loss of fine detail and a blunting of die peaks and troughs. 
2.4.1.2 SeleLton of the fiducial point for data ensembling 
A series of post-processing experiments were undertaken to identify dic best fiducial 
points for data crisembling. Fiducial points, %%rrc identificd using fully-automatcd custorn 
%%-rittcn algoriduns in Matlab. Aflcr sclcction of the fiducial points, data was cnscmblcd 
and the accuracy of these automated algoriflims assesscd by manual inspection of flic 
cnscmblcd traces and by calculation of standard deviations of die cnscmblcd 
hacmodynainic curves. 
2.4.1.21 Bloodpressure 
Algorithms were %%Tittcn in Matlab to identify the foot and peak- in the pressure 
waveform. Writing algorithms for cach of these fiducial points holds it oum specific 
difficulties (Fitch, P, M. and Vergona, R., 2001; Kapal E and WcUcrer E, and Martini 
F, 1951). 
The foot of the blood pressure curve is often difficult to identify automatically. This is 
largely because it is difficult to precisely identify the moment at %vWch pressure starts to 
rise above the baseline. The algorithm I have witten scans along the pressure curve until 
it detects a rise in pressure from one sample point to the ncxL Follo%%ing identification of 
such a candidate point (at position x) the algorithm then looks fon%-ards in time over the 
next 20 sample points. If pressure continues to rise over each of these successive points, 
position x is 'conflumed' as the foot of the prcssuremawform. llo%vcvcr, if pressure fails 
to rise over each of these 20 sample points the process rc-starts %vidi another candidate 
point. On completion the data was ensembled, and mean and standw-d deviations 
calculated (Figure 2-15). 
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Automatcd dctcction of flic pcak- blood pressurc uscs an algoridini to scarch for the 
highest valucs in flic prcssurc curvc. NVIlilst it is straightfom-ard to idcntify this pcak- in 
the pressure data, it is oflcn complicated by noisy spikes in Oic data, or by a two idcntical 
peak %ulucs spaced several sample points apart. On completion flic data %%us again 
cnscmblcd, and mcan and standard dcviations calculatcd (Figurc 2-16). 
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Figure 2-15. Pressure waveform gated using automated foot detecbng 
algorithm. 
J deviation 
An automated Madab alogrithm was used to detected the foot of each pressure 
waveform in a 60 second recording of raw data. An average is then calculated 
by time aligning each trace around this fiducial point. The standard deviation is 
very close to the mean at the beginning of the waveform and then diverges 
around the peak. Mean pressure is shown as a solid red line, and standard 
deviation as a dotted blue line. 
- Mean Pressure 
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Figure 2-16. Pressure waveform gated using automated peak detecting 
algorithm. 
An automated Madab alogrithm was used to detected the peak of each pressure 
waveform in a 60 second recording of raw data. An average is then calculated 
by time aligning each trace around this ficlucial point. The standard deviation is 
not close to the mean throughout the duration of the waveform. Mean pressure 
is shown as a solid red line, and standard deviation as a dotted blue line. 
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24.1.22 ECG 
Pcak- ECG R-wavc was detcctcd using a autornatcd Nlatlab algorithm. Ilis algoriflim 
detects the slimp infection point associated %Nifli die ECG R. %%-a%-c. In cases of the ECG 
R-%N, ave being negative, the algoridim detects this and invcrts dic tracing. On dctcction of 
all of die fiducial timc points the data was again criscrnbled and mmn and standard 
deviations calculated (Figure 2-17). 
The fiducial time points were thcn calculatcd for 10 diffcrcnt raw pressure recordings, 
each 60 sceonds in Icngth, using thc flu= diffcrcnt nicthods (foot-prcssurc, peak-prcssurc 
and the peak ECG R-mve). The standard deviation was calculated for cach mveform 
and then a mean standard deviation of all %%-avcfonns calculated. 
The ECG peak R-wavc algorithm was consistently the lo%%vst standard deviation. 
Consequently this fiducial point was used to detcmiinc the fiducial time points in all 
haemodynamic data analysis performed in this study. 
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Figure 2-17. Pressure waveform gated using automated peak ECG R-wave 
detecting algorithm. 
An automated Matlab alogrithm was used to detected the peak ECG R-wave of 
each ECG complex in a 60 second recording of raw data. An average is then 
calculated by time aligning each trace around this fiducial point. The standard 
deviation is initially very close to the mean before separating out around the 
peak of the waveform. Mean pressure is shown as a solid red line, and standard 
deviation as a dotted blue line. 
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2.5 Wave intensity analysis 
2.5.1 Definition of wave intensity analysis 
In its simpicst form %Nmvc intcnsity can be dcrincd as, 
di = dPdU 
-, vhcrc dl is the change in intensity, dP is the changc of pressure across a wavcfront and 
dU is the change in velocity across a %%-avcfront (Park-cr KII, 2008). It is positive for 
fom-ard travelling %vavcfronts, both compression and expansion, and negative for 
backward %%-avcfronts. If, as is oftcn the casc, flicre are simultancous fomurd and 
backw-ard waves in the artery, flic wavc intensity is the algebraic sum of the %N-avc 
intensities of the two wavdionts intem-cting at die mcasurcnicnt site at the time of 
mcasurcmcnL The sign of the net wave intensity flimforc rcvas immediately if the 
fonNurd or backward NNavcs arc dominant. 
The disadvantage of using the %vave intensity equation as defined above is that it take no 
account of sample fi-equency, and hencc gives differcnt values of wave intensity for 
different sample frequencies. An alternative definition which takes sample frequency 
into account is defined as, 
dr = (dP/dtXdU/dt) 
where dP/dt and dU/dt are the time derivatives (rather d= differcnccs). I have uscd this 
definýifion throughout this thesis as it allows comparison between wave intensity values 
rccord4 in differcnt laboratories, at diffcrcnt sampic frcqucncics. 
2.5.2 Units of wave intensity 
The units of instantaneous -%N-ave intensity are equal to the product of die slopcs: 
(Dpidt)(du/dt), whose units are [P] [U] / T2. These units can be cxpresscd as kg sýs or J 
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m -2 ý*3or W ni2 sý. I havc uscd W m2 s'2fliroughout Olis flicsis as it givcs the most 
numerically manageable values. 
The units of cumulative wave intcnsity arc equal to dic intcgml or (drQt)*(du1dt) dt 
whosc units are flicreforc T timcs more. Ilicsc units can be cxprcsscd as kg s4or J m2 s' 
2 or W nf2 el. I have uscd W m2 ý" throughout this dicsis as it gi%-cs dic most 
numerically manageable values. 
2.5.3 Identifying the origin and nature of a wave 
Waves arc responsible for directing the flow of blood in the coronary artery circulation. 
These waves can originate from both die upstream aortic (proximal origin) and 
do%%nstream microcirculatory (distal origin) cnds of flic artcry, and can cidicr accclcratc 
or deccleratc the flow of blood. NVhcn only pressure or velocity alone is known at a 
single site of measurement, it is not possible to dctcrminc the odgin and nature of a wave. 
To identify the origin and nature of these %%-avcs it is ncccssary to havc simultancous 
recordings of pressure and velocity. 
Increascs in prcssure can rcsult in cithcr acccleration or decclcration of blood, depcnding 
on the origin of the pressure wave (Table 2-1). An incrcasc in pressure originating from 
the aortic end (proximal origin) of the vessel %Nill accelerate blood velocity (Figure 
2-18A). In contrasL if the increase in pressure originates from the doNNmstr=n 
microcirculatory end (distal ofigin), blood velocity uill decelerate (Figure 2-19A). In 
both cases the rise in pressure is considered by %%-a%-e intensity theory to be as a result of a 
compression. wave, which has a 'pushing' effect, albeit in different directions to the mean 
direcfion of flow. 
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Tllc opposite pattern is found %Nith dccm-ising wave pressure. A decrease in pressure 
originating from die proximal cnd %%ill dccclcmtc blood flow (Figure 2-1913), tuid a 
dcc=sc odginating from the distal cnd N%ill nccclcmtc flow (Figurc 2-18B). Any 
dccrcasc in prcssurc is considcrcd by wavc intcnsity dicory to be a rcsult of cxpansion 
AN-avcs, which havc a 'suction' cffcct. 
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2.5.4 Separating coincident waves from proximal and distal origins 
The simple principles described abovc %Nill identify Oic origin and naturc of %%-aves in 
most parts of flic artcrial circulation. llo%N-cvcr, in dic coronary artcries, %%-aves from 
opposite ends of the artery can occur simultaneously. To idcntify the origin and nature of 
thcsc ovcrlapping A-avcs, somc additional madicinatical stcps am rcquircd. Ibc changc 
in prcssure is scparatcd into N%-avc componcnts odginating frorn the proximal cnd (04) 
and distal end (dP. ), using the follo%Ning formulae, where P is thc density of blood (taken 
as 1050 kg m-3), c is the wave speed calculated using the single-point equation described 
below (Davies, J. E. and Whinnctt, 7- I., 2006b), V is the incremental change in coronary 
artery pressure, and dU the incremental change in blood %, clocity-. - 
I 
dP. = ý(dP+pcdU) 
d, Fj 
I (dP-pcdU) 
2 
Equation 2-1. Separation of pressures from proAmal and distal ends of the 
coronary artery 
Tbewave originating proximally is given by dP,.: positive values indicate an accelerating 
wave, and negative values indicates a decelerating %vave. 'nic wavc originating distally is 
given by dP. : where conversely positive values indicate a decelerating wave, and 
negative values indicate an accelerating wave. 
2.5.5 Calculation of coronary artery wave intensity 
Using wave intensity analysis it is possible to separate and quantify the waves present in 
the coronary artery circulation into those originating from (1) the proximal end (NVI. ) and 
(2) the distal end (NVL) of the artery (Equation 2-2). Wim rcprcscnts the nct %%uvc 
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intcnsity, the sum of Wl. and Wl- NVc havc uscd a con%-cntion of dcrining %%u%, c intaisity 
as the product of die first time dcfi%mti%-cs of prcssurc and vclocity, so dmt the results are 
independent of Ole sampling frequency used. (Niki, K. and Suga%%wa, hi., 2002) 
I dp dU Jill* -+PC 
4pc(dt (it 
=_I 
(dP 
_, PcdU)2 4jo c dt dt 
(dPjdU) 
dt di 
Equation 2-2. Calculation of wave Intensity analysis 
Wave intensity Is separated Into waves originating from the prolxmal end (Wi+), 
the distal end (WI. ). Net wave Intensity (ViW Is calculated from the separated 
wave intensities. 
2.5.6 QuanUfication of waves 
Cumulative, %N, ave intensity voas calculated for each wave by measuring the area under the 
curve. The proportion of cumulative wave intcnsity was calculatcd by cxpmssing the 
cumulative wave intensity from an individual wave as a percentage of total cumulative 
wave intensity in the cardiac cycle. Tbe contribution of each wavc to coronary artery 
blood flow N%-as calculated by measuring the corresponding velocity for each %%-avc. 
2.5.7 Calculation of wave acceleration 
Once the values of dP and WI have been calculated the origin and nature of any givcn 
wave is knoNvn. From these values, it is possible to determine if the waves act to 
accelerate or decelerate the flow of blood. In cach of our figurcs,, mavcs responsible for 
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the acccicration of blood are shadcd (black), and diosc decclcrnting are not sluided 
(wilitc). 
2.5.8 Technical limitations of using wave Intensity In the coronary 
arteries 
Aflcr cxtcnsi%, c litcmturc rcvicw I havc idcntirted no prcvious study attcnipting to 
pcrform wavc intcnsity analysis in human coronary artcrics. I'licre are two main rcasons 
for this. The first is that acquisition of pressure and velocity data requires an cxtrcrncly 
skilled opcmtor, mith sufficient patience to spend time adjusting die position or die 
Doppler %vire until the peak- velocity signal is achieved. 
The second is that in order to separate %%uvc intensity into waves originating proximally 
and distally, it is necemary to have a local estimate of umvc speed at flic mcasurcnicnt 
site. However, techniques which have previously been applied to calculate wave speed in 
other arteries (Harada, A. and Okada, T., 2002; Khir, A. W. and O'Brien, A., 200 1) are not 
applicable in the coronary arteries. 'Mus prior to being able to apply wave intensity to 
separate, maves in the coronary arteries it was essential to establish a rcliabic technique for 
the detennination of local coronary artery wave speed. 71iis is the subject is cxtcnsi%-cly 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
2.6 Reprodudbility 
Reproducibility was formally assessed for each of the recorded hacmod)mainic, %-ariables 
by calculating the standard deviation of the difference bct%%ren 30s rcplicatc rccordings. 
This is reported in detail in the reproducibility section of cach of the cxpcrimental 
chapters. 
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3 Use of simultaneous pressure and 
velocity measurements to estimate 
arterial wave speed at a single site in 
humans 
80 
3.1 Inbin uction 
Mcthods havc not bccn availabic to mcasurc wavc spccd in dic lunan coronary artcry, 
but Nvavc spccd mcasurcd bct%%-ccn the carotid and fcnioml artcrics (con-csponding to the 
aorta) has repeatedly been shown to predict cardiac events (Blachcr, J. and Asmar, 
R., 1999; Laur=4 S. and Boutou)Tic, P., 2001; h1caunic, S. and Rudnichi, A., 2001) 
(rabic 3-1 and Table 3-2). 
The standard approach for mcasuring mavc specd rclics, on mcasurcnicnt or ti, c tinic 
taken (6t) for a %vave to travel bct%N-ccn bwo sites a known distmcc apart (6s). 'nic 
pressure or flow %N-aveforms at the two sites may be acquired simultaneously %Nitli a pair 
of transducers, or alternatively acquired . Nith one transducer moved bc-m-ccri two 
positions with subsequent gating to the R wave of the ECG. 'Mc time delay St is 
measured between the arrival of an identiriable point on the pressure (or flow %vave in 
some studies), such as the "foof,, and %%mve speed calculated as c- Ss/St. 71ýs method is 
commonly referred to as the "foot-to-foof' method. Early work- was in%-asive, using 
catheters to acquire simultaneous pressure wavc forms in die aorta (Hamilton NVF and 
Dow P, 1939). Currently, arterial pressure or flow %%-avcfonns arc more commonly 
acquired non-invasively using piezoelectric transducers, Doppler ultrasound or 
applanation tonometry at peripheral sites. Using this approach it is possible to derive the 
average %vave speed non-invasively over a length of the arterial hm - most commonly 
the aorta from carotid to femoral levels. 
Despite the simplicity of this mediod for measuring %%-ave speed, thcrc are scvcral 
potenfial sources of inaccuracy. Non-in%-asivc techniques rely on an estimation of the 
distance tmvelled between the measumd points, uhich mary behwen patients, especially 
when arteries become more tortuous %,, ith age. The foot-to-foot mcdiod also depends 
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critically on accurate asccrtainmcnt of dic foot of dic systolic upstrokc, ubich can be 
difficult to identify unambiguously (rcgardicss of whether data is acquirc-d in%-asi%, cly or 
non invasivcly) -a difficulty sonictimes rcduccd but not climinatcd by adoption of 
aitcmativc identifiable points on flic %mawforni such as die peak slope of asccnding 
systolic curve (Kapal E and Wcttcrcr E, and Martini F, 195 1) or the dicrotic notch (Fitch, 
R. M. and Vcrgona, FL, 200 1). 
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Table 3-2. Studies showing the relationship between pulse wave velocity and 
cardiovascular disease or outcomes. 
Year Author Type of Study Results 
2005 Shokawa T ct al. Longitudinal For all causc mortality. raw risk ratio for patients 
(I Oyears) with PWV >9.9 nifs was 1.28 (1.14-1.42, p<0.0001), 
and risk ratio adjusted for age, gender. systolic BP, 
PWV, diabetes, hypcrlipidcmia. and ECG 
abnormalities %%-as 1.42 (0.96-2.1 l, p-0.08). 
For cardiovascular mortality, raw risk ratio was 4.46 
(1.61-12.32, p<0.0001) and adjusted risk ratio 4.24 
(1.39-12.96, P<0.01). 
2002 Boutouyrie P et al. Longitudinal For coronary event% raw relative risk for a 3.5 n-Js 
(5.7 years) increment in PWV %vas 1.42 (1.10-1.82, p<0.01). and 
risk ratio adjusted for Framingham risk scorc u2s 
1.34 (1.01-1.79, p-0.039). 
For any cardiovascular event, raw rclative risk for a 
3.5 rnIs increment %vas 1.41 (1.17-1.70, p<0.00 I) 
and risk ratio adjusted for Framingham risk score 
was 1.57 (125-1.98, p<0.0001). 
2001 Mcaurric S et al. Cross sectional Odds ratios of cardiovascular disease 17.44 (2.52- 
120.55, p=0.0038) for >15n-ds versus less than 
l5n-Ws after adjusting age, mean blood pressure, 
heart rates, body mass index, dcmcnia, glycacmia, 
albuminacmia and use of anti-hypcrtensive drugs. 
2001 Laurent S et al. Longitudinal For all cause mortality, raw odds ratio for a5 m/s 
(16 years) increment in PWV was 2.14 (1.71-2.67, p<0.000 1), 
and risk ratio adjusted for heart rate, age and 
previous cardiovascular disease was 134 (1.04-1.74. 
p=0.02). 
For cardiovascular mortality, raw odds ratio for a5 
mols increment was 2.35 (1.76-3.14. p<0.000 1) and 
risk ratio adjusted for heart rate, age and previous 
cardiovascular discam was 2.35 (1.76-3.14. 
P<0.0001). 
1999 Blachcr J et al. Cross sectional Odds ratios of atherosclerotic events 3.83 (2.19- 
6.70, p<0.000 1) %%ben PWV >I 5mls versus <1 OnVs 
after adjusting for age, smoking, diastolic blood 
pressure, creatinine and diabetes. 
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The hurnan coronary artcry has cludcd %%u%-c speed calculation by flicsc nicthods. for 
pmctical rcasons. First, it is difficult to obtain coronary prcssurc wavcromis non- 
invasively. Sccond, cvcn invasivc nicasurcment %%ifli intracoronary prcssurc %%ircs may be 
inadequatc for vclocity mcasurcnicnt bccausc dic scgnicnts of coronary artcry %%idi 
consistcnt propatics arc not long cnough for dicrc to be a nicasurabic tinic intmil 
bctNN-ccn rccognisable points on dic prcssurc curvcs at dic two respcctivc positions. 
It has rcccntly bccn rccogniscd that, in ccrtain circurnstanccs, wave spccd can bc 
cmlculated from simultaneous measurements of pressure and fluid velocity at a singlc 
point (Harada, A. and Okada, T., 2002) by careful analysis of die prcssurc-vclocity loops. 
(Khir, A. W. and O'Brien, A., 2001) Ilis uses simultaneously acquired pressure and 
velocity data from a single position Nvithin a vessel to ascertain the wave speed from flic 
gradient at the linear portion of pressure and vclocity relationship at tile start of systole. 
This technique has been Nulidated in Nitro (Khir, A. W. and Parker, K ll., 2002) and in 
vivo (Khir, A. W. and Zwnbanini, A., and Parker, K. 11,2004) uidi the foot-to-foot 
method, and been used to dctennine the wave speed in the ascending aorta of patients 
with cardiovascular disease. (Khir, A. W. and Hencin, N1. Y., 2001) llo%%, cvcr, this 
pressurc-velocity-loop method is reliant on there being a period during which thcrc is a 
unidirectional '"we urith no reflections (for example, the early part of the systolic 
upstroke in the aorta). This restriction makes the pressure-velocity loop method 
unsuitable for NN-ave speed analysis in the coronary arteries because coronary arteries are 
subject to multiple waves and reflections from both aortic and microcirculatory ends 
(Sun, Y. H. and Anderson, T. J., 2000). 
We have developed a new technique which extends the principle of the pressure-vclocity 
loop method and can derive wave speed (c) by a formula %%bich acts to minimisc net 
wave energies (Equation 3-1) over complete cardiac cycles, ubere 0 Dis the density of 
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blood, and dP and dU are Ole changes in pressure and velocity over one sanipling rvriod. 
nc dcrivation of fliis cxprcssion for dic %%u%-c spccd is gi%-cn in dic Appcndix (CImptcr 
8.2). 
21 
dp 2 
U2 dwL 
Equation 3-1. Calculation of wave speed using the single-point equation. 
Local wave speed is calculated from pressure and velocity. This equation Is 
accurate when used over at least one complete cardiac cycle. 
This single-point technique uses simultaneously acquired pressure (P) and velocity data 
(U) from a single position within a vessel. It is particularly advantageous in flic coronary 
arteries as it neither requires the vessel to be long enough for two mcasurcmcnts, nor 
relies on the presence of a periodwhere there is only a single wave impulse. 
The aims of this study were to: 
(1) compare the %%u,., e speeds derived using this single point technique %Nith those 
derived by the conventional foot-to-foot technique in the aorta. 
(2) use the single-point technique to derive coronary artery, %N-avc speed, and compare 
it %,, ith central aortic wave speed. 
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(3) use the single-point tecimique as a nictliod of detecting acute changes in coromy 
%mc spccd, rcsulting from flic intmcoronary infusion of nitmtc. 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Subjects 
14 volunteers (mean age 56 years (SD 11), 10 fcnialc) %Nvrc rccruited from patients 
schcduled for coronary angiography, in NvIlorn coronary artcry discasc was considcred a 
relatively low probability. Exclusion criteria included previous coronary intervention, 
valvular pathology, regional N%ull motion abnomiality, rhytim other than sinus, or the use 
of nitrates in the proceeding 24 hours. All subjects gavc %%-rittcn infornicd consent in 
accordance with the local etWcs committee protocol. 
3.2.2 Pre-catheterization 
Whilst structural composition is considered to be the principal determinate of arterial 
physiology, many non-structuml physiological pamnictcrs havc important rcgulatory 
roles. These may be influenced by physical (Geleris, Parashos and Sta%-mti, Alcxia, and 
Boudoulas, Harisios, 2004; Kingwell, Bron%v)m A. and Berry, Karen L, 1997; Siche, JP 
and de Gaudemaris, R, and Mallion, A1,1989), psychological (Lantclmc, Picrrc and 
Milon, Hugues, 1998) and phannacological factors (NIc, Donald DA and O'Rourk-c, NIF, 
and Nichols, WW, 2005; Safar, M. E. and Simon, A. C., and Levcnson, J. A., 1984; 
Simon, A. C. and Safar, M. E., 1983; Soma, J. and Angelscn, B. A., 2000; Stokes, Gordon 
S. and BariN Edward S., and Gilrillan, Kerry L., 2003). Physical factors: To midimisc the 
effects of physical exertion, all subjects rested in bed for one hour prior to angiogmphy. 
Subjects who smoked , Ncrc not excluded from the study but asked to refrain from 
smoking for 24 hours (Vlachopoulos, Charalambos and Kosmopoulou, Fotcini, 2004; 
Wiesmann, Frank- and Petersen, Steffen 13,2004). Similarly subjects were required to 
refmin from coffee (Vlachopoulos, Charalambos and Kosmopoulot4 Foteini, 2004) and 
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alcohol (van dcn Elzcn, A. P. and Sicrk-snia, A., 2005) for at Icast 12 hours prior to study. 
Subjects %wre also not studied Wfliin 9 hours of cating. Psychological factors: To 
minimise psychological stress, all subjects had careful explanation of the procedure 
during die consent phase, and ample opportunity for furdicr chrification and rcassumncc. 
Phannacological factors: To crisure Nvc N%rrc stud)ing dic acutc cffccts ornitratc, paticrits 
wcre requestcd to try to avoid using nitmtc in dic 24 hours prior to dic proccdurc. All 
other medications recommended by the patients physician, %%-crc continucd, as is nonnal 
practice for coronary angiography in our institution. 
3.2.3 Cardiac catheterization 
Cardiac catheterization. was undertak-cri Nia the fcmoml approach. Follo%%ing diagnostic 
angiography, studies %Nvre closely inspected by two operators for dic presence of 
coronary artery disease. Only subjects N%ith angiograpMeally nonnal coronary arteries 
procceded to have the haemodynamic rccordings. Offlinc nicasurcmcnts of coronary 
artery diameters were made using quantitative coronary angiography (NIDQNI-QCA). 
3.2.4 Haemodynamic recording 
Pressure and velocity recordings from aorta and coronary arteries 'were made using .0 14 
inch diameter Wavewire and Flo%vire (Volcano Therapeutics, formerly Jomcd Inc) 
respectively. An analogue output feed was taken from the Wavc%%irc and Flo%virc 
consoles and electrocardiogram into a National Instruments DAQ-Card Al-16E-4 and 
acquired at I kHz using Lab%ieNv. Considerable care was taken to ensure accurate 
alignment of pressure and velocity %vires %vithin. the vessel. Once in situ, small rotational 
movements were made to the Flo%vire to obtain the peak Doppler blood velocity, and the 
standard cosine correction applied in large arterieswhere theuire mas not constrained to 
lie pamllel to flow. Data Nvere subsequently analysed using a custom sofh%= package 
designed with Matlab (Mathworks, Natick-, MA). 
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3.2.5 Study Protocol 
In all subjects, follo%king a normal coronary angiogram, a Judkins Right diagnostic 
catheter was inscrted and pressure and flow %Nirc passed t-&-yond die distal end into die 
aorta. Simultaneous measurements of pressure and velocity %%vre Own made at multiple 
points along die aorta starting from die aortic root. At cach location nicasurcinctits %%-crc 
recorded for one minute. In ten of the patients, flic %%ircs %N-crc %%ididm%%-n by 10cm 
intcrvals and rccordings madc for onc minutc at cach position, to cnablc calculation of 
aortic NNuvc spccd using the foot-to-foot tcchniquc. Tbc Idl coronary circulation %N-as Own 
intubated with a Judkins left diagnostic cadictcr. 111c pressure and flow Nkirc , N-crc passed 
into the proximal part of dic left main stem, lcft anterior desccnding and circumflcx artery 
in turn, with one minute recordings at each location. Tlic, %Nircs %%vre then %%ithdrawn into 
the left main stem, data acquisition started, and I mg of intrucoronary isosorbide dinitratc 
administered, with recording continued for one minute. 
3.2.6 Derivation of wave speed 
The haemodynarnic recordings were analysed using custorniscd Matlab sofl, %N=. The 
blood pressure and Doppler velocity recordings were filtered using a Savitzky-Golay 
filter (Savitzky A. and Golay, M. J. E, 1964) and cnsembled, using the ECG for timing. 
The foot-to-foot %%-ave speed %N-as calculated as c= (distance travelled) / (time taken). Thc 
distance between the hvo points along the aorta had been measured physically during 
pullback at the time of data acquisition using a sterile rulcr. The time tak-cn %%-as 
calculated, by subtraction of the respective times of the onsct, of systolic upstrokc at each 
point (in relation to the ECG). 
The single-point wave speed was determined using equation I where the summations 
were taken over all of the cardiac cycles during the measurement period (normally more 
than 50 beats). We calculated wave speed by this technique at serial locations along the 
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aorta, and in each coronary artcry. In all calculations dic dcnsity of blood (p) %%-as tak-cn 
to bc 1050 kg m-3. 
3.2.7 Reprocludbility 
Reproducibility of haemodynamic recordings was cxcclicnL Ilic %kithin-paticrit standard 
dcviation of maximwn systolic blood pressurc was 4.5 mml 1g, minimum blood prcssurc 
was 4 mmlig and peak- Doppler velocity was 0.06mls. 
3.2.8 Statistical Analysis 
The statistical package Statvicw 5.0 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NQ was uscd for analyses. 
Continuous data arc described by mean and standard deviation (SD). Effect sizcs are 
given as a mean and 95% confidence intcn-al of the mean. Relationships between 
continuous variables werc cxwnincd by dic Pearson product-momcnt correlation 
coefficient. Because the relationship of wave speed to age has been described in Oic 
literature as non-linear we tested this relationsWps not only N%ifli standard linear 
rcgression but also vith stepNNisc multi-N-miate regrcssion NNith a %-adcty of non-lincar 
u=fonnations of age, namcly age, age 2, age 3, age 4, age 1/3, age 1/4, log (age), 
exp(ageyears). Paired comparisons were made using Student's paired t test. 
Rcproducibility of haernodynarnic measurcmcnts were asscssed using the mcthod of 
Bland and Altman (Bland, J. M. and Altman, D. G., 1986). A P'%-aluc of <0.05 %%-as tak-cn 
as statisfically significant. 
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3.3 Results 
In all 14 subjects mean age 56 ycars ± 11), 10 female, bodi coronary artcry and aortic 
measurements %Nvre made. Subject demographics and %uscular risk factors are listed in 
Table 3-3the Table 3-3 and pharmacological flicrapics in Table 34. Wave speed was not 
significantly different between subjects taking medications and fliosc not taking 
medications, aortic foot to foot(p=0.89), aortic singic-point (p=0.94), and coronary 
single-point 
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Table 3-3. Table shoWing subject demographics and vascular risk factors. 
Variable n±SD 
Subjects 14 (10 Female) 
Age S6 111 
Pressure (mm Hg) 
Systolic ISO: t 22 
Diastolic 80: t 11 
Hypertension 8 
Smoking history 8 
Family history IHD 3 
Hyperlipiclaernia 11 
Diabetes Mellitius 0 
Table 3-4. Table showing subject pharmacological therapies 
Variable n 
Asprin 7 
Statins 7 
Calcium channel antagonists 2 
Beta-Blockers 4 
Nicorandil 0 
ACE inhibitors 0 
Nitrates 0 
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3.3.1 Wave speed derived from the aorta 
Wave specd was dcrivcd from the aorta in 10 subjects, using bodi die single-poitit and 
foot-to-foot techniqucs. 'nic N%u%-c srvcd calculatcd by Oic t%%v nic0iods agircd %Nvil 
(Figure 3-1), %%ifli a correlation cocfficicnt of 0.72 (p<0.05), mcan diffcrcncc (single 
point-foot to foot) of 0.9 m/s, and standard dcviation of flic diffcrcncc of 1.4 m/s. 
3.3.2 Measurement of Coronary Artery Wave Speed 
In all subjects using the new singic-point technique, coronary artcry muvc spectl was 
derived from the left main stem, lcft anterior descending and circumflex arteries. I'lic 
mean coronary artery waw speed was 21.1: LS. 9 nds. hican wavc speed in individual 
coronary arteries was: left main stem 18.8±7.1 m/s, left anterior descending 21.6jL6.5 m/s, 
and circurnflex 20.8±71 mls (Figure 3-2). WiNn indhidual patients coronary artery 
vý, ave speed was very similar in the different arteries: lcft main stcm and lcft antcrior 
descending had a mean absolute difference of 3m/s, lcft main stem and circuniflcx had a 
mean absolute difference=3.2 m/s, left anterior descending and circumflex had a mean 
absolute difference of 1.5 m1s. 'Me mean coronary artery diamctcrs %%rrc: I& main stcm 
4.4 mm, left anterior descending 3.7 mm and circumflex 3.2 nun. Aortic %%-avc spccd 
7.7±2.3 m/s was much lo%Ntr d= the coronary, %%-ave spceds (p<0.00 1, Figure 3-2). 
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Figure 3-1. Comparison of aortic wave speed derived by the foot-to-foot method 
and single-point method. Line of identiy shown as dotted line. 
Wave speed in the aorta was derived using two technique techniques: (a) the 
conventional foot-to-foot technique calculated from the time taken for the 
pressure wave to travel between two points, and (b) the newly derived single- 
point equation (taking an average of the measurements between the proximal 
and distal foot-to-foot measurement sites). 
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Figure 3-2. Compar-sion of mean wave speeds in the aorta with dx)se in the left 
main stem, left anterior descending and circumflex arteries (mean and standard 
error of mean shown). 
Wave speed was calculated in the left main stem, the left anterior descending 
and circumflex arteries using the single point equation. Wave speed was 
significatly lower in the aorta than in each of the coronary arteries. Wave speed 
was similar between individual coronary arteries. 
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3.3.3 Coronary artery and aortic wave speeds 
Nlcan coronary artcry and aortic wavc specds %%trc correlatcd (r-0.72. p-0.002, Figurc 
3-3). Wavc specd incrcascd similarly Wdi agc in bodi thc coronary nrtcdcs (r-0.58, 
p=0.02, Figurc 34) and flic aorta (r--0.85. p<0.001, Figurc 3-5; p-0.16 for difrcrcticc 
bct%%-ccn dicsc two corrclation cocfficicnts). 
In the litcraturc, dic relationship bct%%-ccn wavc specd in dic aorta and agc has been 
dcscribcd as bcing non-lincar, and flicrcfore we perfomicd additional tcsting. Ilic non- 
lincar rcgrcssion analysis idcntirtcd that for aortic wavc spccd flic bcst fit %%-as %%ith agcIP.. 
(r2=0.71) while for coronary wavc speed die bcst fit was %%ith agc3 (r2-0.36). llo%%-cvcr, 
it was notabic Umt thcsc cur%-cs %%-cre in rcality not apprcciably diffcrcnt from die lincar 
modcl (Figurc 3-4 and Figurc 3-5). In addition wc tcstcd the rclationship using a non- 
paramctnc, the Spearman rank- con-clation tCSL Ibis confirmed a positi%v rclationship 
bctNN-ccn agc and Nmavc spccd in both the aorta (p=0.84, p<0.003) and dic coronary artcry 
uv--0.63, p=0.02). f-0 
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Figure 3-3. Correlation between coronary artery and aorbc wave speed using the 
single-point technique. 
Wave speed was calculated in the coronary arteries and aorta using the new 
single-point technique. Wave speed in the coronary arteries and the aorta was 
found to be significantly correlated. 
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Figure 3-4. Correlation between age and mean coronary artery wave speed. 
Wave speed Is found to increase with age In the human coronary artery. The 
best fit straight line is shown (thick line) with the corresponding correlation 
coefficient and p value. The best nonlinear fit is also shown (broken line) for 
comparison. 
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Figure 3-5. Correlation between age and mean aortic wave speed. 
Wave speed Is found to Increase with age In the human aorta. The best fit 
straight line Is shown (thick line) with the corresponding correlation coefficient 
and p value. The best nonlinear fit Is also shown (broken line) for comparison. 
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33.4 Effect of Isosorbide dinitrate on coronary wave speed 
r-ollo%%ing isosorbide dinitnitc administrntion wave sý in die lcft main stan rcll by 
43% from 16AI6.0 n-ds to 9.31-4.6 mls (p<0.001). 11iis is illustratcd in Figurc 3-6. 
which sho%%s individual paticnt muvc spccd data, prc and post isosorbidc dinitmic 
administration. I'llis fall in %%-a%v sNW mus not statistically diffcrctit bct%%vcn subjccts 
taking medications and dwsc not taking medications (p-035). 
The singic-point tcchniquc mak-cs it possibic to dcrivc coronary artcry %%uvc spccd bcat- 
by-beat. An example is shown in Figure 3-7. By this approach, wc dctcnnincd that the 
mean time taken for the coronary wave speed to reach its nadir aftcr nitmtc injection %%us 
18s. 
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Figure 3-6. Effect of Isosorbide dinitrate on wave speed In the left main stem 
coronary artery. 
Wave speed was recorded Immediately before and after the Injection of 10mg of 
Intracoronary isosorbide dinitrate. In each subjects was speed fell. The mean 
fNI In wave speed was 43% from 16A m/s to 9.3 mls (p<0.001). 
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In fliesc studies I dcfi%-cd arterial speed using simultzancous mewuraimits or 
prcssurc and Dopplcr %-clocity at one Imatiot-4 by a ncw singic-1vint inctliod. 11iis 
mcdiod o%-crcomcs many of the limitations of od)cr tccliniqucs and nllo%%s wavc spccd to 
bc derivcd in small %-csscls or in short scgments. Ilic first finding is that wavc spccd 
dctcnnincd by fliis nictliod corrcsponds closcly to conwntional foot-to-foot 
mcasurcmcnts in die aorta. Second, die new nicthod is madily applicable to die coronary 
aricrics which havc prc%iously bccn difficult to study. Wc found a closc coffclation 
bawcen indi%idual subjects' aortic and coronary umvc, spccds. In c%vry paticrit 
speed was higbcr in the coromary artcrics than in die aorta. 111ird, die single-point nictliod 
has sufficicrit time resolution to identify acute changes such as the rapid fall in wave 
speed follo%%ing administration of isosorbidc dinitratc. 
3.4.1 Single-point wave speed 
hicasuremcnt of artcrial wavc spccd has potcntial for usc both in rcscarch and as a 
clinical tool, for asscssing cardio-, -ascular discasc risk. The singic-point mcthod mak-cs it 
possible to overcome nuny of the technical limitations of cxisting techniques, allo%%ing 
the study of smaller and shorter . -csscls than has prc%iously been possible. Using existing 
tcchniques such as the foot-to-foot nicthod in the coronary artcries, it is difficult to obtain 
sfficicnt tcmpoml resolufion for rcliablc csiinmtcs of wavc spccd. Aitcnmtivcs such as 
the pressure-velocity loop, %%hich can be used to dcri%, c speed in the aorta, arc 
difficult to apply in the coronary artcrics due to the prescncc of muldplc reflectcd %%-a%-cs. 
XVc havc applied the single-point technique to study hurnan coronary artcrics, but in 
principic it could be uscd to study wavc sý in a vcssel of any sizc, as long as 
simultaneous prcssurc and velocity can be measured. Recently a study has been presented 
(Sicbcs, M. and Vcrhocff, B. J., 2004) %%idi a guide %%irc combining simultancous prcssurc 
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and %-clocity mcasurcments. Wc bclic%-c Umt a mirc of such a I)Iv %%x)uld bc ideally suited 
for die single point %%u%-c spccd nicasurcnicnt. 
Dcri%mtion of wavc specd using dic singIc-point tcchnique is simple mid uses cquipmait 
alrcady found in most wcIl-cquippcd cadictcr labomtorics. Unlikc officr Icchniqucs 
which producc an n%vmgc speed o%vr a long segment or artery, this single-point 
tccliniquc is capable of derhing %N-a%v specd at specific points in die %-ascular twc. In 
principle, by measuring %%-a%v speed at multiple locations along an ancry, this technique 
could be used to idcnfify local abnonnalitics of wavc srx-aL %Nhich may rcprcscnt carly 
focal disease that is manifesting as changes in arterial compliance. 
NVa%-c Intcnsity Anal)sis, a Icchniquc to idcntify and quantif)ing indi%idual wavcs, would 
also benefit from the single-point technique for wave spccd determination. Ilic analysis 
rclics on the availability of the local wavc spccd. Until now, dicre has bccn no simpIc. 
unambiguous, automatabic mcdiod for dctcrmining wavc spccd fliat can be applicd to 
both the coronary arteries and the aorta. 
3.4.2 Age dependence of wave speed 
Using the single-point technique there is an increase in %%-a%-c speed %%idi age in both die 
aorta and the coronary artcrics. Iffic age-depcndencc of aortic %%-a%v specd is w0l 
rccognised (Bramwell JC and hic S%Niney BA, and Hill AV, 1923, - Nlitchcll, G. F. and 
Parisc, 11,2004; Vaitk-c%icius, P. V. and Fleg, I L, 1993), but until now it has not bccn 
possibic to look for the corresponding relationship in coronary artcrics becausc of 
technical limitafions. It is likely that the parallel incrcascs in %%-avc speed in both aona 
and coronary arterics arc manifcstations of sirnilar dcgcncrati%-c pathophysiological 
proccsscs in both artcrial bcds (Zicskc, A. W. and Malcom, G. T., and Strong, J. P., 2000). 
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3.4.3 Relationship between wave speeds In coronary arteries and aorta 
Wc found a closc corrclation, bawcen %%u%v spccds in flic peripliml and coromiq 
artcrics, which may cast light on previous obscrvations fluat aortic wavc srxvd predicts 
not only global cardiovascular c%vnts (Blaclicr, J. and Asmar, IL, 1999; Laurcnt, S. tuid 
Boutou)Tic, 11., 2001; NIcaunic, S. and Rudnichi, A., 2001) but also disease and events 
cntircly uidiin flic coronary trcc (Inianishi, IL and Scto, S., 2004, - h1clcod, A. L mid 
Urcn, N. G., 2004; Ouchi, Y. and Tcmsliita, K, 199 1). 
It is plausibic that at-risk subjccts lmvc incrcascd %%-a%-c sNed in nmny %mscular bcds. 
Thus dic pmcticc of mcasuring %%-a%-c spced pcriplicmily using non-invasi%v tcchniqucs, 
may be yidding information about the global N-ascular state of flic paticrit, beyond dic 
indhidual bcd bcing mcasurcd. 
The original work- in wavc speed has been pcrfonncd largely using pulse %%, a%v 
tcchniqucs,, %%-lých havc allowcd dic study of largc, long and notionally uniromi artcrics. 
A nc%%-cr generation of non-in%-asivc clinical tools is arri%ing which can measure 
simultancously artcrial velocity by Doppler and pressure by ultrasound %-csscI wall 
tracking (Harada, A. and Okada, T. 2002). These may allow dic pioneering work on 9ý 
pulse %%-a%-c velocity to be built upon and extended into small, rclafivcly inaccessible, and 
spafially localiscd arterial segments. Ultimately fliis may liclp in stud)ing bodi focal and 
global mascular discasc. 
3.4.4 Relationship between individual subject's coronary arteries 
Our findings suggcst tha% despitc %-ariation in the Icngth and dimnctcr bct%%vcn the 
coronary artcrics of an indhidual, coronary artcry umvc spccd is similar bct%%-ccn an 
individual's coronary aricrics at last in individuals %%idiout c%idcnt coronary artcry 
discase. llcsc similarities of wavc spccd mcasuremcnts in vmwIs that are likclY to diffcr 
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in thcir pattcm of distal rcflcction sitcs suggcst Umt distal rcflcction is not significantly 
interfcfing %%idi dic singlc-point mcfliod. 
3.4.5 Effect of Isosorbide Dinitrate on Wave Speed 
Using dic singic-point tcclinique it I-as bccn rmssible to dcri%v coronary aricry wavc 
slx-cd bcat by bcat in cach subjccL r-ollo%king administration of intmcomnary isosorbidc 
dinitratc, coronary wavc spccd is sccn to fall. We bclicvc Out Uiis rcprcscnts a transictit 
incrcasc in vascular distcnsibility, presumably as a rcsult or %usorclaxant action or nitmte 
on smoodi muscic, this is in addition to dic cstablishcd vasodilator action or isosorbidc 
dinitrate. Thcsc findings arc consistcrit Wth studics by odicr groups in odicr vascular 
beds (Mc Donald DA and O'Rourk-c, NIF, and Nichols, WW, 2005; Safar, NI. E and 
Simon, A. C., and Lcvcnson, J. A., 1984; Simon, A. C. and Safar, N1. r--, 1983; Sonia, I 
and Angeiscn, B. A., 2000; Stokcs, Gordon S. and Barin, Ed%%-wit S., and Giffillan, Kcrry 
L, 2003). 
It is not clear if this decrease in coronary aricry wave speed I-as any role in die unti- 
anginal mechanism of nitrates. 
3.4.6 Human coronary wave speed in the context of previous animal 
data 
On first inspcction, our %-alucs of human coronary artcry wavc spced (avcmgcd across dic 
subjects of different ages) are somewhat higlicr than the %-alues prc%iously mponed ror 
anaesthe6scd horscs (RumbcrgcrJ. A, Jr. and Ncrcni, R. M., and Muir, W. W., 111,1979) 
and dogs (Arts, T. and Kruger, R. T., 1979). llo%%-c%-cr, on furthcrconsidcmtion, flicrc arc 
at least two factors to take into account. First, our healthy subjccts had a mcm age of 56 
)-cars, and agc has a wry largc cffcct on %%-avc speed in humans, as can be seen from our 
coronary and aortic data (Figurc 3-6), and aortic data from odicr groups (Bramwc1l JC 
and hfc S%%incy BA, and Hill AV, 1923; Vaitk-c%icius, P. V. and Fleg, J. L, 1993). In our 
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youngcr subjects, coronary artery wavc speed %%us wry similar to thosc reported in 
aninials (Arts, T. and Krugcr, IL T., 1979; Rumberga. J. A., Jr. wid Ncmn. IL NI., and 
Nfuir, W. W., 111,1979). 
Sccond, anacsdicsia %%-as uscd in bofli of the animal cxpairnents (Atts, T. and Krugcr, IL 
T., 1979; RunibergcrJ. A., Jr. and Ncrcm, PL M., and Muir, W. W., 111,1979), umcstlicsia 
is known to causc %2sodilatation and to rcducc blood prcssurc. I have shmm dmt 
coronary wave spccd falls drarnatically mith %-asodilatation (at least %%ith isosorbide 
dinitratc). Indccd, %%-hcn ur. administcrcd this vasodilator to our subjccts, nimn coronary 
artery wave srx-cd fell by 43% to 9.3 mIs uhich is compamble to die values obtained 
from animal cxpcrimcnts (bct, %%-ccn 4 and II m/s in horscs (Rumbaga, J. A., Jr. and 
Nam, P. M., and hfuir, W. W., 111,1979) and 8.6ni/s in dogs) (Ans, T. and Krugcr, PL 
T., 1979). 
The mider mnge of agcs and the abscncc of masodilating gcncml mmesdicsia in our study 
could each readily explain the higher headline %-alucs of wave speed in our study than in 
the animal studies. Nc%-crthclcss it would be reassuring if future %%vrk- could be repeated 
uith largcr numbcrs, and includc calibmfion of the singic-point %%-a%-c spccd in dic 
coronary artcrics by an altcnmd%-c techniquc. 
3.4.7 Study limitations 
Whilst our findings suggcst that spccd dcri%-cd using the singic-point tcchnique 
agm-es closely A%ith the sequential foot-to-foot technique in the aorta, the %mlucs estimated 
by the singic-point tcchniquc tended to be higher, samral possible cxplanations could 
cxplaining this differenec. 
In our study the %ulidity of the single-point method was directly tested by rcfcrcnee to a 
conventional method only in the norm 
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In dic coronary artcry dic only azmnicnt mus to clicck %%-avc spccd comlation %Nith 
aortic wavc spccd and age, and to check that an effect ornitrules is dctcctcd promptly. In 
dic intact hurnan, to our kno%vlcdgc, no measumnicnt or coronazy artcry %%-a%-c spccd has 
cvcr bccn publishcd. This has mcant that dircct comparison of our tcchniquc ngainst 
oflicr tcchniqucs in the coronary artcrics is not possible. We chose die root-to-root 
tcchnique as a comparator bccausc it is has bccn %%idely uscd for invasivc mcasurcinctits 
of wave spced in the aorta. 
A furthcr limitation of our study is foot-to-foot mcasurcmcnts of wavc spccd %%vm canicd 
out from sequcntial (mdicr than siniultancous) prcss= rccordings. \Vc chosc this 
approach becausc our cxpcricncc ums that the finic from ECG to the foot of prcssurc 
%%uvc %%us vcry rcproducibic indccd at any givcn mcasurcmcnt location, and dicrcrorc 
timings from two locations could bc subtractcd to givc a rcliablc foot-to-root time. We 
bclicvcd Us small compromisc Cinstead of dic uldmatc gold stwidard of root-to-foot 
measuremcnt using two separate cathctcrs) is cthically preferable since it avoids die need 
for a second artcrial puncture that would not nonnally be pcrromicd for the subject's 
routine clinical investigation. An altcrnativc gold standard, avoiding the nccd for a 
second arterial puncture, would be a dual pressurc sensing catheter. Such cadictcrs would 
bc appropriatc for the aorta, but perhaps not for the coronary aricrics of thcsc %viuntccr 
paficnts. To ensure that the pressure and velocity data for our singic-point %%-a%-c spccd 
estimatc was comparablc between aorta and coronary. wc %%mntcd to use a pmssure 
measurement system that could be safely used in both vessels. The 0.014 inch pressure 
uire, we chosc is licensed for use, and is regularly used in clinical practice, in die human 
coronary artery. For this reason wc chose to usc tMis prcssure uirc and the corrcsponding 
flow %%ire. However, it may have been advantagcous to use both npproachcs: die 
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pressurc and flow %%ircs for coronarics and aorta plus a dual-scnsing prcssurc cailictcr in 
the aorta. 
Comparison of mcdiods of wavc spccd cstimation is inlicrcntly difficult. A rccctit study 
focuscd in dcpdi on dic qucstion or dic so=c or variation in %%-a%, c spccd cstimatcs 
bct%%vcn tnediods, bodi in labomtory artificial modcls and in animals undcr optimiscd 
cxpcrinicntal conditions. It found disag=nicnts in vitro of dic ordcr or 2.3%. mid in dw 
animals of flic order of 20% and morc. and concluded that die greatest pan or 
disagreemcnt bct%%-ccn %%-a%-c spccd cstirnation mcfliods lics in mndorn nicasurcnicnt crror 
of the mw data (Bertram, C. D. and Gow, B. S., and Grccn%%uld, S. E 1997). 
In our study, differences between the single-point estimates of %%-ave speed and %%-a%v 
speed measured by the foot-to-foot technique may rcprescnt measurement error in either 
technique. It might be assumed that any discrepancies bct%%-ccn the t,. %D methods must 
arise from error in the single point %uluc (since thc foot-to-foot technique is based on a 
simple and unimpeachable principle of distance di%ided by time). llo%%-c%vr, before 
assuming that all of the discrq=cy rcsults from crror in dic singic-point value, it should 
be remembered that the mathematical soundness of dic foot-to-foot principle Ims to be 
tak-Cn in the contcxt of tcchnical limitations (albcit slight) of making nicasurcnicnts in li%v 
human volunteers. One such limitation is that whilst we could cnsurc that the distal cnds 
of themircs mcre pulled by a known distance outside the body, wc could not control the 
precise path taken by the proximal cnd of the cadictcr (inside dic patients %-asculaturc), 
nor could we constrain the path of the proximal cnd of the %%ircs to bc idcntical to dic path 
of the wavc front The aorta is curved and has a significant, intcrnal diarnctcr and it is 
therefore possible for the path travelled by the catheter during pullback to be shorter or 
longcr than that travc1led by the wavc. 
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Whilst dic single point technique uill work for dic mijority of physiological coWitions, it 
is possible to construct theorctical models in %%hich die single-point cquation may become 
Icss accumtc. Onc such possibility cxists as a rcsult of dic differaice in rcflcction si(cs 
bct%%-ccn dic coronary artcries and largc artcrics such as the aorta. Within dic coronary 
artcrics rcflcction sitcs are considcrcd to be morc localiscd than fliosc found in the aorta. 
Tbcorcfically these very localiscd rcflcction sites may Icad to a high corrclation betwccii 
forward and backward wavcs, and possiblc inaccuracy in wavc speed determination. For 
cxample, if a forward-travc1ling incident wavc %%-as inputted into a %vry short closcd cnd 
tube, the rcflcction may be indistinguishable from the incident %%-a%-c. Under such 
circumstanccs minimising thcsc sclf-<=cciling wavcs would be wong. To date, %N-c 
havc not been able to find such highly corrclatcd %%-a%rs c%vn in the human coronary 
circulation. Indccd, our finding of the similarity in wavc spccd amongst indi%idual's 
coronary artcrics, despite ahcration in rcflcctions sites, supports die use of die singIc-point 
techniquc in the coronary artcrics. 
NVa%-c speed c1carly incrcascs %%ith agc in both flic aorta and flic coronary artcrics, but it 
diflicult to be ccrtain from a study of this sizc %Nbcther the rclationship is lincar or non- 
linear. The statistical degree of fit is vcry similar for the linear and non-lincar models, and 
indeed the best-fit nonlinear models are only slightly curved. It may be that over a %%idcr 
age range, or in a larger study. clearcr c%idcncc of cunmturc may arisc. Prc%ious studies 
that examined aortic %%-a%-c speed in much larger groups of subjects found wave spced to 
increasc morc promincnfly in latcr life, and it is %-cry possibic that a similar agc 
rclationslip may cxist in the coronarics. 
Whilst %%r. have found a largc mduction in coronary artcry mavc spccd follo%%ing 
administration of nitratcý it is possible that this response tnay have bccn modulated by co- 
administration of other medications. No significant difference was found bct%%vcn %%-a%v 
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spccds in paticnts taking any drug (or chss; of drugs) and those not taking than. 
llo%%-cvcr, Olis study %%-as not dcsigned to dctect such diffactices mid tlicrcrorc such 
diffcrcnccs cannot bc cxcluded. 
3.5 CondLWions 
I have introduced a new technique for dahing artcrial speed at a single point using 
simultancous prcssurc and vclocity. 11iis tcclinique allows wavc specd to bc cstitimtcd in 
the hurnan coronary artcry, %hich is difficult to asscss %%idi prcNious nicthods. Our data 
show that coronary %%-a%-c specds arc correlated to aortic %%-a%-c srK-ods. llis may be of 
rclc%-ance to studies which have mcasurcd, aortic wavc speed (as a surrogate for coronary 
wave speed) as a predictor of coronary fisk. Finally, we havc used bcat-to-bcat 
measurement of wavc speed by the singIc-point, method to cstablish that coronary artery 
wave speed dccrcascs, significantly follo%%ing the administration of isosorbidc dinitratc. 
This single-point wave speed calculation in principle could be automated and applied to 
simultmcous mcasuremcnts of prmurc and vclocity obtaincd by any tccliniquc: if dicsc 
could bc obtaincd non-invash-cly, it would allow real-timc study of singIc-point Nkzvc 
spced in populations. 
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4 Evidence of a dominant backward- 
propagating "suction" wave, responsible 
for diastolic coronary filling in humans, 
attenuated in left ventricular hypertrophy 
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4.2 Introduction 
Iffic physical forms rcsponsibic for dic coronary flow profilc rcinain Ivorly undcrstood 
despite intensive study. As c1scwhac in die arterial circulation, ultitimtcly it is prcssum 
diffcrcncc bct%%-ccn flic aorta and flic peripheral capillaries Umt provides the driving force 
for coronary blood flow. I lo%%-cvcr, unlikc most otlicr systcmicmascular beds, blood flow 
in coronary artcrics pcak-s in diasto1c, radicr than s)stolc, whcri blood prcssurc in flic aorta 
is substantially lower than the peak- systolic pressure. 
The effects of cardiac contraction on coronary flow %Nus first. considered by Scaraniucci 
in 1696 (Scaramucci J, 1696) and die phasic nature of coronary blood flow and its 
rclationship to the contract. ilc cycle of the heart was originally described by Sabiston and 
Gregg (Gregg DE and Sabiston DC, 1957) in 1957. Since then die '%=ular %%-aterfall' 
(Do%%mcy, J. M. and Kirk, E. S., 1975) and 'intramyocardial pump' (Spaan, J. A. and 
Brculsý N. P., and Laird, J. D., 1981) models have considcrcd die irnpor=ce of increasing 
myocardial pressure in impeding coronary blood flow. Ilic "fimmurying clastancc" 
(Krams, R. and Sipkcma, P., and %sterhof, N., 1989) model described die importance of 
lcft ventricular stiffness and contraction of fibres surrounding intrarnyocardial blood 
vessels on coronary blood flow (Downey, I hl. and Downey, 11. F., and Kirk-, E 
S., 1974). 
Of these, the model that is best able to incorporate the dynamics of die cardiac cycle is 
the int=), ocardial pump (Spaan, J. A. and Brculsý N. P, and lah4 J. D., 1981), which 
attributcs s), stolic-diastolic, %-ariations in coronary flow to an acti%v intrarn)-ocardial pump 
and not resistanccs, %-ar)ing over the cardiac cycle. Like the other experiments (Downcy, 
J. Nt. and Downey, 11. F., and Kirk-, E S., 1974; Downcy, I N1. and Kirk-, E S., 1975-, 
Grcgg DE and Sabiston DC, 1957; Kmms, R. and Sipkcnia, P., and N%Icstcrliof, N., 1989; 
Sc=mucci J, 1696), the experiments stud)ing dic intram)-ocardial pump (Spaan, I A. 
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and Brculs, N. P., and Laird, I Dj 98 1) dicory %%-crc highly itmasivc and suitable only for 
animal cxperimcnts. 
We %%-anted to dc%-clop a technique %%ith fincr temporal rcsolution fluit would allow us to 
address these dynamic interactions %%ithin the cardiac cycle between proxhiml and distal 
influences on coronary flow. It %%-as important that the technique could be readily npplicd 
to living human subjects, so that normal hunian physiology and human pathophysiology 
could be cdiically studicd. 
Tbc combination of ncw mcasurcmcnt tcchnology and ncw analysis mcdiodology has 
now made this possible. Ntiniaturiscd pressure- and flo%v-scnsing %%ircs suitable for use in 
coronary arteries of the living hurnan arc now a%-ailablc and approved for clinical use 
(Volcano Thcrapcutics, fonncrly Jomcd Inc). Anal)sis of wavc intcnsity (Joncs, C. I 
and Park-cr, K. 11,1992; Park-cr, K. 11. and Joncs, C. J., 1990; Sun, Y. 11. and Andcrson. T. 
J., 2000) cxplains phasic flow in tcmis of a scrics of %%-a%-c fronts that undcrlic dic changcs; 
in prcssurc and flow in arterics. By quantif)ing thcsc %%-avc fronts, it is possibic to 
deennine the relative importance of aortic and microcirculatory contributions to 
coronary blood flow. This approach has provcd %-aluablc in undcrstanding the pattcms of 
flow, pressure and %%-a%-c reflection in systemic artcrics (Joncs, C. J. and Parker, K. 
H., 1992; Joncs, C. I and Suga%%-ara, M., 1993; Joncs, C. I and Suga%%-aM N1,2002; Khir, 
A. W. and Hcncin, M. Y., 2001; Ohtc, N. and Narita, 11,2003), and has reccntly bccn 
applied to the coronary arteries of animal models. (Sun, Y. If. and Anderson, T. J., 2000) 
By applying this technique to identify the nature of thc, %N-a%-cs in hurnan coronary arteries, 
we can cast light on how the complex interaction of %-cntricle, coronary artery and 
myocardial microcirculation producc the rccognisablc coronary flow profi1c. Wc can 
also study the cffcct of condifions %%Ifich may affcct thcsc wavcs. Lcft vcntricular 
hypertrophy is a classical example of such a condition, %%-here distortion of myocanlial 
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architccture rcsults from myocardial cclI h)pcrtrophy and dicrc is fibrosis as %%vil as 
intramyocardial artcriolar wall Uiickcning and incmascd pedvascular ribrosis 
(Sch%vartzk-opff, B. and Frcnzel, 11,1992). Such structural cimnges lead to physiological 
alterations resulting in a change in die coronary blood flow profile. Although studics 
havc demonstratcd altcrcd coronary flow rcscr%-c (I loughton, J. L. and Frank-, M. J., 1990) 
and coronary vascular resistance (Schwartzkopff, B. and Mot4 W., 1993), ncitlier is able 
to provide a mechanistic cxplanation for the cause of the altcrcd flow profile. 
In this study we have applied %%-avc intensity anal)sis to hurnan coronary arteries, in order 
to: 
(1) Identify and quantify the waves driving human coronary ancry blood flow. 
(2) Use direct measurement of waves of proximal (aortic) and distal origin (myocardial 
microcirculation) to cxpUn . Nby coronary flow paik-s in diasto1c, when, aortic blood 
pressure has already fallen. 
(3) Determinewhether waves arising from coronary artcry microcirculation arc altcrcd in 
left ventricular hypertrophy. 
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4.3 Methods 
4.3.1 Subjects 
20 volunteers (mean age 54 ± 10 years, 13 ferna1c) %%-crc recruited from patients 
scheduled for coronary angiography, in whom coronary artery disease ms considered a 
relatively low probability. Exclusion critcria included prcvious coronary intervention, 
valvular pathology, regional %N-all motion abnonnality, rh)Ihm other than sinus, or the use 
of nitrates in the preccding 24 hours. All subjects gave written inronned consent in 
accordancc with the protocol approvcd by flie local cdlics committec. Ilic authors lmd 
full access to the data and take full rcsponsibility for its integrity. All audiors Imc read 
and agree to the manuscript as **NTitten. The demographic profile of die study participants 
is presented in Table 4-1, and the pharmacological therapics in Table 4-2. 
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4.3.2 Pre-catheterization 
Whilst structural composition is considcred to be flic principal dctcrminatc of aricrial 
physiology, many non-structural physiological paranictcrs have important rcgulatory 
roles. Tlicsc may be influenced by physical, psychological and pimmacological factors. 
Physical factors: To minimise the cffects of physical cxcrtion, all subjccts restcd in bed 
for onc hour prior to angiography. Subjccts who smoke mrc not cxcluded from the study 
but asked to refrain from smoking for 24 hours. Similarly subjects %%vre required to 
refrain from coffee and alcohol for at least 12 hours prior to study. Subjects %%-crc also not 
studied within 9 hours of eating. Psychological factors: To minimisc psychological stress, 
all subjects had careful explanation of the procedure during the consent phasc, and ample 
opportunity for further clarification and reassurance. Pharinacological factors: All oml 
and sub-lingual nitrates were stoppcd 24 hours prior to the procedurc. 
Each subject underwent echocardiogmphy using an ATL- , to ensure that they had 
nonnal cardiac structure and function. 
Each patient undenvent two-dimensional and Doppler echocardiogmphy using a phased 
army sector scanner (ALT HDI 5000CV) using a standardized examination protocol 
(Foalc, R. and Nihoyannopoulos, P., 1986). Intervcntricular scptal %%ull thickness, 
posterior 'wall thickness, and I& ventricular internal diameter were measured from thc 
lcft vcntricular short axis view with 2D guided cchocardiography. Measurements wcrc 
made at cnd-diastole in each of three scparate framcs in accordance %Nith the Pcnn 
convenflon (Devcreux, P. B. and Reichek, N., 1977). mcasuremcnts and all systolic 
measurements were also made using the leading edge to leading cdgc technique, as 
recommended by the American Society of Echocardiogmphy (Sahn, D. J. and DeNlaria, 
A., 1978). Results of the three measurements for each structure werc awraged. 
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4.3.3 Cardiac catheterization 
Cardiac cathctcrization Aus undertaken via the fernoml approach. Follo%%ing diagnostic 
angiography, studies were closely inspected by two operators for die presence of visual 
coronary artery disease. Only subjects with angiographically nomial coronary ruicrics 
proceeded to haemodynamic recordings. 
4.3.4 Haemodynamic recording 
Pressure and velocity recordings from aorta and coronary artcrics wcre made using .0 14 
inch diameter Wavevvire and FloNvwire (Volcario Ilicrapeutics, formerly Joined Inc) 
respectively. Analogue output fccds %Ycrc taken from the %Vavc%%irc and Flo%v, %%irc 
consoles and electrocardiogram into a National Instrumcnts DAQ-Card AI-1613-4 and 
acquired at I kHz using Labview. Considerable care was tak-cn to cnsurc accurntc 
alignment of pressure and velocity wires within dic vessel. Once in situ, small rotational 
movements were made to the Flov; %virc to obtain the peak- Dopplcr blood vclocity. Data 
%&rre analysed off-line using a custom sofh%= packagc designed %Nith Matlab 
(Mathworks, Natick, MA). 
4.3.5 Study Protocol 
In all subjects, following a nonnal coronary angiograrn, the lcft coronary circulationmas 
then intubated with a Judkins left diagnostic catheter. A pressure and Doppler flo%v%%irc 
was then passed into the proximal segment of the lcft main stem, lcft anterior descending 
and circumflex artery in turn. Wires %wre carefully positioned to ensure the sensor tip of 
each "ire was aligned. Simultaneous recording of pressure and vclocity was made for 
one minute at each location. Because precise alignment in time of the pressure and 
velocity signals is important for this analysis, we performed a series of timing calibration 
tests. In an in-vitro preparation we rapidly injected a small bolus of saline and measured 
the time delay in the raw voltage signals between the foot of the Doppicr signal and the 
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foot of die pressure waveform. A total of 62 injections were pcrfoniicd, mid the nicati 
delay was 5.1 ms [95% Cl: 4.4 to 5.8 ms]. To correct for flic difference in proccssing 
times of two the signals, we flicrefore advanccd all velocity signals in the clinical study 
by 5 ms. 
4.3.6 Analysis of haernodynarnic data 
The rccorded data werc analyscd using custorniscd Matlab soft%N=. I'lic blood prcssurc 
and Doppler velocity recordings were filtered using a Savitzky-Golay filter (Savitzk-y A. 
and Golay, M. J. E, 1964), and cnscmbled using die ECG for timing. Mean %ý-avc 
intensity was calculated from the left main stem, lcft antcdor descending and circuniflcx 
artery in each patient. This mean %,, uve intensity -*%-as used in all analysis. For the purpose 
of this thesis, I have considered diastole to start with the onset of vcntricular rclaxation, as 
describcd by Wiggers (Wiggcrs, C. J., 1921). 
4.3.7 Calculation of wave speed in the coronary arteries 
To calculate wave intensity requires local measurement of wave spced. We 1mve used 
the single-point technique, which uses simultaneous measurement of pirssurc and flow to 
detennine wave speed (Equation 4-1, Full derivation 8.2) Milcre the sums arc taken over 
an integer ntunber of cardiac cycles (Davies, J. E. and NVhinnctt, Z- I., 2006b). 
dP2 
p dU2 
Equation 4-1 
Local wave speed calculated using the single-point equation. 
The single-point equation is used to calculate local wave speed from 
simultaneously recorded pressure and velocity. This equation Is accurate when 
used over at least one complete cardiac cycle. 
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4.3.8 Statistical Analysis 
The statistical package Statview 5.0 (SAS-Institutc Inc., Cary, NQ was used for analyses. 
Continuous variables are reported as nican :h standard deviation at cach location. 
Comparisons were made using Student's West. Rcproducibility of hacniodynamic 
measurcments were asscssed using the mcthod of Bland-Altman. Ap valuc of <0.05 ms 
tak-cn as statisticallY significant. 
4.3.9 ReprocludbilitV 
Reproducibility of haemodynamic measurements was calculated by cxamining, for cach 
patient, separate 30-second recordings of blood pressurc and velocity. The standard 
deviation of the difference, between these replicatc rccordings, of systolic blood prcssurc 
imas 5.2 mmHg (3% of mean valuc), of diastolic blood pressurc %%-as 1.9 mml Ig (2.5% of 
mean value) and of peak- Doppler velocitymas 0.057 m/s (10% of mean -t-aluc). 
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4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Patient characteristics 
All subjects had good left ventricular systolic function on cchocardiography (cicction 
fmction >55%). No subjects had evidence of either regional wall motion abnornialitics; or 
valvular abnonnalities. The hacmodynamic variables are sunimariscd below (Table 4-3). 
4.4.2 A consistent sequence of waves in the coronary artery 
We idcntiried six predominating waves in the cardiac cycle (Figure 4-1). I'licse %vavcs 
occur in the same sequence during each cardiac cycle. The scqucncc was the same in 
each subject, although the intensity and timing of the individual %%mvcs diffcred bct%N-ccn 
subjects. The wave profile was very similar in each of die lcft coronary artcrics (Figurc 
4-2). Three characteristic waves were identified during ventricular contraction, and three 
%vcre associated with vcntricular relaxation. Aldiough cumulative wavc intcnsity values 
varied between sub ects, the proportions of individual %mes were compamblc bct%%-ccn j 
subjects. Waves were chamcteriscd by their origin and direction of tmvel (for%k-. M- 
travelling NNaves originating proximally and back-ward-travc1ling %Nuves originating 
distally), character (pushing or suction) and effect on coronary blood flow velocity 
(accelemtion of decclcmtion wave). 
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Table 4-3. Haernodynarnic variables sub-dassified Into subjects with and without 
LVH. 
Neither the mean blood pressure or the blood flow velocity was found to be 
significantly different between the LVH and non-LVH group. 
Variable n±SD 
NonLVH 10 
LVH (septum >1.2cm) 10 
Mean septal wall thickness (non-LVH) 0.94 0.2cm 
Mean septal wall thickness (non-LVH) 1.4 O. 1cm 
Blood Pressure (all subjects) 
systolic 146 23 mmHg 
diastolic 81 31 mmHg 
Blood Pressure (non-LVH) 
systolic 143 26 mmHg 
diastolic 80 16 mmHg 
Blood Pressure (LVH) 
systolic 148 21 mmHg 
diastolic 82 9 mmHg 
Coronary flow velocity 
non-LVH 0.42 ± 0.35 m/s 
LVH 0.43 ± 0.52 mls 
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Figure 4-1. Identificabon of waves in the human circumflex artery 
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Wave intensity analysis was applied to the drcumflex artery to Identify waves 
originating proximally (WI+, upper panel) and waves originating distally (WI., 
middle panel). Coronary artery flow velocity and pressure is shown In the lower 
panel. Dashed line shows the onset of each wave. 
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Figure 4-2. Repeating patter of waves identified in the human circumflex artery, 
left anterior descending, and left main stem. 
Wave intensity was used to identifly waves (M+ and WL) In each of the left 
coroary arteries. The same pattern of six predominate waves is visible In each 
of the arteries (circumflex artery-upper panel, left anterior descending-middle 
panel, and left main stem-lower panel). Pressure and velocity is shown for each 
recording. 
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4.4.4 Energies of waves in the coronaty artery 
Peak, umvc intensity and cumulative wave intensity (area undcr wavc intensity curve) 
were measured for each wave. The proportion of cumulative wavc intensity (cxprcsscd 
as a percentage) was also calculated (Table 44). Ilic majority of wavc intensity (55%) 
occurred in association with ventricular relaxation. 
The largest wave in the cardiac cycle occurred during ventricular relaxation (Figure 4-1, 
labelled @) which accounted for 30% of the cumulative -*%uvc intensity. During 
vcntricular contraction, the largest wave (Figure 4-1, labelled 
(D) 
accountcd for only 
22.3% of cumulative wave intensity. The incremental incrcase in coronary flow -. -clocity 
vý-as sioficantly larger during the ventricular relaxation (0.51 ±0.45 m/s) Omn during die 
ventricular contraction (0.14 ± 0.16m/s, p<0.00 1). 
4.4.5 Abnonnal wave intensity in left ventricular hypertrophy 
In subjects with LVH, the same six predominant waves were identified and occurrcd in 
the same order, but the relative sizes of the waves Nvcre abnormal (Figurc 4-3). 111c 
dominant backward-travelling suction wave decreased %,, idl incrcasing left wntricular 
septal wall thickness (r--0.52, p<0.02, Figure 4-4). The other waves were indcpcndcnt of 
left ventricular scptal wall thickness. 
A strong positive correlation was found between the early-fom-ard. travelling pushing 
N%-ave and the dominant backward-travelling suction %N-ave (r=0.51, p<0.02). Subjects 
, with LVH (septal wall thickness >1.2 cm) had only one quarter the increase in dominant 
back-ward-travelling suction umve for each unit incrcase in early-formard travelling 
pushing wave (regression slope = 0.53) when compared to non-LVH subjects (regression 
slope = 1.98). The early backward-travelling pushing wave %%-as also decreased in 
subjects vAth left ventricular hypertrophy (2.8% v 0.97%, p< 0.04). 
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Figure 4-3. Identification of waves in the human circumflex artery of a 
subject with left ventricular hypertrophy. 
Wave intensity was used to identify waves In the circumflex artery of a 
subject with left ventricular hypertrophy(septal wall thickness 1.6cm). 
Waves were separated into waves originating pro)(imally (Wl+, upper panel) 
and waves originating distally (Wl-,, middle panel). Coronary artery flow 
velocity and pressure is shown in the lower panel. 
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Figure 4-4. The fall in backward-traveling suction wave percentage with 
increasing left ventricular septal wall thickness 
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4.4.6 Effects of age on waves and coronary wave speed 
Age has a significant effect on the cwnulative wavc intensity of individual waves. 
With increasing age there was a progressive incwasc in the pcrccntagc of die 
fonvard-travelling suction wave (r--0.64, p<0.002, Figure 4-5). Ibis wavc was not 
significantly related to wall thickness (r--0.15, p=0.08) but was related to coronary 
artery wave speed (r=0.64, p<0.002). 
The late backward-tmvelling pushing wave was also found to dccrcase mith 
increasing age (r--0.61, p<0.005). The other waves %%, cre not significantly affected 
by age. There was no association between wavc intensities and any class of 
pharmacological therapy taken. 
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Figure 4-5. The increase in the forward-traveling suction wave percentage 
with increasing age. 
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4.5 Discussion 
In this study we have shown how wave intensity analysis can be used to identify and 
quantify the prcssurc-velocity waves in the human coronary artery. Second, we have 
found that the 'suction" wave propagating back-%N-ards through the coronary trce 
during ventricular relaxation is the most important wave in the initiation of fom-ard 
coronary blood flow. Tbird, this suction wave is significantly reduced in subjects 
with lcfl ventricular hypertrophy. 
4.5.1 Inteqpretation of the origin of waves In hurnan coronary 
arteries 
Similar wave intensity patterns were identified in each subject's coronary arteries. 
These occur as a result of interactions between the aorta, coronary wasculature and 
ventricle. Wave intensity analysis identifies the origin and direction of travel 
(forward-travelling waves originating proximally and back-NN-ard-travelling waves 
originating distally), character (pushing or suction) and effect on coronary blood flow 
velocity (acceleration of deceleration wave). Ibus it is possible to quantify the 
contribution of each wave to the development of the recognisable coronary flow 
profile during the cardiac cycle. 
4.5.2 Waves occurring during ventricular contraction 
The early backward-travc1ling pushing wave (labelled 
0 in Figure 4-1 and Figure 
4-6) originates from the microcirculation end in early systole prior to opening of the 
aortic valve, when small vessels which permeate throughout the myocardial bcds are 
compressed by the contracting ventricle, as described by Spaan in the intramyocardial 
pump model. (Spaan, I A. and Breuls, N. P., and IAK J. D., 1981) This pushing 
wave propagates backwards along the coronary artery towards the coronary ostiurn 
(illustrated in cartoon form in Movie D. Because of the severe impedance mismatch 
between the coronary artery and the aorta, a large proportion of this %Nmvc is rcflected 
back into the coronary artery (as a suction wave, because this is an 'open-ended' 
reflection). This reflection is seen almost simultaneously because of the very short 
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distance between the proximal coronary artery (where the measurements arc made) 
and the coronary ostium. Both of these waves decelerate blood flow velocity %%itliin 
the coronary artery. 
The dominant forward-travelling pushing wave (labcllcd 
ý) in Figure 4-1 and Figure 
4-6) occurs early in systole and is caused by vcntricular ejection. The wave is 
transmitted from the lumen of the contracting ventricle into flic aorta and tlicncc into 
the coronary artery. This wave continues along the coronary artery until it mects a 
reflection site, such as a bifurcation or a n-krovascular bed, where a proportion of die 
%N-ave is reflected back towards the coronary ostia, to contribute to the late back%N-ard- 
travelling pushing wave (Labelled 
(D in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-6, and illustrated in 
Movie II). The other contributor to the backward-travelling pushing , Nuvc is 
compression of the distal. coronary microcirculation. Although both of these %Navcs 
occur during ventricular contraction and result from it, the dominant fon%-ard. 
travelling pushing wave accelerates coronary blood flow, whereas the late back-Nmard- 
travelling pushing wave acts to decelerate coronary blood flow velocity. 
4. S. 3 Waves occurTing during venbicular relaxation 
The next wave in the coronary artery circulation begins as the rate of contraction of 
the ventricular lumen is decreasing. (Sugawara, M. and Uchida, K., 1997) (Noble, NI. 
1,1968) This deceleration results in increasing 'separation' tensions within the 
moving column of blood in the heart and aorta. Soon these tensions build sufficiently 
to form a detectable wave, which is transmitted along the aorta and into the coronary 
artery. This forward-travelling suction wave (Labelled 
Q) in Figure 4-1 and Figure 
4-6, and in illustrated in Movie III) has a suction action at the proximal cnd of Ole 
coronary artery, and slows coronary artery blood flow velocity. 
At the same time, continuing ventricular relaxation eases the compressive forces on 
the small vessels lying within the myocardium, which vffll cause expansion of the 
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6microcirculation' and results in a suction wave arising from the distal end of the 
coronary artery. This initiates a suction wave - the dominant backward-irm-ciling 
suction wave (Labelled 
@ in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-6, and in illustratcd in Movic 
IV) - causing blood to be accelerated forwards. Thcre is a 'tug-of-war' betwcm thcsc 
two competing suction waves originating from opposite ends of Ole ancry, 
overlapping in time. At first, the forward-travelling suction wavc predominates, but 
later the dominant backivard-travelling suction wave becomes dominant. 
Ile dominant backward-travelling suction wave continues as the heart continues to 
relax, remaining the dominant wave until it is briefly interrupted by thc latefons-ard- 
irm, elling pushing wave (Labelled 
(D in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-6). Ilis %%uvc 
originates from the proximal end of the artery, coinciding with closure of the aortic 
valve, when aortic pressure is briefly augmented. TEs proximal originating %Nu%, c 
accelerates blood still further, augmenting the actions of the distal acceleration wave 
in the coronary artery. This wave is short-lived, as the dominant back-ward-travelling 
suction wave once again becomes the dominant wave in the coronary artery. As soon 
as the aortic valve closes the suction wave arising from the ventricular lumcn (the 
fonvard-travelling suction wave) can no longer propagate into the aorta (although the 
ventricle continues to relax). At this stage the backward-trmelling suclioli %waVe is 
unopposed. 
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Figure 4-6. Sequence of energy waves in the human coronary artery during 
the cardiac cycle. 
A repeating pattern of six waves was identified in the promixal coronary 
coronary artery. Each of these waves is created by sudden change in 
haemodynamic conditions which occur throughout the cardiac cycle. Please 
note that the arrows represent direction of wave motion rather than direction 
of blood flow. 
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4.5.4 Changes in waves occuning with age 
I have applied wave intensity analysis (Davies, J. E. and VVIiinnctt, 7- I., 2006b), 
using simultaneous measurements of pressure and velocity, to dctcrminc N%uvc 
patterns in the left coronary artery. We have found that mddi increasing age the 
fonvard-travelling suction wave becomes more promincnt. Ilis may be cxplaincd by 
increasing vascular stiffness (manifesting as increasing %Nuve specd) which aItcrs 
ventricular-arterial coupling resulting in a greater energy to be delivered into the 
coronary artery during protodiastole. An alternative explanation could arisc from the 
increased blood pressure augmentation in the aorta which occurs witli age. Sucl, 
changes would lead to a steeper decline in pressure (dP/dTmax) during vcntricular 
relaxation, and a consequent increase in the magnitude of dic fonvard-travc1ling 
suction wave. 
in the coronary circulation such increases in the fonvard-travelling suction mmve 
would be deleterious to coronary blood flow, and could further enhance flic tug-of. 
%N-ar between proximal and distal originating suction NN-aves occurring during 
ventricular relaxation. This could be further exacerbated in subjects %ýith left 
ventricular hypertrophy in whom the dominant back-NN-ard-travclling suction %%-ave is 
also reduced. 
We have also found that the late backward-travelling pushing wave becomes smaller 
with increased age. This is the opposite of what may be expected in other systemic 
arteries, in wMch increasing age leads to an increase in the magnitude of wavc 
reflection. However, the coronary circulation is unique as the late back-Nmard. 
travelling pushing wave is not solely generated by passive reflection of the dominant 
forward-travelling pushing wave but also by compression of the intramyocardial 
vessels. These findings suggcst that compression of the intramyocardial vessels may 
be of greater significance in the generation of the dominant forv, -ard-travc1ling 
pushing wave than wave reflection of the dominant for%N"ard-travclling pushing wavc. 
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4.5.5 Wave magnitude and blood flow 
10 
Thc timing of the wavc may be as important as its magnitudc in dctcrmining the 
cffects of a wave on the coronary blood vclocity %Nuvcform. On first inspection, the 
dominant forward-travc1ling pushing wave appears to incrcasc coronary artery blood 
flow only modestly, whereas the dominant back-%N-ard-travclling suction %%-avc (which 
is of a similar magnitude) has a far greater effect. This paradox can be cxplaincd by 
considering other waves that occur at the same time in the cardiac cycle. 
Let us start by considering the apparent reduction in cflicacy of the dominant 
forward-travelling pusMng wave. 
The dominant forward-travelling pushing wave originates proximally as the ventricle 
contracts, travelling along the coronary artery and results in an increase in coronary 
CS ro flow velocity. This wave is large, but it is rapidly opposed by wav originating fi m 
the distal end of the vessel - the late backward-travc1ling pushing wavc - so that 
blood flow forms a plateau in early systole (Figure 4-1, approximately at 140 ms in 
the velocity trace). These distal origimting deceleration %vavcs occur partly from 
wave reflection at mismatched bifurcation sites and the microvascular beds, and also 
as a result of compression of the microcirculatory vessels as described by the 
inftmyocardial pump model. (Spaan, I A. and Breuls, N. P., and Laird, J. D., 198 1) 
The dominant backward-travelling suction %Nuve occurs as the ventricle continues to 
relax and myocardial compression of small vessels wanc. This wave has several 
advantages, allowing it to exert a large effect on coronary blood flow velocity in 
comparison to the dominant forward-travelling pushýing N%-avc. First, the accelerating 
influence of this wave is not opposed by its own reflections, because it is directed 
towards an open end at the coronary ostium. Second, its opposition (arising from 
suction genemted by relaxation of the ventricular lumen) is much shorter-livcd due to 
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closure of die aortic %ul%, c and flimforc relatively incffcctual in preventing a surge in 
flow. 'nic surgc creatcd by dic dominant back-Nk-A-tmciling suction %kuve is auvll- 
recogniscd charactcristic of coronary blood flow prorilcs. 
Ilius, using magnitude and timings of dicsc wjvcsý it Ims bccn possible to dctcrminc 
how the aorta, coronary artcry and %-cntricic interact to producc thc charactcristic 
coronary flow profile. Application of this anal)iical technique may mak-c it possible 
to cxplain mcchanisnis by which padiological procc=s such as lcft vaitricular 
hypcrtrophy, lead to altcrations in coronary blood flow. 
4.5.6 Left ventricular hypertrophy and wave intensity 
Subjccts %%ith lcft vcntricular hypatrophy have the sanic sLx prcdominant %%-a%vs as 
normal subjects, but the distribution of energies is significantly altered. 11ic most 
stnking differenccs in subjccts %%idi LVII arc: (1) dic dominant backward-travc1ling 
suction wave pcrccntagc is dccrcascd; and (2) the ratio bctA%-ccn Oic dominant 
for%N-ard-travclling pushing %N-a%v and the dominant back-%N-ard-travclling suction 
wavcs arc significantly dcprmscd. 
Rather than considcring cach of these results in isolation, more insight can be gaincd 
by obscning how these lh%-o %%-a%, cs affect each another. For any gi%vn increase in the 
dominant for%%-ard-travclling pushing wave, LVII subjects had only one quarter the 
increase in dominant back-N%-ard-tra%-ciling suction wave, that %%-as seen in the non- 
LVII subjccts. 
This is consistent uith the suction wave arising from energy originally stored in flic 
myocardiwn byvcntricular s)stolc. and consistent %%idi disruption of this process in 
paficnts mith LVI I. 
We speculate that in subjccts, %%ith LVII, %%hcn diastole bccomes; shortened such as 
occurs in cxcrcisc, the alrcady sevcrely attenuatcd dominant backward-travel ling 
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suction %%-a%-c may bcconic critically impaired. Such a mcclianism, afflicting the 
singlc %%-a%-c responsible for dic largest incrcasc in coronary blood flow, may help 
cxplain why sonic subjects %%idi LVI I and tingiographically nornial coronary arteries 
have a reduction in coronary flow rcscr%-c (I lougliton, J. L and Frank, M. 1,1990; 
ScIm-artzkopfT, B. and Motz, W., 1993) mid cxpcdcncc cxcrtional angina. 
4.5.7 Added value from arterial wave Intensity analysis 
Measurements of coronary flow reserve (Pijis, N. If. and mi Son, J. A., 1993) by 
previous investigators have yielded cxtcnsi%v experience of coronary flow velocity in 
healthy subjects and identified key differences in disease states, especially coronary 
stcnosis(IIoughton, J. Land Frank-, N1. J, 1990). However, die coronary flow profile 
is the cffcct and not die cause of die underlying %%-a%, cs. If die coronary system had 
only one possible site of origin or %%-avcs, die blood flow profile could be fully 
informati%r. Yet, in reality, coronary %%-a%-cs originatc from both ends of die tree, and 
therefore the flow profile alone cannot identify die rclati%-c contributions of die aorta, 
coronary artery and intramyocardial wsscls. 
Investigators studying abnormalities such as LVI I havc rcaliscd that measuring blood 
flow alone cannot measure the effects of coronary microcirculatory disease directly. 
This has led to the use of masWilating drugs to expose abnormalitims in die coronary 
microcirculaflon by preferentially reducing microcirculatory resistance, thus 
indirectly measuring a consequence of die dominant back%%-ard-tM%Vlling suction 
%%-avc. Wave intensity analysis allows this %%-a%-c to be measured directly. 
Wave intensity analysis could also be applied to study other disease processes such as 
coronary stcnosis, microcirculatory disease, or abnomialitics of %-cntricular function. 
It may c, %-cn help resolve contention over mechanistic explanations, for cxanipic in 
the no-rcflow phenomenon. 
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4.5.8 Study limitations 
This study offers a new technique for assessment of die waves rcsponsiblc for 
coronary artery blood flow. To our knowledge this is flic first publication to usc this 
technique in human coronary arteries. Whilst. we have made every cffort to attain a 
&normal' population within the framework outlined by our cthical committee, there 
are several possible limitations. 
our patients group had a wide age range (35-75 years). llic aging process is known 
to alter haemodynainics in the aorta, and flimfore is likely to havc corresponding 
effects in the coronary arteries. Ilowevcr, in our study nciflicr lcft vcntricular 
hypcrtrophy nor dominant backivard-travclling suction %Nuve %vcre significantly 
correlated with age, and therefore it is unlikely that the relationship we have found 
was a result of confounding by age. 
All subjects were recruited from patients scheduled for coronary angiography for 
investigation of ischernic heart disease. As a result, each subject was on 
phannacological therapies to minimisc cardiovascular risk, as prescribed by their own 
clinicians. Precise therapies varied bet"ren patients, %%ith some subjects on a single 
anti-anginal agent and others on fluve or more. WWlst it is concci%, ablc that 
differences in pharmacological therapies may have influenced wavc energies, no 
statistically significant relationship N-. -as identified between the number of anti-anginal 
agents and the wave energies, nor between the presence of any indi%idual class of 
anti-anginal and wave energies. 
We cannot be certain that the coronary arteries Nvere normal. Subjects only 
underwent these haemodynamic recordings if the coronary anglogmm %%. as 
considered by two operators to be free fi-om visible stenosis. It is possible that some 
subjects may have had atherosclerosis not causing stenosis. Non-stenotic disease, 
however, would not be expected to obstruct the propagation of %%-aves. 
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Calculation of %vavc intcnsity analysis, requires calculating flic product of the 
measurcd changcs in prcssure and vclocity. This can rcsult in small %uriations in 
hacrnodynamics leading to large variations in dic magnitude of %%-avc cncrgics. 
Whilst intra-paticnt variation is usually small, intcr-paticnt %-ariation is oflcn largc. 
To facilitatc inter-paticnt comparison, in addition to calculating pcak- Nvavc intcnsity 
and cumulativc wavc intcnsity, wc additionally calculatcd dic proportion of 
cumulativc %%uvc intcnsity for cach %%uvc cxpresscd as a pcrccntagc of the total 
cumulative wave intensity. 
We have used the single-point technique in our dcrimtion of wavc spccd (Davics, J. 
E. and Whinnett, 7- I., 2006b). Tlýs dctcrmines wavc spccd locally ratlicr than 
considering a long section of artery. Whilst. Us provides an accumte estimate of 
wave speed, there is a theoretical risk that at very proximal rcflcction sites, wavc 
cancelling may produce higher estimates of NN-avc speed than may othcr%visc be 
expected. All of the haemodynamic measurements described in this manuscript arc 
recorded at very proximal coronary artery sites, thereby reducing this theoretical risk 
to a minimum. Currently there is no other independent and safe mcthod for the 
derivation of coronary artery *%-ave speed in humans. 
The single-point technique provides a single estimate of wave speed throughout the 
cardiac cycle. It is possible that %mave speed %-aries during the cardiac cycle, and that 
our use of a single %N-ave speed across the whole cardiac cycle may mean the 
calculated wave intensity profiles are not accurate. llo%%*cvcr, flicre is no tcchniquc 
currently available to measure variations in wave spced %vidiin Ole cardiac cycle. To 
estimate the sensitivity of our analysis to . -ariations in wave speed, we cstablislicd 
fast that the separated %vave intensity (NVI + and NVI ) profiles agreed NNifli the net 
-wave intensity trace (NVI net, whose calculation does not depend on a wave, speed 
estimate). Second, we performed recAculations of the separated wave intensity 
profiles NvithAmve speed 30% faster or slower Umn the central estimatc ( 
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Figurc 4-7). Dcspitc Us considcrablc mngc in cstimatcd %N-avc spccd uscd for 
calculation, flie same scparated waves arc present in cach case, and flic peaks arc 
quite similar in magnitude. Our conclusion from this is that even irwavc sived %udcd 
during the cardiac cycle to this degree, flic scparatcd wave intensity calculations are 
misonably securc. 
In our interpretation of the origin of %-, -avcs in die coronary circulation wc lmvc 
outlined the mechanisms most likely to generate the coronary artery wave intensity 
profile. Whilst such mechanisms providc adequate cxplanation, it is possibic that 
aitcmativc or additional intcrprctations may cxist (Spaan, J. A., 1995). 
Our study is cross sectional and therefore cannot give data on the development or 
regression of LVH and its consequences on wave intensity. 11crc(bre our implicit 
assumption that LVH is the cause of the abnormalities seen in the subjects %%ith LVI 1, 
is al%Nuys subject to challenge. llo%N-cvcr we have looked extensively for potential 
confounders and have found no evidence that anything other than LVII itself is the 
causative mechanism. 
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Figure 4-7. Calculation of separated wave Intensities In the human coronary 
arteries using three different estimates of wave speed. 
Separated wave intensity (WI+ and WL) and net wave intensity (WI net) In 
the human drcumflex artery using three different values of wave speed 
12.4m/s (upper panel), 17.7m/s (middle panel) and 23.0m/s (lower panel). 
Corresponding blood pressure and velodty is shown at the bottom . 
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4.6 Condusion 
Six %vaves predominantly drive human coronary blood flow. Ili= %vavcs arc 
dircctly and unambiguously identified using %%-a%-c intcnsity analysis. 11cak coronary 
blood flow occurs in diastolc becausc of flic dorninancc or a 'suction' %%-avc, the 
dominant back-NN-ard-travclling suction wavc, gcncratcd by myocardial 
microcirculatory decomprcssion. Lcft ventricular hypertrophy significantly allas the 
distribution of dicsc wavcs, mark-cdly rcducing flic dominant backwaM-travc1ling 
suction %Nuve. 
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The role of the coronary 
microcirculation in determining 
coronary blood flow. 
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5.1 Introduction 
71cre are striking difTcrcnccs in the blood flow-%-clocity profilcs in the proxitimi norta 
and coronary aricry c%-cn fliough tlicy am only a fcw cctitinictrcs nixul, and havc 
almost identical pressure wavcfornis. The mccimnism ror this differvicc is complex. 
In die aorta, flow %, clocity peaks early in die cardiac cycle, until it maclics its peak- 
shortly bcforc dic pcak- in prcssurc (Figurc 5-1). 71iis incmasc in flow vclocily is 
thought to occur primarily duc to incrcasing prcssure originating from the proximal 
(aortic) cnd, mitli littic influcncc frorn flic distal %=ular bcds. 
In contrasý in the coronary artcrics, flow %-clocity is restrictcd during cardiac 
contraction, and only peaks later in flic, cardiac c)tlc when aortic pressure has uIrcady 
substantially fallen, suggesting flic presence or bodi proximal. and distal-originating 
pn: ssurc influcnccs. Sc%-cral mcchanisnis lia%v bccn proposcd to cxplain this systolic- 
diastolic mariations in coronary blood flow (Downcy, J. M. and Kirk, E S., 1975; 
Grcgg DE and Sabiston DC, 1957; Kmnis, R. and Sipkcma, P., and Wcstcdiof, 
N., 1989; Spaanj A. and BrculsN. P., and Laird, J. D., 1981). Probablydiemost 
uidely acceptcd of thcsc is the intramyocardial pump, uhich altzibutcs clmnges in 
distal-odg7imting prcssurc to an activc intrani)w-ardial punip (Spaan, I A. and 
Breuls, N. P., and Urd, I D., 1981). XMIst thcsc cxpcrimcnts havc bccn 
instrumental to the understanding of coronary ph)siology, all are Iligilly in%usivc and 
not adaptablc to studying hiunans. Importantly, nonc are apabic of scparating the 
prcssurc waveform into its proximal- and distal-originating componcnts in dic 
coronary arteries. 
Scvcml techniques do exist %%hich allow separation of the pressure %%uvcfomi into its 
proximal- and distal-originating componcnts in flic aorta (Attingcr, E 0. and Annc, 
A., and McDonald, D. A., 1966; Nfurgo, I P. and %Vcstcrliof, N., 1980). Probably the 
most uidely used is the augmcntation index technique. This tccluiiquc anal)ics; the 
prcssurc wavcform, to idenfify small changcs in the slopc which con-cspond to dic 
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arrhul of flic rcflccted wavc. By observing die prccisc timing or owse rcflcctcd 
waves, it is possible to cstimatc die proportion of pressure which is attributable to 
wave rcflcctions from Ole distal arterial cnd. Whilst this tcclinique is %%idely uscd in 
die aorta, it is not possible to apply it in die coronary artcdcs whcrc distal-odginating 
pressure is not solely die result of wavc rcflcctions, but also from compression of the 
myocardial vessels as proposed by the activc intramyocardial pump mechanism 
(Spaan, J. A. and Brculs, N. P., and Laird, J. D., 198 1). 
An alternative tccimiquc which is applicable to bodi flic coronary artcrics and the 
aorta is wave intensity analysis. Wave intcnsity analysis first dcscribcd by Parker mid 
Jones (Parker, K. 11. and Jones, C. J., 1988), uses sitnultancous measurement of 
pressure and flow velocity to separate flic pressure wavcform into its proximal. and 
distal-originating components. Using an a&-anced form, of wavc intensity analysis, 
proximal- and distal-originating pressures can be measured simultaneously from a 
single measurement site in die coronary artery to assess the contributions of die aorta 
and the coronary microcirculation. This technique has prc%iously been applied to 
study waves in the aorta (Bleasdalc, R. A. and Parker, K. 11., and Jones, C. J., 2003; 
Koh, T. W. and Pepper, J. R., 1998), carotid (Bicasdalc, R. A. and hfurnford, C. 
E., 2003; Niki, K. and Sugawara, M., 2002; Zambanini, A. and Cunningham, S. 
L., 2005) and more recently in the coronary arteries (Davies, I E. and Whinnctt, Z. 
I., 2006a, Sun, Y. H. and Anderson, T. 1,2000). 
In this study -, Nc have applied advanced wave intensity analysis in the proximal aorta 
and human coronary arteries, to separate the prcssurc, %%-a%-crbrm into its proximal- 
and distal-originating components. We have used this to explore the contributions of 
the coronary microcirculation to the pressure wavcform, and to cxplain why the flow 
velocity profile differs so markedly bct%N-ccn the aorta and the coronary artcrics 
despite almost identical blood pressure --vavcforms. 
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Figure 5-1. Simultaneous pressure and flow velocity In the proximal aorta 
(upper panel) and left main stem coronary artery (lower panel). 
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Pressure 
5.2 Methods 
S. 2.1 Subjects 
18 voluntccrs (mcan agc 54 ± 10 )-cars, 12 rcnmlc) %%, cre rccruited rmni 1xitictits 
schcdulcd for coronary angiogmphy, in whom corumvy rAcry dise= %%m 
considcred a relativcly low probability (Tablc 5-1). Exclusion critcria includcd 
previous coronary intervention, valvular padiology. regional wall motion 
abnormality, rhythm, odier d= sinus, or the use or nitrates in die prcccding 24 hours. 
All subjccts gavc writtcn infornicd conscnt in accordancc uidi dic protocol approwd 
by dic local cthics committce. The authors had full acccss to the data and tak-c full 
rcsponsibility for its intcgrity. All audiors haw rcad and agrm to the manuscript as 
%%-rittcn. 
5.2.2 Cardiac catheterization 
Cardiac cadictcrization was undcrtak-cn %ia the fcmoral approach. Follo%%ing 
diagnostic angiography, studies were closely inspected by two operators for flic 
prescncc of %isual coronary artcry discasc. Only subjccts %%ith angiographically 
normal coronary arterics proccedcd to liacrnod)-namic rccordings. Nicotinc, 
caffcine and alcohol have bocn found to altcr artcrial physiology (Me Donald DA and 
ORourk-e, MF, and Nichols, XVNV, 2005; Safar, hl. E and Simon, A. C., and 
Lcvcnson, J. A., 1984; Simon, A. C. and Safar, h 1. E 1983; Sonia, J. and Angclscn, 
B. A., 2000; Stokcs, Gordon S. and Barin, Edward S., and Gilrillan, Kcrry L. 2003). 
To exclude these potential confoundus, each subject was asked to refrain frorn; 
smoking for 24 hours, drinking caffcinc containing drinks and alcohol for at Icast, 12 
hours prior to study. Inunediately prior to catbetcrization each patients was rested in 
bed for one hour (Gelcris, Parashos and Stavrafi, Alcxia, and Boudoulas, 
Harisios, 2004; Kingwcll, Bronw)m A. and Bcrry, Karen L, 1997; Siclic, JP and de 
Gaudemaris, F, and Mallion, JNI, 1989). 
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5.2.3 Haemodynamic recording 
Prcssure and %-clocity rccordings from norta and coronary aricrics wcre inade using 
. 014 inch 
diamctcr Wavcuirc and Flowuire (Volcano 1licrapeutics, romierly Jonied 
Inc) rcspcctivcly. Analogue output fccds %%-crc takcii from the Wavcwire tuid 
Flow%%irc consoics and cicctrocardiograni into a National Instrunicnts DAQ-Cm-d Al. 
16E-4 and acquircd at I kllz using Lab%icw. Considcmblc care %%m takcn to cnsurc 
accumtc alignmcnt of pressurc and %*clocity %%ircs %%idiin dic vcsscl. Oncc in situ, 
small rotational mo%, cnicnts %%-crc made to die Flow%%irc to obtain die peak- Doppler 
blood vclocity. Data %%-crc anal)-A off-linc using a custom soil%%= packagc 
dcsigned %kith Nfallab (Niathworks, Nafick, NIA). 
5.2.4 Study Protocol 
In all subjects, follo%%ing a nomial coronary angiograrn, die lcft coronary circulation 
was intubatcd %%ith a Judkins left diagnostic cadictcr. A press= and Doppler 
flow%Nirc was then passed into the proximal segment of flic lcft main stem, left 
antcrior dcscending and circumflcx artcry in turn. Wircs %%= carcfully positioncd to 
cnsure the scnsor Up of cach %%irc was aligncd. Simultancous reconling of prcssurc 
and velocity %%-crc made for one minute at cach location. Follo%%ing Oic coronary 
measurements the catheter and %%ircs %%, crc %%ithdm%%m into the proximal aorta, and 
furthcr hacmodynamic recordings were madc. 
Because precise alignment in time of the pressure and %vlocity signals is important 
for this analysis, N%-c F)cfformcd a scrics of timing calibration tcsts. In an in-%itro 
preparation wc rapidly injected a small bolus of salinc and mcasurcd the timc delay in 
the raw voltage signals between the foot of the Dopplcr signal and flic foot of dic 
prcssurc %%-a%, cfonn. A total of 62 injccdons %%-crc pcrfomicd, and the mcan dclay was 
5.1 ms [95% Cl: 4.4 to 5.8 nis]. To con-cct for the diffacrice in processing times of 
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two die signals, wc dicrcforc adN-anccd all vclocity signals in the clinical study by 5 
MS. 
5.2.5 Analysis of haemodynamic data 
llic rccordcd data %N-crc anal)-, W using custorniscd Mallab softwarc. Ilic bl(xxl 
prcssurc and Dopplcr %-clocity rccordings %%vm filtcrcd using a SavitA-y-Golay filtcr 
(Savitzk-y A. and Golay, hl. J. 1ý1964), and cnscmblcd using die ECG for timing. 
Mean wave intensity was calculated from die lcft main stem, lcft witcrior descending 
and circumflcx artcry in cach paticnL Ilis mcan NN-a%v intaisity %Nus uscd in all 
anal), scs. In this manuscript %%r. lu%v considered diastole to start %%ith die onset or 
vcntricular relaxation, as descdbcd by Wiggcrs (Wiggcm C. J., 1921). 
5.2.6 Separating proximal- and distal-originating pressure waves 
Ad%-anccd wavc intensity analpis (Parker, K. If. and Jones, C. J., 1988) %%us used to 
scpamte the pressure wavcfban into its proximal (dP,,, Ow) and distal 
((]Pd,, w) 
originating componcnts using the follo%%ing forniulac (Equation 5-1 and Equation 
5-2), %%bcre pis the density of blood (tak-cn as 1050 kg m -3 ), c is the wave speed 
calculated using the single-point equation described below (Davies, 1 11- and 
NVhimctt, Z- I., 2006b), dP is the incremcntal changc in coronary artcry prcssurc, and 
dU the incremental change in blood velocity in one sampling period. I'lic total 
prcssurc contribution originating from the proximal and distal origins %%us calculated 
by cumulativc swnmation ofdPp,,,, i,, w (Equation 5-3) and dPd,, w (Equation 54): - 
Equabon 5-1. Determinadon of pro)dmal odginaUng prewure 
I (dP + pcdU) 01 
Equabon 5-2. Determinabon of distal odginaUng pressure 
dP, istd 
(dP-pcdU) 
Equabon 5-3. Calculabon of cumuladve proAmal pressure 
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pmomal 
Equadon 5-4. Calculadon of cunulaUve distal pressure 
Pita/ 
= 7(lp,. ds &-d dolkil 
5.2.7 Calculation of wave speed In the coronary arteries 
To calculate wavc intensity rcquircs local mcasumnictit of %%-a%v speed. Wc haw 
used the singlc-point tccliniquc, which uscs simultancous nicasurcnicnt of prcssurc 
and flow to dctcnninc wavc spccd (Equation 5-5) Whcrc flic sunis arc tak-cn o%vr mi 
1006b). intcgcr numbcr of cardiac cycics (Da%ics, J. E and %Vhinnctý 7.1., 
Equation 5-5. Calulation of wave speed using single-point equation 
-I 
J>dP 
C 
p>:: dU2 
5.2.8 StaUstical Analysis 
The statis6cal pack-agc StatNicw 5.0 (SAS-Institutc Inc., Cary. NQ mus uscd for 
analyscs. Continuous %-ariablcs are rcportcd as mean ± standard dc%iation at cach 
location. Comparisons %%-crc madc using Studcnt's t-tcsL Rcproducibility of 
hacrnodpan-tic measuremcnts; wcrc asscsscd using flic mcdiod of Bland-Altman. A 
maluc of <0.05 was tak-cn as stafis&ally signifi=t. 
5.2.9 Reproducibility 
Rcproducibility of hacmod)mamic measurcmcnts was calculatcd by cxamining 
scparate 30-second recordings of blood prcssure and vclocity for cach paticnL 'nic 
standard dcviation of the difference bct: %%-cen fliesc replicate recordings in flic aorta 
,. %-as: 6.1 nunlig for mean blood prcssurc (53% of nican,. -aluc); 0.054 nils for mcan 
Doppler velocity (16% of mcan, %-alue); In the coronary arteries die standard deviation 
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of flic differencc behwen diesc replicatc rccordings %%us: 2.2mmlIg for memi bl(xxl 
prcssurc (2% of nican Nuluc); 0.02 m/s mcm Dopplcr %-clocity (6% ormew, vniuc). 
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53 Results 
53.1 Patient charactedstics 
All 18 subjccts had good lcft %-cntricular systolic runction on cchocardiogmphy. No 
subjects had cvidcncc of cidicr regional wall motion abnonimlitics or malvular 
abnomialitics. Flow vclocity, mcan systolic and diastolic blood prcssurc %%-crc similar 
in the proximal aorta and coronary artcrics (rabic 5-2) Wave spced was found to be 
higlicr in the coronary arteries dian in die aorta (Table 5-2). 
53.2 Separation of pressure In the aorta 
By applying %N-avc intcnsity analysis to simultaneous nicasurcmcnts of prcssurc and 
vclocity in the proximal aorta, prcssurc %%w sepamtcd into its proximal. and distal. 
originating componcrits. In the aorta morc than M/6 of dic risc in prcssurc %%-as the 
rcsult of proximal-originating prcssurc (47.3 ±12.5mml Ig) radicr flian, distal- 
odginatingprcssure (19.7 ±73nunllg, p<0.001, Figure 5-2 uppcrpancl). 
5.3.3 Separation of pressure In the coronary arteries 
Using wave intensity analysisý coronary pressure was separated into its proximal- and 
distal- (microcirculatory-) originating components (Figure 5-2,10%%-cr panel). Unlike 
the aorta, dic risc in coronary prcssurc was not dominatcd by a risc in proximal. 
(aortic-) originating pressure. Proximal-odginating pressure (31.3 ±11.5nimllg) and 
distal-originating pressurc (33.7 ±8AmmIIg) %vcrc %-cry similar during cardiac 
contraction (p=0.47, Figure 5-2, lowcr pancl). 
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Figure 5-2. Separabon of measured pressure waveform Into proximal- and 
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The use of wave Intensity analysis to separate the measured pressure 
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5.3.4 Onset of proximal- and distal-originating pressure rise In the 
aorta and coronary arteries 
The onsct of proximal- nnd distal- originating prcssurc mus calculated in flic norta wid 
coronary arteries. In flic aorta, proxinial-originating prcssurc started to risc (at tinic 
89 ±20ms ailcr peak- ECG R-%%-a%-c) pdor to distal odgiimting prcssurc ("hich 
occurTcd at 176 ±34ms aftcr, p<001). In contrast, in the coronary artcrics, proximal 
originating prcss= startcd to risc (at tinic 104 ±25nis) aficr distal originating 
prcssurc (which occun-cd at 41±28nisý p<0.00 I). 
5.3.5 Changes in proximal and distal pressures contributions with age 
Proximal- and distal-originating pressurc was cwiiulatcd to msxss flic rclalivc 
contributions of cach during cardiac contraction and relaxation (r-igurc 6-1). %%Ililst 
peak proximal- and distal-originating pressure was closely =tchcd during cardiac 
contraction in the coronary artcricsý the sunimcd (i. c. actual obscr%-cd) prcssurcs 
maried significantly %%ith age. In young subjects distal-originating prcssurc was 
higher during most of cardiac contraction (Figure 6-1, lcft panel), but %%ith increasing 
age the relative role of the proximal-originafing pressure incrcascd (r--0.62, p<0.001, 
Figure 6-1 and 
Figurc 5-4) until it cxcccded distal prcssurc in cldctly subjccts. This changc in the 
dominant pressure during cardiac contraction was prinuirily due to the increase in 
proximal-originating prcssure (r=0.6, p<0.001) mthcr a decrcasc in distal-originating 
pressure (r=-0.3 1, p=01). During cardiac rclaxation, proximal pressure cxcecdcd 
distal pressurc (which fell mpidly) in all subjccts. 
In the aorta, in each patient, proximal-originating pressurc cxcccdcd distal pressure 
ffiroughout the entire cardiac cycle (p<0.001, Figure 5-5). 
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S3.6 Proximal- and distal-originating pressures and the flow veWty 
wavefbnn 
In flic aorta, flic flow vclocity profilc had a uni-phasic appmunce, peaking carly in 
dic cardiac cycle. In contrast, in dic coronary arteries, flic flow velocity profile NO a 
biplmic appcamncc, %Nidi a small incrcmental risc dudng canliac conunction (0.17 
±0.12m/s) followcd by a largcr incrcmcntal rise during cardiac rclaxation (0.49 
±0.47n-ds). 1lic rise in flow velocity during cardiac contraction closely followed the 
prmurc gmdicnt bct%Nvcn the proximal. and distal-odginating prcssurc. Evcn snmll 
changes in this pressure gradicnt wavvisibic in the flow vclocity profilc (Figurc 5-6). 
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5.4 Discussion 
In Us study we have shown how it is possibic to scpamtc flic prcssurc %%-avcfbnn in an 
artcry into its proximal- and distal-originating compownts. In flic notia proximal- 
odginating prcssure almys cxcccds distal-odginaling prcssurc conuibutioms. In contras4 
in the coronary arteries proximal and distal-originating prcssurc arc closcly matclicd, 
rcstricting blood flow until distal prcssurc falls during cardiac rclaxation. 
5.4.1 Value of pressure separation In the aorta and coronary arteries 
Using wave intensity analysis %%v have scpamted flic prcssurc wavcforni into its 
proximal- and distal-originating componcnts in dic aorta and coronary artcry. 
The measured pressure waveform is shaped by influcnces from dic proximal wid distal 
ends of an artery. In recent years, it has been incr=ingly rccogniscd in dic aorta that 
proximal and distal components change %%ith increasing age, and arc an imporunt rnarkcr 
for disease pathology (London, G. NI. and Blachcr, J., 2001, - McEnicry, C. NI, and 
Yasmin, 2005; Weber, T. and Aucr, J., 2004; Wilk-insoi, 4 1. B. and Pr=d, "1002; 
Williams, B. and Lacy, P. S., 2006). Existing tcchniqucs are unabic to dcfiniti%vly 
separate the pressure %maveform into its proximal- and distal-originafing componcntsý but 
instead try to identify smaH changes in the shape of the prcssurc %%-a%vfonn to detcrminc 
the timing of wave reflection to calculate the augmcntation index (O'Rourkxý NI. F. and 
Pauca, A. L., 2004). 
Such techniques have been N%idelY used in the aorta, whcrc distal pressure is primarily the 
result of %Nuve reflection. Ho%, %, e%, cr, they are not applicable in the coronary artcrics %%iicrc 
distal-originating pressure changes at different times during the cardiac c)vlc, and is not 
solely the result of wave reflecfion. Wave intensity analysis (Park-ff, K. 11. and Jones, C. 
J., 1988) is an alternative techniquc %Nhich is not rcliant on dctccting small changcs in dic 
shape of the pressure wawform. Instead, it anal)'sm the prcssurc-%*clocity relationship 
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over the duration of the cardiac cycle to scparatc pressure into its proxinial- mid distal. 
originating components. Using these scparatcd components it is jx)ssiblc to asscss how 
pressure changes originating frorn vascular bcds at cithcr end of an aricry inicract to 
decrinine blood flow. Use of the singic-point technique (ror calculation or arterial %vave 
speed (Davies, J. E. and VVIiinnot, 7- I., 2006b)) has cnablcd rull automation or %%U%'c 
intcrisity analysis wlicnc%, cr simultaneous nicasurcs orprcssure mid velocity arc available. 
Whilst wc have used invasivc measures or pressure and velocity. it would be possible to 
use non-invasivc methods to measure pressure and velocity mid apply the sarne technique 
(Niki, K. and SugaNvara, M., 2002). 
5.4.2 Proximal and distal pressure controls arterial blood flow 
In the aorta, the rise in the flow velocity profile sccn during cardiac contraction closely 
follows the rise in proximal-originating pressure. In contrast, in dic coronary arteries, 
flow velocity is largely restricted during cardiac contraction (despite a similar rise in 
proximal-originating pressure), and only incrcases, rapidly during cardiac rclaxation. 
lbesc marked differences in the flow velocity proriles of the aorta and coronary artery 
can be explained by examining the differences in timing and magnitude of proximal- and 
distally-originating pressure NN-aveforms. These differences in timing and magnitude 
generate pressure gradients along the artery %%ifich determine blood flow velocity. 
5.4.3 Changing pressures in the aorta 
in the aorta proximal-originafing pressure rises prior to distal -originating pressure (89 ms 
versus 176 ms), and accounts for more than 700/a of die total pressure rise. 1"his delay in 
fime between the onset of the proximal pressure rise and the onset of distal pressurc rise 
is the time taken for the pressure . %-a%, c to travel to and return back from the distal 
rcflecfion sites (-45cm each -*%-ay, using a mean %%-ave speed of 8.8n-ds). In die aorta, 
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rising proximal-originating pressure comes from %-cntricular contniction. mid rising distal- 
originating pressure from rcflcction of flic proximal-ofiginating prcssurc %%-a%-c travelling 
back from distal rcflection sitcs. 
5.4.4 Changing pressures In the coronary arteries 
In the coronary artcdcs die opposite pattern is seen, as distal-originating prcssurc rises 
first, followed by proximal-originating pressure (41 ms versus 104 nis). Ilic contribution 
of proximal pressure is markedly rcduccd, and only accounts for approximately Mr/a or 
the total pressure rise. These diffcrcnccs in timing and magnitude bct%N-ccn the aorta and 
coronary artery help explain die different flow profilcs, and aid our understanding or die 
mechanisms behind coronary blood flow. 
Cardiac contraction is initiated by progressive contraction of myocardial fibres. Lying 
within this myocardial tissue are die small vessels Wlich make up die coronary 
microcirculation. In healthy tissue these small vessels become cotiipn: ssW by the 
contracting myocardium, (Davies, J. E. and Whinnot, Z. I., 22006a). 11iis compression 
generates a pressure %%-avc, which travels from the distal (microcirculatory) cnd towards 
the proximal end of the artery, causing pressure to rise. As more and more or the 
n-krocirculatory vessels are compressed, the distal-originating %%uvc grows in magnitude 
(Figure 5-6A and Figure 5-6Q. llo%%vvcr, soon, progressi%v ni), ocardial contraction 
reduces the size of the vcntricular cavity unfil lcft vcntricular pressure cxcccds aortic 
pressure. When this occurs the aortic '%-alvc opens, and a pressure wavc is transmitted 
along the aorta and into the coronary arteries, and are the cause of die proximal. 
originating rise in pressure. 
Whilst pressure rises substantially in the coronary ancry during cardiac contraction (die 
combined effect of proximal- and distal-originating pressure), Oic risc in blood flow is 
restricted (Figure 5-613). This is because proximal- (aortic-) and distal- (microcirculatory- 
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) originating prcssurcs arc so closcly matchcd, pm-cming the gcticration orn signircmit 
pressure gradient in either direction. 
This restricted flow pattern continues until dic onsct of caaliac relaxation %%licti 
comprcssion of the small microcirculatory %-cssels ninning through the in)-ocardium is 
finally rclievcd. Whcn this occurs, distal-originating press= falls rapidly (Figure 5-61)), 
and a large pressure gmdient is gcncmtcd, which accclcmtcs flow from die proximal 
(high pressure) to distal (low pressure) end of the coronary artery. 
In both the aorta and the coronary arteries blood flow is tightly regulated by clmnges in 
pressure originating from the ciflicr end of die artery. Whilst in die aorta increases in 
flow are principally regulated by increases in proxinial-originating pressure. In die 
coronary arteries, flow is regulated by changes in distal-originating pressure, which 
restrict flow during cardiac contraction and accelerate flow during cardiac rclaxation. 
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Figure 5-6. The coronary flow velocity profile is determined by the gradient 
between proximal- and distal-odginabng pressures. 
Pressure waves separated into its proximal- and distal-originating components 
(upper panel) in the left main stem artery. Flow velocity is shown in the lower 
panel. 
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5.4.5 Effects of age on pressure and coronary blood flow 
We havc found Olat flic amnuation of flow during cardiac contraction %wics %%ith ngc. 
In young subjccts blood flow is maximally rcstrictcd during contraction, as distal. 
origimting prcssure cxcccds proximal-originating prcssurc for most or cardiac 
contraction. In comparison, in older subjects proximal -origi nati ng pressure oflcn cxcecds 
distal-originating pressure during cardiac contraction. In all subjcct die rapid rail in distal 
prcssurc, during cardiac rclaxation accounts for dic largcst singic incrcase in flow 
VC10city. 
5.4.6 Value of separated pressures 
Wc have used wave intcnsity to scparatc prcssurc-originating froin distal mid proxiinal 
arterial ends of the coronary arteries and aorta and have applied this tcclinique to expUn 
the unique flow velocity prorilc of the coronary artery. In principle it would be possibic 
to apply this technique to any, %, cssel in which simultaneous measurement of prcssurc mid 
velocity were knoun, to establish the pressure contribution originating from thc vascular 
beds at either end of the artery. This could be used to assess the licaldi and or %iability of 
the coronary microcirculation in diseased myocardiurn. 
5.4.7 Study limitations 
This study offers a new insight into the unique flow Velocity prorilc or die hurnan 
coronary artery. Whilst we bave made every cffort to allain a'nomial' population %%idiin 
an cthical fi-amcNvork-, thcre are scvcml possiblc sourcc of limitation. 
We cannot be certain that the coronary arteries mvrc nonnal. Subjects only underwent 
these haemodynamic recordings if the coronary angiograrn was considcrcd by tux) 
opemtors to bc frcc from visibic stenosis. It is possibic fliat sonic sub cas may ha%v had j 
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adicroscicrosis not causing stcnosis. Non-stcnotic discasc, lio%%-cvcr, would not bc 
expected to obstruct the propagation of pressure mvcs. 
All sub ects were rccruited from paticnts sclicduled for coronary angiography ror j 
investigation of suspected ischernic heart disease. As a result, each subjcct was on 
pharmacological thcmpies to minimisc cardio%-axular risk, as prcscribcd by dicir mii 
clinicians. Precise therapies varied bct%%-ccn patients, %vidi sonic subjccts on a single anti- 
anginal agent and odiers on dircc or more. Whilst it is concci%-ablc dmt differences in 
pharmacological thcrapics may havc influcnccd scparatcd prcssurcsý no statistically 
significant relationship was identiricd between the nwnber of anti-anginal agents and 
separated pressures, nor between the presence of any individual class of anti-anginal mid 
separated pressures. 
We have used the single-point technique in our derMation of wave speed (Davies, IL 
and Whimett, Z- I., 2006b). This detcnnines %%uvc spced locally radicr tim considcring a 
long section of artery. Whilst this proNides an accurate estimate of%%-a%-c speed, there is a 
theoretical risk that at very proximal reflection, sites, wave cancclling may produce higher 
estimates of N%2ve speed than may othcr%%isc be expected. All of the hacniodynamic 
measurements described in this manuscript are recorded at very proximal coronary artery 
sites, thereby reducing this theoretical risk to a minimum. Currently there is no other 
independent and safe method for the derk-ation of coronary artery wave speed in humans. 
The single-point technique provides a single estimate of wave speed throughout the 
cardiac cycle. It is possible that wave speed maries during die cardiac cycle, and that our 
use of a single -, N-ave speed across the mhole cardiac cycle may mcan the calculated %%-a%-c 
intensity profiles arc not accumtc. However, there is no technique currently available to 
measure variations in , %-a,., e speed %Nithin the cardiac cycle. 
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In our explanation of the processes responsible for die observed changcs in proxin-kil- and 
distal-originating prcssurc Nvc havc outlincd flic most likcly mcchanisms. Whilst such 
mechanisms provide adequate cxplanation, it is possible timt alicniative or additiowl 
interpretations may exist (Spaan, J. A., 1995). 
5.5 Condusion 
Wc havc used NN-avc intcnsity analysis to scparate prcssurc in dic aorta mid corotuy 
artcrics into its proximal- and distal-ofiginating componcnts. In flic aorta, during cardiac 
contmction, flow velocity increases due to a rise in proximal-originating prcssurc. In 
contrast, in the coronary arteries, flow vclocity is restrictcd during cardiac contraction as 
proximal-originating pressure is opposed by distal- (microcirculatory-) originating 
pressure. Coronary flow velocity remains restricted until the onset of cardiac rclaxation 
whcn distal-originating pressurc rapidly falls. Ibis rapid fall in distal-originating prcssurc 
causes a rapid rise in coronary flow vclocity. 
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6 Aortic reflections in man and their 
significance for coronary blood flow 
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6.1 In - uction 
Coronary blood flow occurs mainly in diasto1c, as intramyocardial prcssurc dccrc=so 
follo%%ing vcntricular rclaxation (Davics, J. E. and Wllinnct4 7- L. 2006a: Span, J. A. wid 
Brculs, N. P., and Laird, J. D., 1981). It lw bccn suggcstcd timt in addition to this 
intrainyocardial pump mechanism, coronary blood flow may bc ougnicnicd by rcflcctcd 
prcssurc NNuvcs arising from flic distal aorta or pcriplicral circulation (Nic Donald DA 
and O'Rourk-c, MF, and Nichols, WW, 2005; Mitclicil, G. F. and Parise, li., 2004-. Ilatk-cr, 
K. If. and Jones, C. J., 1988). 
The prevailing belief is that flic timing of dicsc rcflcctcd waves cl=igcs %%idi age, 
bccause of changcs in wavc spccd in the aorta (Nic Donald DA and O'Rourk-c, NIF, and 
Nichols, WW, 2005) (Avolio, A. P. and Chcn, S. G., 1983; NIcEnicry, C. NJ. and 
Yasmin, 2005). In youth, aortic %%uvc spced is lowcr, and dic rcflcctcd waves arc prurmscd 
to return to the heart in diastole, where they arc beneficial in cnhancing diastolic coronary 
flow (Mc Donald DA and O'Rourk-c, NIF, and Nicholsý NV\V, 2005). Widi aging, aortic 
-mave speed incrrases and the reflected waves am then fliougJA to arrive back at dic licart 
in systole where thcY raise cardiac aflcrioad uidiout bcncriting diastolic coronary flow 
(Nichols, W. W. and Avolio, A. P., and KcIly, R. P., 1993; Nichols, W. W. and O'Rourkc, 
M. F., 1985; Nichols, W. W. and O'Rourk-c, M. F., and Conti, C. R., 1987, - Wcbcr, T. and 
Auer, J., 2004). In one -*%idely referenced sourcc (O'Rourk-C, Ni. F. and Safar, N1. 
E., 2005), the reflected wave is said to arrive t)pically 400ms aftcr flie incidcnt wavc in 
youth, moving fonN-ard in old age to 200ms after the incident wavc. Such timings would 
only be possible if the major reflecdon site was situatcd in the distal aorta. Appl)ing 
standard estimates of %N-ave speed (5 m/s in youth and 10 mts in old age), flic implicd 
distance to the notional rcflection site is 100cm from the proximal aorta. More rc=t 
%vork- (McEniery, C. M. and Yasmin, 2005) has, hoN%-c%-cr, gi%vn much carlicr fiminA of 
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150 ms in youth and 125 ms in old agc, which suggcst a much closcr rcf1cction sitc. 
llowevcr, no actual rcflcction sitc I= c%-cr bccn dcrinitivcly idcritified and itulecd nu-my 
studics havc suggcsted the prcscncc of multipic rcflcction sitcs throughout thc aorta 
(I lopc, S. A. and Tay, D. B., 2005; O'Rourkc, M. F., 1982). 
The pressure wawform, is composed of a for%%urd-travc] ling incident - cawwd by 
systolic contraction - and further augmentation due to its rcflcctioti. Ilistodcally. 
augmentation due to these rcflccted %%-avcs %%-as idcntiricd by carcrul inspection or tile 
pressure waveform, looking for a secondary upward dcflcction in the curvature or the 
pressure curve (Murgo, I P. and Wcstcrhof, N., 1980) (Figure 6-1). More recently, this 
process , N-as made simplcr using mathematical techniques which analysc the same small 
changes in the slope of the pressure curvc to determine the ani%-al time of die rcflcctcd 
N%, ave, many studies using the zcro-crossing of die 4th dcrivativc (Clicn, C. 11. mid Ncvo, 
E., 1997; TakazaA-a, K. and Tanaka, N., 1995). All of these techniques work wc1l %%-Iicn a 
large secondary upward deflection in the cur-t-ature of the pressure Nvavc is evident. Such 
large changes are typically found in young (Figure 6.1. Lcft panel) and middle aged 
(Figure 1, Middle panel) subjects. However, in older subjects (Figure &I, Right panel) it 
is often hard to identify differences in cur%-aturc bct,. %rcn the primary and secondary 
curves. This is likely to be because the reflected pressure %%-avc aniws back before the 
curve of the incident -mave has flattened off. In such circumstances idcntirication ordic 
reflected ,,. -ave using the pressure curve alone can become unreliable (O'Rourk-C. NI. F. 
and Pauca, A. L, 2004). 
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Figure 6-1. Separation of the pressure wave Into the forward-travelling and total 
pressure (the sum of forward and reflected waves) components using wave 
intensity analysis of actual data from a young (left), middle aged (middle) and 
elderly (right) subject. 
In young and middle aged subjects it Is easy to Identify a secondary change in 
the curvature of the pressure waveform occurring with the arrival of the 
reflected wave. However, in elderly subjects it Is much harder to detect a 
change as the reflected wave arrives before the curvature of the Incident wave 
has started to flatten off. Availability of the velocity data (lower panels) allows 
unequivocal Identification of the reflected wave. Wave Intensity Is a formalized 
method of using pressure and flow together to separate and quantify the 
forward-travelling and reflected components. 
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An aitcmative approach is to usc both pressure and flow %, clocity using Fouricr or %%-avc 
intensity analysis (Parker, K. 11. and Jones, C. J., 1988; NVestcrhor, N. and Sipkcma, P., 
and Vis, M. A., 1997). In these techniques idcntirication or the rcflcctcd %%-a%-c is not 
solely reliant on identification of changes in slope in the prcssurc wavcromi. but 
additionally cxarnines concurrcnt cliangcs in flic flow %'clocity wavcronn dmt rcsult rrom 
the reflected vmvc: A rise in pressure associated uitli a fall in flow is flic Imlln=k of a 
rcflcctcd comprcssion %%uvc. NVavc intcnsity analysis work-s solcly uidiin dic tinic 
domain and thus allows unambiguously idcntirication of dic timing. direction and 
magnitude of waves responsible for dirccting aricrial blood flow and in tcnns of wavc 
separation both time and frcqucncy-domain approaches )icld identical rcsults. 'niis 
approach has previously been applied to study waves in the aorta (Blcasdalc, IL A. and 
Parker, K. H., and Joncs, C. J., 2003; Koh, T. W. and Pcppcr, I PL, 1998), carotid 
(Bleasdale, F- A. and Mumford, C. E, 2003; Niki, K. and Sugawarn, hi., 2002-, 
Zambanini, A. and Cunningham, S. L., 2005) and more rcccntly in die coronary arteries 
(Davies, J. E. and Whinnett, Z- I., 2006a, Sun, Y. 11. and Andersom T. J., 2000). 
In this study Nve used an adN-anced forin of wavc intensity anabiis which separates 
forward-travc1ling and back-ward-travc1ling N%-a%-cs so that %%iicn they coincide, they can 
be separately distinguished and quanfiricd. TUs separated %%-a%-c intensity uses not only 
the rates of change of pressure and velocity but also the speed at %%hich die wavc travcls 
along the artery. It is this additional infonnation %%hich cnabics accurate separation of 
waves to detennine the amplitude and timing of incident and rcflccted %%-a%-cs (Park-cr. K. 
H. and Jones, C. J., 198 8). 
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The purpose of this study was to test flic li)Tpodicsis that rcflcctcd waves arrive in diastole 
in younger subjects and in systole in older subjects. We also souglit to q1tultiry tile 
contribution of thcse rcflccted mves to coronary aricry blood flo%v. 
6.2 Methods 
6.2.1 Subjects 
19 volunteers (age 54 [range 35-73] years, 13 fcniaic) %%-crc rccruitod from patictits 
schcdulcd for coronary angiography, in whom coronary artery disease was considered a 
relatively low probability. Patient characteristics arc shown in Table 0.1. L-xclusion 
criteria included previous coronary intervention, valvular pathology, regional %%-all motion 
abnormality, rhythm other than sinus. All subjects gavc written informed consent for 
participation in this study, which %%-as approved by thc local ethics committee. 
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Tablc 6-1. Paticnt charactcristics 
Variable Value 
Age (years) 54 M. 3 
Female sex 13(68%) 
Height (cm) 164. tS. 9 
Weight (kg) 75: 05 
Blood pressure (mmHg) 
Systolic 151 ±22 
Diastolic 82 t12 
Total cholesterol (mmol/l) 5.02 ±1.11 
HDL cholesterol (mmoIA) 1.6 ±0.9 
Triglycerides (mmoIA) 1-5: 0.9 
History of diabetes mellitus (n 0(0%) 
History of ischaernic heart disease (n 1%1) 4(21%) 
History of hypertension (n [%]) 11(58%) 
History of smoking (n 9(47%) 
Drugs 
Asprin (n [%]) 9(47%) 
Statin (n [%]) 8(42%) 
Calcium antagonist (n 2(11%) 
Beta blocker (n [%]) 4(21%) 
Angiotensin 11 blocker (n [%]) 1(5%) 
Alpha blocker (n [%]) 1(5%) 
Data are mean :t SD / or n (%) 
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6.2.2 Cardiac catheterization 
Cardiac cadicterization was undcrtak-cn via flic fcnioml approach. Ile diapostic 
angiograms NNrrc closcly inspcctcd by two operators for flic presctice or visual coronary 
artery disease. Only subjects %kith angiographically normal coronary artcrics procccded 
to hacmodyn=ic rccordings. 
6.3 Wave intensity analysis 
Wave intensity was calculated from simultaneous prcssurc and %vlocity using die 
technique previously published (Davies, J. E and NVIiinncit, 7- I., 2006a). 11iis tcchnique 
describes a series of m-avcs which dircct blood flow. Wa%v intaisity idaitifics cach %%-a%v 
according to its origin (either from the proximal or distal arterial end) and its cffcct (cidicr 
a pushing or sucking cffect). Pushing Ns-avcs s-N-1-tich originate from the proximal cjvJ 
(ventricular contraction) accelerate blood flow %-clocity, %%hcreas suction %ý-avcs %%ilich 
originate from the proximal end (vcntricular rclaxation) dccelcmtc blood flow %, clocity. 
In addition to vcntricular contraction and relaxation, %%-avcs are also gcncratcd by 
reflections from the distal masculature. These back-mard-travc1ling rcflcctcd %%-a%vs have 
the opposite effect on blood flow to forward-tmvelling %%-a%-cs; pushing waves dcccicratc 
flow velocity and suction , N-avcs accclemte flow velocity. 
By putting together pressure and flow data, and sepamdng for%%-A- from backward- 
travelling waves, this approach makes it easicr to obscr%-c a %%-a%v c%-cn at tinics otlicr than 
its peak intensity. Thus small changes which are hard to identify in cithcr the prcssurc or 
flow velocity %N-avefonn alone may appear more obvious in the %%-a%v intensity analysis 
traces. Wave intensity analysis works solely %%idiin flic time domain and dius allo%%s 
identification of the timing, direction and magnitude of waves rcsponsibic for dirccting 
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artcrial blood flow cvcn wlicn forvard and back%%-ard-travelling %%-a%-cs coincide mid 
ovcrlap. This enables a bcttcr assessment of true rather flian apparctit wavc rcflcctioii. 
6.4 Identifying the origin and nature of a wave 
Waves are responsible for directing dic flow of blood in ffic aorta and coronary arteries, 
These waves can originate from the upstream aortic (proximal origin) or dowistr=n 
(distal origin) ends of flie artery, and can cidicr accelerate or decelerate flic flow of blood. 
Micn, only pressure or velocity alonc is known at a singlc site or nicasurcilictit, it is not 
possible to unambiguously determine the origin and nature of a %%-avc. To do this it is 
necessary to have simultaneous recordings of pressure and %-clocity. 
Using Auve intensity theory it is possible to identify pressure %%-a%-cs odginating 
proximally (dPproximal) and distally (dPdistal), using die follo%%ing romiulac (Equation 
6-1), where P is the density of blood (tak-cn as 1050 kg m-3), c is die %%-a%v specd 
calculated using the single-point equation (Da%ics, J. E. and NVMnnctt, 7- I., 2006b), dl' is 
the incremental change in the measured pressure, and dU the incremental change in blood 
velocity. 
dPr.,. al =I 
(dP + pcdU) 2 
I (dP - pcdU) 2 
EquaUon 6-1. Separadon of pressures from pro)dmal and distal ends of the 
artery 
These incremental changes in pressure and velocity propagate along the artcry as small 
wavefronts. In this study, we use the term "%N-ave' to describc thesc small %%-Jvcfmnts 
which can travel either for%%-ard or backavard. 
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The pressure and flow %mavcfornis obscn-cd in an artcry can casily be decomposcd into a 
scqucncc of succcssivc %Nuvcfronts. 11iis usagc diffcrs from flic common use oruic lcmi 
"%%nvc" to dcnotc flic sinusoidal %%-a%, ctmins fliat mAc up the Fouficr dccomposition of 
cidicr prcssurc or vclocity. Ilic two nimnings should not be conrimcd. 
In the aorta, the incident (formard-travc1ling) %%-a%v is gcncmtcd by an inc=sc in prcssurc 
originating proximally which accelerates blood velocity (Figure 1. upper pancl). In 
contms4 the rcflccted (back-%%-ard-tmvclling) N%I%-c is gcncrated by an incrcasc in prcssurc 
origimting from the distal aorta which dcccicratcs blood %-clocity (Figurc 1, middic 
panel). In both cases the rise in pressure is considcrcd by wave intaisity dicory to be as a 
rcsult of a comprcssion wavc, which lim a 'pushing' cffccL 
6.5 Calculation of wave speed in the coronary arteries 
To calculate %Navc intensity requires local measurement of wave speed. Wc uscd die 
single-point technique (Equation 6-2), which uses simultancous nicasurcnicnt of pressurc 
and flow to detennine NN-ave specd,, %,. *hcrc flie sums arc tak-cn oNvr a compicte cardiac 
cycle (Davies, J. E. and VAiinnctt, Z- I., 2006b). 
C=l 
lZdP2 
pý2: dU2 
Equation 6-2. Calculation of wave speed using the single-point equation. 
An independent estimate of wave speed along a length of artery was also calculated fmill 
the tmwit thne of the incident wave bet%%rcn measurcment sites (asswning wavc speed 
equals the distance bct%%-een measurement sites di%id,. -d by the transit time). 
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At each site the distance to the cffcctivc rcflcction site was cstimated from dic dclay 
bct%vccn the peak of flic incident and the rcflcctcd %Nu%, c divided by flie local %vavc sixed 
estimated by the single point technique. 
6.6 Calculation of aorta and coronary artery wave intensity 
Using A-avc intensity analysis it is possible to scparate and quanti fy tile %mcs present in 
the aorta and coronary artery circulation into diosc originating from die proximal cnd 
(WIproximal) and the distal end (Widistal) of die artery. Winct rcprcscnts flic net wave 
intensity, the sum of WIproximal and NVIdistal. NVc dermcd %%u%-c intensity as the 
product of the first time dcrivativcs of pressure and vclocity, so that die rcsults arc 
indepcndcnt of the sampling frequency used. (Niki, K. and Sugawara, M., 2002) 
lv1pmri" =1 
ýf- 
+ PC 
dU )2 
4pc( di di 
IVI. 
*. d =-1 
(dP 
- PC 
dU 2 
4pc di di 
) 
IVI. + 
(dPf dU) 
di di 
Equation 6-3. Separation of wave Intensity into its proAcmal, distal and net 
constituent components. 
All of the analysis was carried using separated wave, intensity analysis, which calculates 
fom-ard and backward %N-avcs as independcnt curves, allo%%ing ready dctcction of a %%uvc 
travelling in one direction even when there is another %%-a%v (c%-cn if much largcr) 
travelling in the other direction at the same time. 17his is one of the major strengths of 
separated wave intensity analysis, b=use for%%-ard and backward waves can oflcn co- 
exist simultaneously %%ithin the same ailcry. 
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6.7 Calculation of wave timing and reflection coefficient 
Once the wave intensity was calculated, mavc timings were calculated using an 
automated algorithm which calculates the median time point of each %Nm%, c (the time point 
by which 50% of the wave integral had occurred, Figure 6-2). We chose to use the 
median %Nuve timing rather than peak- wave timing (aldiough in most cases median and 
peak- timings are almost idcntical), becausc this convcntion handIcs in a natural and non- 
arbitrary fashion the situation of a notched umve tracing. The time to rcflcction site was 
calculated by subtracting the timing of the reflected N%uvc from flic timing of flic incident 
wave. 
'Me rcflection coefficient is a measure of flie magnitude of reflection and %%-as calculated 
by dividing the cumulative reflected %%-ave intensity by the cumulative %%zvc intcnsity of 
the incident mvc intensity. All wave timings arc relative to the clectrocardiogmm R 
wave. 
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Figure 6-2. Identification of the Incident and reflected wave timing using wave 
intensity analysis. 
Wave Intensity analysis was used to identify the reflection time of the Incident 
and the reflected wave In two subjects with an early (A) and late (B) reflected 
wave. All timings are in milliseconds and are relative to peak electrocardiogram 
R wave. 
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6.8 Study Protocol 
In all subjects, follovving a nonnal coronary angiogram, flic lcfl coronary circulation was 
then intubated. with a Judkins left cardiac catheter. A . 014 inch diameter prcssurc 
(Wavewire) and a Doppler flow wire (Flowwirc) (Vol=o 'Ibcmpcutics, formerly 
Jorned Inc) were passed into the proximal segment of flic lcft main stem, lcft anterior 
descending and circumflex artery in turn. Each wire was carcfullY positioned to cnsurc 
their sensor tips were aligned. Once in situ, small rotational movements were made to the 
Flowwire to obtain the peak Doppler blood velocity. Additional recordings %%-crc madc at 
10cm intervals along the length of the aorta, starting as close as possibic to the aortic 
root. Simultaneous recordings of pressure and velocity wcrc made for one minutc at cach 
location. Analogue output feeds were taken from the c1cctrocardiograrn and NVavc%Nirc 
and Flowwire consoles into a National Instruments DAQ-Card AI-1613-4 and acquircd at 
I kHz using Labview. Because precise alignment in time of the prcssure mid %-clocity 
signals is important for this analysis, wc performed a series of timing calibration tests. In 
an in-vitro preparation we rapidly injected a small bolus of saline and measured the time 
delay in the raw voltage signals bet-ween the foot of the Doppler signal and the foot of die 
pressure waveform. A total of 62 injections %%rrc performed, pressure consistently 
proceeded velocity N%ith a mean delay of 5.1 ms [95% CI: 4.4 to 5.8 ms]. To correct for 
the difference in processing times of the lh%-o signaN we advanced all velocity signals in 
the clinical study by 5 ms. 
The recorded data were anal), sed offline using custorniscd Nlatlab softA%= (Madiworks, 
Natick, MA). The blood pressure and Doppler velocity recordings were filtered using a 
Savitzlq-Golay filter (Savitzk-y A. and Golay, NI. I E, 1964), and enscmbled using die 
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ECG R wave as a fiducial point. All subjects received 5000 units licparin intmvcnously 
prior to the haemodynamic measurement phase. No other drugs were administcrcd. 
6.8.1 Statistical Analysis 
Ile statis6cal pack-age Statvicw 5.0 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NQ was used for analyses. 
Continuous variables are reported as mean + standard cn-or at cach location. 
Comparisons were made using Student's t test. Rcproducibility of hacniodynamic 
measurements were assessed using the mctliod of Bland and Altman. P <0.05 %%-as tak-cn 
as statistically significant. 
6.8.2 Reprodudbility 
Reproducibility of haernodynamic measurements was calculated by examining scparatc 
30-second recordings of blood pressure and velocity for cach paticnt. The standard 
deviation of the difference between these replicate tccordings in die aorta was: 5.9 ninil Ig 
for mean blood prcssurc (5.1% of mean valuc); 0.052 m/s for mcan Doppicr vclocity 
(16% of mean value); In the coronary arteries the standard deviation of dic differcnce 
between these replicate recordings was: 2.1 mmIIg for mean blood pressure (2% of mean 
valuc); 0.03 m/s mcan Dopplcr vclocity (6% of mean -, -aluc). 
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6.9 Results 
6.9.1 A sequence of waves in the aorta 
In all subjects the first wave seen was a large for%%-ard-tmvclling coniprcssion %%-avc 
caused by ventricular contraction (the 'incident' wave). Very soon aftcrmards (nican 
dclay 92.6 ±9ms), a rcflccted wavc was sccn. TIlis scqucncc was consistcnt in all 
subjects (Figure 6-3), although the intensity and timing of the individual waves diffcrcd 
between subjects and at differcnt locations along the aorta. 
6.9.2 Wave speed along the aorta 
Wave speed was found to be higher in the distal than proximal aorta (6.8ni/s at aortic root 
to 10.7m/s at 50cm, p<0.004, Table 6-2). ne time taken for the incidcnt wave to travel 
from the aorfic root to the distal aorta (50cm) was 55 ±4nis. Using this transit time die 
estimated mean aortic wave speed over the 50cm section of aorta was 9.9±0.9mls, which 
%,, -as similar to the average of the wavc specd at all sites along the aorta (9.0 ±1.2m/s) 
calculated by the single-point technique (Davies, J. E and \%Unnctt, 7- I., 2006b). Mean 
vmve speed was found to closclY correlate %%idi age (r=0.77, p<0.001). 
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6.9.3 Arrival of incident and reflected waves in the aorta 
The incident (forward-travelling pushing) and rcflccted (backNvard-travclling pushing) 
wavcs wcrc identificd at each mcasuremcnt sitc in flic aorta (Figurc 6-2). At cach 
location the mean time for the incident wave to travel to, and rcturn from, flic cffectivc 
reflection site diffcred little between measurement sites along the aorta (83-101 nis, Table 
6-2). There was no evidence of a single cffective reflection site present in or near to the 
termination of the distal aorta. By using the spatial avcragc pulse wave vclocity (9.9 
m/s), the distance to the reflection site was calculatcd as -40-50 cm at cach location 
(Table 6-2). Importantly, reflected waves were not found to arrive earlier (in rclation to 
the ECG R wave) in the distal aorta than at the aortic root (Figure 6-4, Figure 6-5, Fig= 
6-6, Figure 6-7, Figure 6-8, Figure 6-9, Figure 6-10, Figure 6-11). 
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Incident Reflected 
wave wave 
Aortic root 
10 
20 
Distance from 
aortic root (cm) 30 
40 
50 
80 130 180 230 
Time to arrival of wave relative 
to ECG R wave (ms) 
280 
above 
diaphragm 
I 
below 
diaphragm 
I 
Figure 6-4. The time of arrival of the Incident (filled squares) and reflected (open 
squares) waves in the human aorta. 
All timings are in milliseconds and are relative to peak electrocardiogram R 
wave. 
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Figure 6-5. Wave intensity waveform In one patient along each of the aortic 
measurement sites. 
Wave intensity analysis was calculated at each measurement position along the 
aorta. Corresponding pressure and flow velocity traces are shown below each 
wave intensity tracing. The individual traces are shown below In greater detail. 
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Figure 6-6. Blow-up of Figure 6-5 at aortic root level 
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Figure 6-7. Blow-up of Figure 6-5,10cm fmm the aortic root 
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Figure 6-8. Blow-up of Figure 6-5,, 20 cm from the Aortic root 
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Figure 6-9. Blow-up of Figure 6-5,, 30 cm fmm the Aortic root 
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Figure 6-10. Blow-up of Figure 6-5,40 cm from the Aortic root 
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6.9.4 Timing of wave reflection in the proximal aorta 
In all subjects, at every measurement site, reflected waves al%k-ays occurred in systole. In 
the proximal aorta the time of arrival of flic reflected Nvavc (211 ±I Oms), mas wirclatcd to 
age (r-- 0.11, p= 0.64, Figure 6-12), systolic blood pressure (r- 0.14, p- 0.55), diastolic 
blood pressure (r-- 0.39, p= 0.44), pulse pressure (r= 0.04, p- 0.88), nican artcrial 
pressure (r=0.19, p=0.44), augmentation index (r= 0.15, p= 0.54) and height (r-0.1, 
p=0.69). The lack of relationship N-dth age persistcd after statistical adjustincrit for these 
other variables, alone or in combination (p>0.05 aflcr cach corrcction) in a multivariatc 
modcl. 
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6.9. S Magnitude of wave reflection In the proximal aorta 
The rcflection coefficient was 20.3 ±2.1% in flic proxinial aorta and was found to 
increase with age (r=0.51, p<0.03, Figure 6-13), this was principally due to an increase in 
the absolute magnitude of the rcflccted wavc and not due to a fall in the absolute 
magnitude of the incident wavc. T11c rcflcction cocfficicnt %ýus also found to increase 
with systolic blood pressure (r=0.46, p<0.05, Figure 6-14), pulse pressure (r-0.61, p< 
0.005, Figure 6-15), and aortic %%uvc speed (r--0.56, p<0.01, Figure 6-16), but %%us not 
related to diastolic blood pressure (r=-O. IS, p=0.53, Figure 6-17). 
6.9.6 Augmentation of coronary blood flow velocity by wave reflection 
from the aorta 
A rcflectcd %%uve seen travelling back along flic aorta would be expected to be seen as a 
fonk-ard-travelling wave in the lcft coronary arteries. Such a rbr%%urd %%u%-c, 
corresponding to the rcflected wave in the aorta, was seen in die %%-avc patterns in the left 
coronary arteries (Figure 6-18). In addition to die close temporal correspondence 
between these waves, there was a close correlation bct%%-ccn the magnitude of aortic %%-a%-c 
reflection in the proximal aorta and the magnitude of die rclc, %mnt for%%-A-travclling 
wave appearing in the coronary circulation (r=0.67, p<0.002, Figure 6-19). 
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Figure 6-13. Increase In refledon coeffident With ageing In the proximal aorta 
Wave Intensity analysis was used to calculate the magnitude of the Incident and 
reflected. The reflected coefficient was calculated by diving the magnitude of 
the reflected wave by the Incident wave. With Ina-easing age the magnitude of 
the reflection coefficient was seen to Increase. 
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Figure 6-14. Increase in refleclion coeffident with systolic blood pressure in the 
proAmal aorta 
Wave intensity analysis was used to calculate the magnitude of the Incident and 
reflected. The reflected coefficient was calculated by diving the magnitude of 
the reflected wave by the incident wave. The magnitude of the reflection 
coefficient was seen to increase with Increasing systolic blood pressure. 
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Figure 6-15. Increase in reflection coefficient With pulse pressure In the pmximal 
aorta 
Wave intensity analysis was used to calculate the magnitude of the Incident and 
reflected. The reflected coefficient was calculated by diving the magnitude of 
the reflected wave by the Incident wave. The magnitude of the reflection 
coefficient was seen to increase with increasing pulse pressure. 
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Figure 6-16. Increase In reflection coefficlent Wth wave speed In the proximal 
aorta 
Wave intensity analysis was used to calculate the magnitude of the Incident and 
reflected. The reflected coefficient was calculated by diving the magnitude of 
the reflected wave by the Incident wave. The magnitude of the reflection 
coefficient was seen to increase With Increasing wave speed. 
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Figure 6-17. No relationsip was found between reflection coefficient and diastolic 
pressure in the proximal aorta 
Wave intensity analysis was used to calculate the magnitude of the incident and 
reflected. The reflected coefficient was calculated by diving the magnitude of 
the reflected wave by the incident wave. The magnitude of the reflection 
coefficient was not found to be related to diastolic blood pressure. 
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Figure 6-18. An elderly subject, showing a prominent reflected wave visible in 
both the aorta and the coronary artery. 
Separated wave intensity analysis profiles in the pro)dmal aorta (upper panel) 
and left main stem coronary artery (middle panel). Pressure and velocity from 
the left main stems is also shown (lower panel). A small time delay can be seen 
between the peak reflected wave In the aorta and Its arrival In the coronary 
artery. Following the arrival of the aortic reflected wave In the coronary artery, 
coronary blood flow velocity Is seen to Increase (170-200ms). 
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Figure 6-19. Relationship between aortic reflection coefficient and the coronary 
secondary forward-travelling wave. 
Using wave intensity analysis the reflection coefficient In the aorta,, and the 
coronary secondary forward-travelling wave (a continuation of the aortic 
reflection) were calculated. A dose relationship was found between the 
magnitude of the aortic reflection coefficient and the magnitude of the coronary 
secondary forward-travelling wave. 
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The change in coronary blood flow velocity was calculated as the difference in flow 
velocity between the onset of this pcdpllcmlly-rcflcctcd %kwc in flic coronary artery and 
the end of Us Nvave. This pedplicrally rcflcctcd . N-a%, c is seen in the coronary artery as a 
second forward-travellingwave in systole. In this interval during which this periplicrally 
rcflccted wave existed, the coronary blood flow velocity incrcascd on avcmgc from 0.2 to 
0.28±0. lm/s. There was no other fonvard travelling wave during fliis time. The only 
backivard travelling wave at that time is a back-ward-trawl ling pushing wavc which 
cannot be responsible for increasing flow velocity. Tbudore the 406/6 increment in 
coronary blood flow velocity is flie result of this peripherally rcflcctcd wave cntcring dic 
coronary artery. 
A close rclationsNp was found bL-t%Nvcn the magnitude or this rcflcctcd %%m%-c and Ole 
increase in coronary blood flow velocity (r-- 0.8, p<0.00 1, Figure 6-20), which %N-as found 
to increase vAth age (r=0.69, p<0.001). llo%%-c%-cr, flic arrival timing of dic reflected 
wave in the coronary was not related to the dcgrce of augmcntation of coronary blood 
flow velocity (r=0.28, p=0.22). 
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Figure 6-20. Relationship between the wave reflected from the aorta In to the 
coronary artery and the Incremental Increase In coronary blood flow velocity. 
The reflected wave travels back from the aorta and augments coronary artery 
blood flow velocity. There is a dose relationship between the magnitude of this 
reflected wave and the augmentation in blood flow velocity. 
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6.10 Discussion 
In this study %vc have sho%vn how wave intensity analysis can be used to idcritiry mid 
quantify the prcssurc-vclocity %vavcs in dic human aorta. Using this technique %vc have 
found no evidence for a single rcflcction site located in or near to the distal aorta. In 
addition in this group of subjects aged 35 - 73 )vars, all rcl1cctcd waves arrived in thc 
proximal aorta during systole. '17his resulted in a fall in aortic flow vclocity but an 
increase in systolic coronary flow velocity. 
6.10.1 Contribution of wave mflection to coronary blood flow 
It has been widely believcd that in youdi %vavc rlcflcction arrives in the proximal aorta in 
diastole and therefore augmcnts diastolic coronary blood flow, wlicrcas in die cldctly 
u-ave reflection arrives in systole, and therefore increases vcntricular ailcrioad %vithout 
increasing diastolic coronary blood flow. 
HoN,, r. vcr, our findings arc that all rcflcctcd wavcs arrivc in the proximal aorta in systoic 
rather than diastole. Tbc timings see in our study = consistcnt %vith dic timings 
obtained by McEnicry ct al (McEnicry, C. M. and Yasmin, 2005) and MitchcIl 
(Mitchell, G. F. and Parise, Il., 2004), both largc studics of individuals using non-invasivc 
techniques based on the point of inflection of the prm= wavieform. 
Wave intensity analysis has made it possible to identify and quantify the %%-avcs in the 
coronary artery and their individual impact on coronary artery blood flow (Davics, J. E. 
and NVhinnctt, 7- I., 2006a). Whilst most of the, %%-a%-cs in the coronary circulation are 
gencrated by cardiac contraction and relaxation, there arc also rcflccted %%-a%-cs from the 
proximal aorta. Thesc reflected %%-a%-cs in the aorta appear in the coronary circulation as 
fbn%-ard-travclling %%-aves (Figure 6-21). Such waves arrive in the coronary artery in 
systole and cause a small instantaneous augmentation to coronary blood flow velocity 
(Figure 6-21, lo%%rr panel). They are not responsible for the larger increase in blood flow 
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velocity occuning in diastole. NVIii1st dicsc reflected waves arc present in the coronary 
arterics of cvcry subjcc4 thcy are more cvidcnt in subjccts %%ith a highcr rcflcction 
coefficicnt. Ilus reflectcd %%uvcs in dic coronary artcrics bcconic morc prominent in 
older subjects. It has been suggested Oiat Olis increased reflection may have an important 
rolc in maintaining coronary blood flow in old agc (Sacki, A. and Rccchia, F., and KtL,, s. 
D. A., 1995). Neverdicicss, rcgardicss of agc, in no subjcct was there a rcflcctcd wavc 
arriving from the aorta in diastole. 
6.10.2The paradox of reflection sites In the human aorta 
One view of arterial NNuve reflection proposes dmt dicrc is a single mjor cfTcctivc 
rcflection site in flic lo%%vr body, responsible for a back-ward-travc1ling reflectcd wave. An 
altemative hypothesis would be that there arc multiple minor reflection sites cach making 
small contributions to the observed reflected %%wc. 
At each position along the aorta, wc calculated the time intcrval bctN%-ccn die incident 
inifial contraction wave and the reflectcd, %Nuve, which rcprcscntcd flic timc tak-cn for flic 
Nvave to travel to the rcflccfion site and return Under dic standard hypodicsis, dic time 
for this 'return trip' should shorten progressively as the point of examination moves 
distally to%%urds the effective site of rcflccfion. In fact, our data show that die rcflcction 
time did not differ significantly bct, %%-ccn proximal and more distal locations. Regardless 
of wbere the measurements were made along flic aorta, die cffccfivc rcflcction site 
remained an approximately constant distance a%%-ay. Using a mean wave speed, along die 
entire aorta, this distance -was approximately 40-50 crn at all sitcs in all subjects. 
These finding militates against the li)pothcsis that there is a single dominant rcflcction 
site predominantly responsible for the reflected waves sccn in die litunan aorta. Instcad, 
these data support the obscmations of other authors who ha%v identified multiple 
reflections sites along the course of the aorta, whose contribut. ions %ury according to dic 
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sitc at which mcasurcmcnts are madc (Hope, S. A. and Nlcrcdith, 1. T., and Cruncron, I 
D., 2004; Me Donald DA and O'Rourke, MF, and Nichols, WW, 2005; O'Rourke, M. 
F., 1982). 
6.10.3 Why does the arterial reflection site appear to move? 
Wc arc not the first group to rcport obscrvations of a shifling rcflcction sitc along the 
length of flie aorta. Scgcrs ct. aL, observed evidence of a shifting rcflcction site, in a 
hydmulic clastic tube modcl (Segcrs, P. and Vcrdonck, P., 2000), and suggcstcd dmt such 
findings were due to swnniatcd wave rcflcction arising from die tapering of the aorta, and 
local wave reflections. 
Wc hypothesise that in addition to this tapcring cffcct, dic anatonlical branching structure 
of the aorta itself, %kith numerous minor rcflcction sites makes a contribution to the 
summated rcflccted wave that is obscrvcd. Rdections occur whenever a site or 
impcdance mismatching is encountcrcd. At sitcs %%ith grcatcr inipedancc mismatching 
the magnitude of the rcflccted %%-avc is largcr, and at sites %%idl less inilvdwcc 
mismatching the magnitude of the rcflccted , %-avc is smallcr. 
6.10A"Horizon effect" from attenuation of reflected waves 
It has been asserted that the arterial system has evolved to facilitate die fonmi passage 
of %%uvcs, whilst minimising die passagc of backavaA-travcl ling %%-a%-cs (%Vomcrsicy 
JR, 1958). Rcflcction dcpcnds on the characteristic impedances of the indhidual arictics 
forming the bifurcation. Consequently the dcgrcc of impcdancc matching and rcflcction 
depends on the dirccfion from %N-Mch the wavc conics (Wang, II and Parker, K. 
11,2004). In most cases bifurcation arc %%-cll matched in the fon%urd direction (Wang, J. 
J. and Park-cr, K. 11,2004) so most of the cncr6, y is tmnsmittcd forwards, %%idi littic 
reflection. In contrast, when a back-muni-travc1ling pushing %%-avc cncountcrs dic samc 
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arterial bifurcation from the opposite direction it cxpcdcnccs a much greater inipcdancc 
mismatch, akin to an open-ended reflection site, and so most of the cncrgy is rcflcctcd 
back distally as a fonvard-tmvclling 'suction" wavc %ýitli littic tmnsmitted proximally. 
Thus, as waves travel progressively further along the arterial tree, they cffccti%, cly 
become trapped with an evcr-diminishing proportion of dicir cnergy returning proximally 
to contribute to the ccntrally-obscrvcd rcflcctcd wavc. Ilic result rcscniblcs a "'horizoW" 
beyond wWch the magnitude of dic rcflcctcd components is too small to contribute 
significantly to the observed rcflcctcd %N-avc (Figure 6-2 1). 
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Figure 6-21. Schematic illustration of the attenuation of reflected wave by the 
"horizon effect" In the human aorta. 
The "horizon effects" causes attenuation of waves reflected back from distal 
reflection sites. Thus reflected waves are predominately Influenced by proximal 
reflection sites and only to a lesser extent from more distal reflection siteýs. Four 
examples are shown: The entire aorta (A), measurement In the proximal aorta 
(B), measurement In the aortic arch (C) and measurement In the mid aorta (D). 
In the proximal aorta (B), most of the reflection arises from the arch and 
thoracic aorta. Beyond the level of the renal arteries, wave reflection has a 
negligible influence. At the aortic arch level (C), most of the reflection arises 
from the thoracic and abdominal aorta. Beyond the abdominal aorta wave 
reflection has a negligible Influence. In the mid aorta (D),, most of the reflection 
arises from the abdominal aorta and Iliac bifurcation. Beyond the level of the 
iliac bifurcation, wave reflection has a negligible Influence. 
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6.10.5 Can reflection and re-reflection explain the apparently-moving 
reflection site? 
At each site of impcdancc mismatch a proportion of die for-mA-travc1ling wave is 
reflectcd back. lIoNvcvcr the backward travcl of this rcflcctcd %%m%-c continucs only as far 
as die next site of impcdancc mismatch where it is itscir largely rc-rcflcctcd fonvards 
again. The rcsidual backward-travc1ling wavc cxpericnccs this attcnuation at cach of 
these rcflection sites, because a relatively large proportion of wavc cncrgy is rc-rcflccted 
formards. Ibus the sizc of back-mard-travelling %%-a%-cs mpidly becomes diminished, until 
in the proximal aorta it is no longer possible to identify contributions from flic distal 
vasculaturc. 
This trapping by rcflection and rc-rcflcction -would cxpUn why the nct rcflcctcd wavc in 
the aorta al%Nuys appears to be reflected from a similar distance away, since dic obscr%-cd 
net rcflectcd %N-ave is preferentially composed of contributions from rcflcction sites 
relatively nearby. A similar 'horizon effect' has also been identirtcd in in%-asive animal 
experiments, where total occlusion of the aorta below the diaplimgm made no difference 
to the timing of %%uve reflections measured in the proximal aorta (Khir, A. W. and Parker, 
K. H., 2005). 
TWs means that %Nhat N%-c are obser%ing is an amalgarn of indhidual reflections from 
multiple reflection sites, mith the nearcr sites contribution at full strcngdl and sites furdicr 
away having thcir contributions attcnuatcd. Thc net cffcct of this distanL-L-dcpcndent 
attenuation is to crcate an cffcct likc a "horizon", which appcars to movc away as dic 
measuremcnt location approachcs it. XVc h)pothcsisc fliat this is bocausc dic 
configuration of impcdancc charactcrisfics at bifurcations in die artcrial trcc pr6crcritially 
tmnsmit forward-travelling %%-a%, cs %%hiles prefcrcntially rcflccfing back-m-ard-trawfling 
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waves. A possible implication of this is that die process contributcs to die damping ortlic 
pressure pulse as you movc do%Nn flic circulation. 
6.10.6 Study Limitations 
This study had po%vcr to show largc diffcrcncc in timing bct%%-ccn wavcs arriving in 
systole and those in diastole, but not to idcntify small changes in timing %%ithin a narrow 
time mnge in systole. 
The mean height of our subjects is only 1.64m, which is approximately what would be 
expccted from a random sampic appropriatcly stratificd for gcndcr from a UK population, 
bascd on national survcy work- (165cm) (Departnicnt of licaldi, 2005). A tallcr 
population could have diffbrent timings of incidcnt and rcflcctLxl wavcs. 
All haemodynamic measurements in flic aorta uscd the aortic root as a starting landmark. 
Measurements were then repeated after successive uithdmul by I Ocni intmuls. %Vllilst 
measurements in the aorta wcre made at prccisc locations, intcr-paticnt %-ariation in aortic 
length and tortuosity,. Nill lead to anatomical structures being located at %irying distance 
from the aortic root. 
In this study the mean age of our patients is 54 )=rs,, %%itli an age range bct%%-ccn 35-73 
years. Whilst it is possible to demonstrate clear difrcrcncc in %%-a%-c spced bct, %%-ccn young, 
middle aged and elderly adult subjects. Ibe time of arrival of the rcflcctcd %N-a%v did not 
vary %Nith agc. It is possibic that in vcry young subjccts the timing of dic rcflcctcd %N-avc 
may have been diffcrcnL We %vcrc ethically constrained to only make Imcniod)namic 
measurements in subjects alrcady undergoing coronary angiography on clinical grounds 
and could not recruit healdiy young subjects for in%-asi%-c hacrnodynxnic measurenicrits. 
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We cannot be ccrtain that the coronary artcrics or aorta %vcre nornial. Subjccts only 
underwent these hacrnodynarnic recordings if die coronary angiograrn was considercd by 
two opcmtors to be free from visible stenoscs. It is possible tImt some subjccts may lmvc 
had athcrosclcrosis not causing stcnoscs. It is almost ccrtain that all subjccts havc aortic 
atherosclerosis over the age of 25 years old (McNiahan, C. A. and Gidding, S. S., 2007). 
Non-stenotic diseasc, hoNN, cvcr, would not bc cxpcctcd to obstruct dic propagation of 
wave cnergy. 
In this study we havc cxamined morc wonicn Omn mcn. I lo%%-c%, cr, flierc %%us no 
statistically significant difference in the timings of rcflcctcd %%-avcs bct%%vcii men tuid 
women and it is unlikely that this undermines our interpretation. %Vc believe that our data 
supports a mcchanism %Nbcrcby %%-avcs arc rcflcctcd from multiplc positions %%ithin dic 
aorta, to generate an apparent reflection site, and that there is no single major reflection 
site as is often portmyed in the litemture. 
In the study the systolic blood pressures are sliglitly higIL For each subjects this was their 
fast angiography procedure, for which they received no sedation or pre-medication. We 
believe that the slightly highcr, %uluc for systolic blood pressure is largely the result of 
anxiety surrounding the procedure, and not a result of a li)Tpcrtension. 9 subjccts lmd 
documented evidence of systolic hypertension at their booking consultations. 
NVe have chosen to tirnemavcs using the weighted mean time of dic wavc intensity. Wc 
chose this approach in order to minimise the potential cffccts of any small artcfactual 
disturbances in signal measurement, because these would not bc cxpccted to bias the 
median time of the wave. In contrasý in studies examining pressure alone, when two 
waves coincide the only possible time point to dctcct on dic scconduuvc is its onsct. N%Ic 
have for comparison purposcs shown in Tabic 6-2 flic timings of the inflection points on 
the pressure curve at each location in the aorta: this data paints a similar picture to dmt 
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obtained by wave intensity analysis. Our different convention on timing means that our 
mid-wave times are later than Ole onset times fliat are often rcportcd, and this differcricc 
in times may be greater for longer-duration waves (such as the rcflcctcd wave) than 
shorter-duration waves (such as the incident %N-avcs) but Us pattcm %vill be intcnially 
consistent. 
6.11 Conclusion 
Using wave intensity analysis it is possible to accumtcly mcasurc the timing, and 
magnitude of the incident and reflected -, -, -avcs in the human aorta and coronary artcrics. 
In all subjects, young and old, reflected uuvcs were idcntiricd in flic proximal aorta in 
systole - much carlier than is often portrayed. Rcflcctcd Nkuvcs tmvcl back from die aorta 
into the coronary arteries, where they augment systolic coronary blood flow. Illis 
augmcntation of systolic coronary flow by the rcflcctcd wavc is grcatest in oldcr subjccts. 
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7 Synthesis 
In this thesis I have applied wavc intensity to study the %%-avcs in thc cardio%-=ular 
system responsible for directing coronary artery blood flow. 
7.1 Calculation of local coronary wave speed using the single-point 
equation 
In order to separate %%-aves in dic coronary arteries it %%us first ncoessmy to dc%-clop a 
technique to calculate local wave speed in dic coronary artcrics. I'lic lack of such a 
technique had previously prevented dic accurate separation of %%-a%-cs in dic coronary 
artery, where estimates of %%uvc speed %%rrc applied. Existing tccluliqucs such as dic 
pressure-vclocity loop, which could be applied to most officr systemic arteries wherc bodi 
the pressure and flow velocity %%uvcfomis were dic same phase (i. c. uni-phasic) could not 
be applied in the coronary arteries %vhcrc the flow velocity wa%vfbrrn is bi-phasic. 
The single-point equation, derived from N%-avc intensity analysisý calculates local wave 
speed in the coronary arteries, and in other systemic arteries, by analysing the relationship 
between pressure and velocity over one complete cardiac cycle (Chapter 3). It is not 
reliant on the determination of a linear portion of the a prcssure-vclocity loop, and is thus 
not reliant on both the waveforms having similar phase - making it applicable in both 
coronary and systemic arteries. T'his simple, automated approach, allows the rapid 
calculation of local xvave speed, and provides a fmmc%%'Ork- to enable computer 
automation of the separation of %%-a, %-cs within the arterial system %%Iicrc simultaneous 
pressure and flow velocity arc known. 
7.2 Driving wave in the human coronary arteries 
Using separated wave intensity analysis I have identificd six pre-dominant %%-avcs 
responsible for directing coronary blood flow in humans. 1"hesc %%-avcs %%= idcntiricd in 
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each of our subjects. llo%Nvvcr, flic magnitude of cach wavc %-adcd between subjects. 
Coronary blood flow is principally rcgulatcd by N%uvcs originating from the 
microcirculatory-cnd. A back-ward-travc1ling pushing wavc arising whai the corowity 
microcirculation is squcczcd by Ulc contmaing myocardium, trawls back from the distal 
coronary artery to the proximal artery, decelerating blood flow. 11is %Nu%-c is responsible 
for the attenuation of coronary blood flow in carly systole (wilcil flow in the aorta 
continues to rise). Tbc second , %2vc arising from die microcirculatory-cnd is a back%kurd. 
travc1ling 'suction' wavc. This wavc is gcncratcd %%-Iicn cornprcssion or dic 
microcirculatory vcsscls is relicvcd as the myocardium rclaxcs. 11iis suddcn fallcn in 
distal pressure generates a 'suction' %%-ave which is propagated along Oic coronary artery 
(distal to proximal) accelerating coronary blood flow. 11iis wavc is responsible for the 
largest increase in coronary blood flow. In subjects in whom die microcirculatory 
arcWtecture is altered, as in lcft ventricular h)Tpcrtropliy, this %%-a%-c is attcnuatcd. 
By measuring the separated %%"aves radicr than dic flow %-clocity or prcssurc, allows Ole 
influence of the vascular beds at either end of die coronary artery to be indi%idually 
inten-ogated. The effects of disease pathologies cffecting dicsc beds can be studied and 
quantified, -*vhcncver simultaneous pressure and flow %-clocity are nicasurcd and 
separated , N-ave intensity analysis applied. 
7.3 Wave reflection and coronary blood flow augmentation 
Using wave intensity it is possible to ident. ify reflected waves travelling from die aorta 
and into the coronary artery - augmenting coronary blood flow. N%Iic= prc%ious 
techniques have relied on identif)ing subtle features on the pressure or %vlocity 
%-, -avefonns as 'wave reflection", when %%-a%-c intensity is applied it is possible to clearly 
identify and quantify the magnitude and timing of both the incident and rcflcctcd waves. 
Using this technique I have demonstrated that wave reflection al%%-a), s occurs in s)sto1c, 
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challenging the frequently postulated (but poorly substantiatcd) view Omt %mv rcf1cction 
timing changcs substantially bct%%-ccn youdi and old ngc, as a rcsult or dic carly rcturn or 
waves from the distal aorta. Instead rcflcctcd waves can be sccn critcring the corotLW 
artcrics during systo1c, in all subjccts, where flicy augmcnt coronary blood flow velocity. 
Whereas the timing of these rcflcctcd %%uvcs does not change signifi=tly %%ith age, the 
magnitude %Nus found to increase %%idi increasing age. 'Mc larger the magnitude of the 
rcflcctcd mmve die large the augmentation of systolic coronary blood flo%v %-clocity. 
ncse findings clulicnge the central ideas of distal wavc mflection, uhich are currently 
being more %vidcly challenged in dic literature (Davies JE and Francis DP, 2007; Mitchc1l, 
G. F. and Parisc, ll., 2004; Wang, J. J. and O'Bdcn, A. B., 2003). 
7.4 Future work: speculation on the coronary flow- myocardial function 
inter-relationship 
By scparating -*%-avcs into distal and proximal originating components, it should allow die 
study of dynamic changes in the myocardiuni directly. In die explanation of dic origin of 
each %%uve (Chapter 4.5.1), we conclude that the back-%%-ard-tmvclling 'suction" %Yavc is 
generated by relaxation microcirculatory compression of die contracting in)-ocardium. 
Ibesc findings are in line %%ith the observations of Spaan in die intram)-ocardial punip 
models (Spaan, I A. and Breuls, N. P., and Laird, I D., 1981). So in theory coronary 
blood flow is self regulating. For example, during exercise when dcn=d for blood flow 
is higher, cardiac contraction increases. lliis has mi) main cffects. llw first is that a 
larger backa%-ard-travelling, pushing wave is gcncmtcd, by die contracting niyocardiwiL 
This might be cxpected to dccrcasc coronary blood flow, but, as this is nict by a largcr 
proximal-travelling pushing %N-a%, c, . %, Wcll maintains dic cquilibriurn, systolic coronary 
blood flow in maintained. The second cffcct is that the more %rigorously contmaing 
m), ocardiwn now relaxcs morc aggrcssi%-cly, gcncmfing a largcr backumrd-travcl ling 
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suction mvc increasing coronary artery blood flow. Coronary flow is furtlicr criltanccd 
by incrcasing aortic prcssure which accompanics cxcrcisc. By undcrtaking a scrics or 
cxpcriments in which cardiac output is incrcascd it would be possibic to wism this 
hypothesis further. 
7.4.1 Experimentation to examine the coronary flow-myocardial 
function inter-relationship 
An alternative approach to cxamine thc coronary flow - myocardial function intcr- 
relationship, would be by studying the %%uvcs in flic subject %%ith a physiologically 
significant coronary stenosis. We speculate that in such a circumstance coronary stcnosis 
would initiate a series of events leading to worsening ischcmia (Figure 7-1), %%-Iicrcby 
worsening coronary flow, would lead to decreasing myocardial function -. %'hich, %%-ould in 
turn lead to a decreased 'suction' wavc and a furdicr fall in coronary flow. 
By studying a group of subjects in whom it %%-as possible to d)mmiically aitcr flic 
coronary perfusion, such as those undergoing coronary angioplasty, it may be possible to 
observe changes in waves directly related to alteration in m)mardial function. Such 
experimentation could help further substantiate this mechanism and lead to g=tcr insight 
into the coronary-flow - myocardial function intcr-rrlationsliip. 
, )I MiNl 
Well recognised 
Local abnormalities of 
coronary 
Artery Blood Flow 
Local abnormalities of 
Myocardial 
Function 
Hypothesised 
Figure 7-1. Schematic Illustration of the proposed Inter-relationship between 
coronary blood flow and myocardial function 
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7.5 Coronary blood flow and vaivular heart clLsease 
Wave intensity analysis lends itself very well to the study of aortic valvular discw. In 
such circwnstances, pathological changes frequently occur to both die %-alvc wid 
myocardium. Traditional analysis is usually limited to measuring c1langes in measured 
pressure of flow velocity, in bogi Ole aorta or coronary artery. I lowcvcr, using %kuvc 
intensity analysis it would be possible to dissect out Ole influences occur at cithcr end to 
assess the cffects of the diseased aortic %-alvc and associated cl=gcs in myocardial 
structurc, which frequcntly accompany iL 
7.6 Conclusion 
Wave intensity analysis in the human arterial system has allowcd us to further understand 
the mechanisms underlying human coronary artcry blood flow, and the coupling 
influenccs of ventricular-aortic intcractions. Coronary blood flow is predorninatcly 
regulated by influences arising from dic microcirculatory end of dic coronary artery, mid 
not the aortic (proximal) end as is the case in most other s)vcmic %wwular ancdcs. 
Reflccted waves travc1ling back from the aorta al%%-a)s arrivc in dic proximal coronary 
artery in systole where they augment systolic coronary blood flow. 
In futurc this techniquc could bc applicd to aid flic study and furflicr undastanding of 
other physiological and pathological disease processes. 
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8 Appendix 
8.1 Calculation of signal delay between Wavernap and Flowmap console 
Time delay (ms) 
6 10 2.89 
9.92 2.02 8.02 
3.03 6.06 4.1 
3.98 6.06 3.02 
4.04 7.1 7.25 
6.96 2.01 5.13 
2.98 3.04 3.03 
0.98 2.96 13.48 
6.01 11.2 5.08 
3.09 10.4 4.03 
7.99 4.18 6.09 
10.12 5.9 4 
3.06 2.3 7.1 
3.2 6.03 6.12 
8.03 2.06 7.5 
5.73 7.12 4 
2.02 5.06 3.01 
2.01 2.03 7.5 
2.01 3.96 1.13 
2 1.01 5.98 
2.05 8.8 
Table 8-1. 
Raw data from calibration testing to determine the signal delay In milliseconds 
between the Wavemap and Flowmap consoles. 
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8.2 Derivation of single-point estimate of wave speed 
Wavc specd can be calculatcd from the aricrial prcssurc-%-clocity rclationship. In the 
aorta, there is a segment of timc in early s), stolc %%-Iicn this prcssure-vclocity relationship 
is linear, during whicli NN-avc speed can be calculated dircctly by the walctliamnicr 
cquation pc= -Z -dP In flic coronary artcrics lio%%-c%-cr, becausc rdections tuid ZdU 
multipic hacmodynamic intcmctions aitcr dic lincarity of flic prcssurc. %-clocity 
relationship, this approach cannot be uscd. I'lic %%u%-c spccd inronnatiori is still prcsciiL 
but is not obtainable from the above expression. In this nppcndLx, %%*c p=nt a more 
gcncrally applicabic fonnula for calculating wavc spccd which does not dcpcnd on the 
lincarity of the prcssurc-vclocity rclationship and yct is compatibic uifli flic %%-awfliamnicr 
equation for linear pressurm-clocity rclationships. We present two altcrnativc dcrivations 
for the new fon-nula. 
8.2.1 Derivation 1 
Wc start from two obscn-ations: - 
(1) the use of an incon-cct %%-a%, c speed in dic separation of flic %%-a%-cs (Sun, Y. 11. and 
Anderson, T. J., 2000) into their formard dl. = 
V4 
pcXdP+pcdU)i and back-%%-ard 
dL =(-Y4pcXdP-pcdU)'componcnts introduccs scif-cancclling for%%-xJ and 
backward artefacts. 
(2) the propagadon of indi%idual %%-a%v fronts are discrctc, clmmcterizcd by changes in 
pressure and vclocity, %%ith no summation of cncrgy from onc bcat to dic ncxL 
NVe thcrcforc seek the %%-a%, c speed that mininiiý the toW for%%-ard and backward %%-a%v 
intensity over the cardiac cycle to reducc wavc cnergy suniniation mid retains periodicity. 
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Briefly, we define the total wavc intensity X= 
DdI. 
- (IL ) where dic sums = taken 
over die cardiac cycle. 
Substituting the expressions for dl+ and A, fliis can be %witicn, in tcrnis of the mcasured 
changes in pressure and velocity 
Z= 
Zdp2 
A 
pcl: dU2 
4pc 4 
The value of pc that minimiscs Z %%ill be that which gives dZ / d(p c) = 0, i. c: 
-1 
X2 
2: 02 +I dU2 =0 
4(p c) 4 
This simplifics to 
I: dP' 
2: dU' 
This equation can be applied to any segnicnt of the arterial tree to obtain flic wave spced 
C. 
8.2.2 Derivation 2 
An alternative approach to deriving this wave speed formula is to consider two scparatcd 
components of dU namely dU. =I (dU + PC dP) and dU- (dU - pc dP). 2 
Their difference dU, - dU- is clearly 
(1p 
. Thereforc the %%-a%v spccd is derincd by pC 
(p CY 
(dP)2 
The denominator 2: (dU. -dQ-)2 is a quantity %%hich (dU,,. - dUJI 
* 
cannot directly be dctermined from hacmodpamic measurements. I lowever, die 
dcnorninator can bc approxhnated using the cxprcssion 1: , 
(dU. +dU-)' %%hich can bc 
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readily determined, because it is equal to J>U) 2 which is directly measured. For this 
approximation to the denominator to be valid, 
i. e. E(dU. ' - 2dU., dU + dtO) ; t: 1: 
(dU. ' + 2dU. dQ. + dU-2)0 
I. 2 it is requircd that L`ý"kdU. dQ) is small in comparison to Y , 
(dU. +dU-2). 
We usc US approximation to calculatc SNW 
(p CY I: u 2: 
1: (0) 
= 
1: (dP)' 
, 
(dU. + 2: (dU)2 
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intensity analysis, which allows derivation of wave speed at a single 
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delay of pressure waveforms) and 2) a new single-point medvd using 
simultaneous pressure and velocity measurements. Coronarywave speed 
was deiivod by the single-point method. Wave speed derived by the two 
methods correlated well (r = 0.72. P<0.051 Coronary wave speed 
correlated with aortic wave speed (r = 0.7Z P-0.002). After nitrate 
adn-dnistration. coronary wave speed fell by 43%: from 16.4 mts (95% 
confidence interval 12.6-20.1) to 9.3 m/s (95% confidence interval 
6.5-12.0. P<0.001). 7bis single-point method allows dctermination of 
wave speed in the human coronary artery. Aortic wave speed is correlated 
to coronary wave speed. Finally. this technique detects the prompt fall in 
coronary artery wave speed with isosorbide dinitrate. 
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analysis; coronary velocity; coronary flow; interventional cardiology; 
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mE-MODS HAVE NOT BEEN AVAILABLE to measure wave speed in 
the human coronary artery, but wave speed measured in the 
aorta has repeatedly been shown to predict cardiac events (3, 
17,19). The standard approach for measuring wave speed 
relics on measurement of the time taken (8t) for a pressure 
wave to travel between two sites a known distance apart (U). 
The pressure curves at the two sites may be acquired simulta- 
neously with a pair of transducers or, alternatively, with one 
transducer moved between two positions with subsequent gat- 
ing to the R wave of the ECC. The time delay (6t) is measured 
between the arrival of an identifiable point on the pressure 
wave, such as the "foot, " and wave speed (c), calculated as 
follows: c= U181. This method is commonly referred to as the 
"foot-to-foot" method. Early work was invasive, in that cath- 
Address for reprint requests and other correspondence: J. E Davie! 6 lnterý 
national Centre for Circulatory Health. St. Mary's Hospital & Imperial Col. 
lege, 59-61 North Wharf Rd.. Paddington. London W2 ILA. UK (e-mail: 
wavespeed @heart I 23. com). 
eters were used to acquire simultaneous pressure waveforms In 
the aorta (7). Arterial wavefon-ns are more commonly acquired 
using pressure transducers, Doppler ultrasound. or applanation 
tonometry at peripheral sites. With this approach. it is possible 
to derive the average wave speed noninvasivcly over a Icngth 
of the arterial tree. most commonly the aorta. from the carotid 
to the femoral level. 
Despite the simplicity of this method for measuring wave 
speed. there are several potential sources of inaccuracy. Non- 
invasive techniques rely on an estimation or the distance 
traveled between the measured points, which varies between 
patients, especially when arteries become more tortuous with 
age. The foot-to-foot method also depends critically on accu- 
rate determination of the foot or the systolic curve, which can 
be difficult to identify unambiguously (whether data am ac- 
quired invasively or noninvasively), a difficulty not eliminated 
by adoption of alternative idcntiflable points on the blood 
pressure curve. such as the ascending systolic curve (10) or the 
dicrotic notch (5). 
The human coronary artery has eluded wave spccd calcula- 
tion by these methods for practical reasons: 1) It is difficult to 
obtain coronary pressure waveforms noninvasively. 2) Even 
invasive measurement with intracoronary pressure wires may 
be inadequate for velocity measurement, because the segments 
of coronary artery with consistent properties are not long 
enough for them to be a measurable time interval between 
recognizable points on the pressure curves at the two respective 
positions. 
It has recently been recognized that, in certain circum. 
stances. wave speed can be calculated from simultaneous 
measurements of pressure and fluid velocity at one point (8) by 
careful analysis of the pressure-velocity loops (12). This 
method uses simultaneously acquired pressure and velocity 
data from a single position within a vessel to ascertain the wave 
speed from the gradient at the linear portion of the plot at (he 
start of systole. This technique has been validated in vitro (13) 
and in vivo (14) with the foot-to-foot method and has been 
used to determine the wave speed in the ascending aorta of 
patients with cardiovascular disease (11). However. this pres- 
sum-velocity loop method relies on a period during which only 
a single wave impulse is present (e. g., the early part of the 
systolic upstroke in the aorta). This restriction makes the 
pressum-vclocity loop method unsuitable for wave speed anal- 
ysis in the coronary arteries, because coronary arteries are 
subject to influences from the aortic and microcirculatory ends 
(31). 
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We have developed a new technique that extends the prin- 
ciple of the pressure-velocity loop method and can derive wave 
speed (c) by a formula that minimizes net wave energies (Eq. 
1) over complete cardiac cycles, where p is the density of 
blood, and V and dU are the changes in pressure and velocity, 
respectively, over one sampling period. The derivation of this 
expression for the wave speed is given in the APPENDIX. 
C=j 
Yd 
p2 
P 
YdU3 
This single-point technique uses simultaneously acquired pres- 
sure (P) and velocity data (LO from a single position within a 
vessel. it is particularly advantageous in the coronary arteries, 
inasmuch as it does not require the vessel to be long enough for 
two measurements nor does it rely on a period during which 
there is only a single wave impulse. 
Ile aims of this study were 1) to compare the wave speeds 
derived using this single-point technique with those derived by 
the conventional foot-to-foot technique in the aorta, 2) to use 
the single-point technique to derive coronary artery wave speed 
and compare it with central aortic wave speed, and 3) to use the 
single-point technique as a method to detect acute changes in 
coronary wave speed resulting from the intracoronary infusion 
of nitrate. 
METHODS 
Subjects 
Fourteen volunteers [56 yr (SD 11). 10 women and 4 men] were 
recruited from patients scheduled for coronary angiography in whom 
coronary artery disease was considered a relafively low probability. 
Exclusion criteria included previous coronary intervention, valIvular 
pathology, regional wall motion abnormality, rhythm other than sinus. 
or the use of nitrates in the proceeding 24 h. The study was approved 
by the St. Mary's Hospital ethical committee and performed in 
accordance with institutional guidelines. All subjects gave written 
informed consent. 
Precatheterization 
Although structural composition is considered to be the principal 
determinate of arterial physiology. many nonstructural physiological 
parameters have important regulatory roles. These may be influenced 
by physical (6,15,26). psychological (16). and pharmacological (21, 
24,28-30) factors. 
Physical factors. To minimize the effects of physical exertion, all 
subjects tested in bed for Ih before angiography. Subjects who 
smoked were not excluded from the study but were asked to refrain 
from smoking for 24 h (34,35). Similarly, subjects were required to 
abstain from coffee (34) and alcohol (33) for ; -- 12 h before the study. 
Subjects were not studied within 9h of eating. 
Psychological factors. To minimize psychological stress, the 
procedure was carefully explained during the consent phase. and 
the subjects had ample opportunity for further clarification and 
reassurance. 
Pharmacological factors. To ensure that we were studying the 
acute effects of nitrate, we requested that the patients try to avoid 
using nitrate for the 24-h period before the procedure. All other 
medications recommended by the patient's physician were continued, 
as is normal practice for coronary angiography in our institution. 
Cardiac Catheterization 
Cardiac catheterization was undertaken via the femoral approach. 
After diagnostic angiography, studies were closely inspected by two 
operators for the presence of coronary wiery diwase. Only In subjects 
with angiographically normal coronary arteries were hcmodynamic 
parameters recorded, Offline mea%urtments of coronary &fiery diam- 
eters were made using quantitative coronary angiography (NIDQ%, I. QCA). 
flemodynamic Recording 
Pressure and velocity recordings from the sorts and coronary 
Arteries were made using 0.014-inch-diamcter Wavewire and t-lowirg (Volcano Therapeutics. formerly Jomcd). respectively. An analog 
output rrom the Wavewire And Flowire consoles and CCO to a National Instruments DAQ-Card At-16L"4 was acquired at I Utz 
using Labview. Considerable care was taken to en%ure accurate 
alignment or pressure and velocity wires within the vessel. Once in 
situ. small rotational movements of the I'lowire were u%W to obtain 
the peak Doppler blood velocity. and (he standard cosine correvilon 
was applied in large arteries. where the wire wai not conorained to lie 
parallel to flow. Data were subsequently analyzed using a custom 
software package designed with Matlab Mathworks. Natick. MA). 
Study Protowl 
In all subjects. after a normal coronary angiogram. a Judkins right 
diagnostic catheter was inserted, and pressure and flow wires were 
passed beyond the distall end into the aorta. Pressure and velocity were 
then mcaured simultaneously at multiple points along the aorta start. 
ing from the aortic root. At each location. measurements were re- 
corded for I min, In 10 of the patients. the wires were withdrawn by 
10-cm intervals and recordings were made for I min at each position 
to enable calculation of aortic wave speed by the foot-to-foo( iech- 
nique. The left coronary circulation was then intubatcd with a Judkins 
left diagnostic catheter. The pressure and flow wires were pa%%cd into 
the proximal part of the left main stem. left anterior descending. and 
circumflex arteries in turn. with 1-min recordings at each location. 
I'he wires were then withdrawn into the left main stem. data acqui- 
sition was started. I mg of intracoronary isosotbide dinitrate was 
administered. and recording was continued for I min. 
Derimion of Wave Speed 
The hemodynamic recordings were analyzed using customized 
hlatlab software. The blood pressure and Doppler velocity recordings 
were filtered using a Savitzky-Golay filter (25) and ensembled. with 
the ECO used for timing. Me foot-to-foot wave speed was calculated 
as c- BAt. The distance between the two points along the aorta (U) had been measured physically during pullback at the time of data 
acquisition. Ile time taken (U) was calculated by subtraction of the 
respective times of the onset of systolic upstroke at each point (in 
relation to the ECG). 
The single-point wave speed was determined using Eq. 1. %here 
the summations were taken over all the cardiac cycles during the 
measurement period (normally >50 beats). We calculated wave speed 
by this technique at serial locations along the aorta and in each 
coronary artery. In all calculations. p was taken to be 1.050 kg, /m'. 
Reproducibility 
Reproducibility of hemodynarnic recordings was excellent. Ille 
within-patient standard deviation was 4.5 mmIlS for maximum sys. 
tolic blood pressure, 4 mml IS for minimum blood pressure, and 0.06 
m1s for peak Doppler velocity. 
Statistical Analysis 
The statistical package Statview 5.0 (SAS Institute, Cary. NQ was 
used for analyses. Continuous data are described by mean (SD). Effect 
sizes are given as a mean and 95% confidence interval (6) or the 
mean. Relations between continuous variables were examined by the 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r). Because the re- 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of aortic wave speed derived by foot-to-foo( and single. 
point methods. Dashed line. line of idcnfity. 
lation of wave speed to age has been described in the literature as 
nonlinear, we tested this relation not only with standard linear regres- 
sion but also with stcpwise mulfivariate regression with a variety of 
nonlinear transformations of age, namely, age, age 2, age 3, age", 
age"'. age". log(age), and exp(age,, ). Paired comparisons were 
made using Student's paired mest. Reproducibility of hemodynamic 
measurements was assessed using the method of Bland and Altman. P 
<0.05 was taken as statistically significam 
RESULTS 
Coronary artery and aortic measurements were made in all 
14 subjects [56 yr (SD 11). 10 women and 4 men]. Ile profile 
for risk factors included hypertension (8), smoking (8), family 
history of ischernic heart disease (3), and hyperlipidemia (11). 
None of the subjects had diabetes mcilitus. Mean systolic 
blood pressure was 150 mmHg (SD 22) and mean diastolic 
pressure was 80 mmHg (SID 11). Pharmacological therapy 
included aspirin (7), statins (7), calcium channel antagonists 
(2). and P-blockers (4). None of the subjects took nicorandil, 
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, or regular nitrates. 
Wave speed was not significantly different between subjects 
taking medications and those not taking medications (P > 
0.05). 
Wave Speed Derived From the Aorta 
Wave speed was derived from the aorta in 10 subjects using 
the single-point and foot-to-foot techniques. The wave speed 
calculated by the two methods agreed well (Fig. 1), with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.72 (P < 0.05), mean difference 
(single-point foot-to-foot) of 0.9 m/s, and standard deviation of 
the difference of 1.4 m/s. 
CORONARY WAVE SPEED 
r-0.72 Measurement Of Coronary Artery Wave Speed 
In all subjects using the new single-point technique. coro- 
nary artery wave speed was derived from the left main stem, 
left anterior descending, and circumflex arteries. 71he mean 
coronary artery wave speed was 20.4 m/s (95% Cl 17.1-23.6). 
hican wave speed in individual coronary arteries was 18.8 mls 
for left main stem (95% Cl 15.1-27-5), 21.6 m1s (95% Cl 
18.1-25) for left anterior descending, and 20.8 m/s (95% Cl 
17.1-24-5) for circumflex (rig. 2) aricrics. Within individual 
patients. coronary artery wave speed was very similar In the 
different arteries: mean absolute difference was 3 m/s in left 
main stem and left anterior descending arteries, 3.2 m/s in left 
main stem and circumflex arteries. and 1.5 m1s in left anterior 
descending and circumflex arteries. 17he mean coronary artery 
diamctcrs were 4.4 mm for left main stem, 3.7 mm for left 
anterior descending, and 3.2 mm for circumflex. Aortic wave 
speed of 7.7 n-ds (95% Cl 6.5-8.9) was much slower than 
coronary wave speed (P < 0.001, Fig. 2). 
Coronary Artery and Aortic Wave Speeds 
Mean coronary aricry and aortic wave speeds were corrv. 
Wed (r - 0.72. P- 0-002; rig. 3). Wave speed increased 
similarly with age (Fig. 4) in coronary arteries (r - 0.58. P- 
0.02) and aorta V-0.85. P<0.00 1. P-0.16 ror di frercnce 
between these two correlation coefficients). 
In the literature, the relation between wave spccd In the noria 
and age has been described as nonlinear; thcrcrore. we per- 
rormed additional testing. By nonlinear regression analysis, the 
best fit was with age'12 for aortic wave speed (r2 - 0.71) and 
age' for coronary wave speed (r2 - 0.36). However. these 
curves were not appreciably difrerent from the linear model 
(Fig. 4). In addition, when we tested the relation using the 
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Fig. 3. Correlation between coronary artery and aortic wave speed using 
single-point technique. 
nonparametric Spearman rank correlation test, a positive rela- 
tion was confirmed between age and wave speed in the aorta 
(p = 0.84, P<0.003) and the coronary artery (p = 0.63, P 
0.02). 
Effect of Isosorbide Dinitrate on Coronary Wave Speed 
After isosorbide dinitrate administration, left main stem 
wave speed fell by 43%, from 16.4 m/s (95% Cl 12.6-20.1) to 
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9.3 mIs (95% Cl 6.5-12.0, P<0.001). r-igure 5 shows 
individual patient wave speed data before and after Isosorbide 
dinitrate administration. 1"his fall in wave speed was not 
statistically different between subjects taking medications and 
those not taking medications (P - 0.35). 
The single-point technique makes it possible to derive cor- 
onary artery wave speed bcal-by-beat (rig. 6). By this ap- 
proach, we determined that a mean of 18 s was required for the 
coronary wave speed to reach its nadir after nitrate injection. 
DISCUSSION 
We have derived arterial wave speed using simultaneous 
measurements of pressure and Doppler velocity at one location 
by a new single-point method. 71iis method overcomes many 
of the limitations of other techniques and allows wave speed to 
be derived in small vessels. 1) Wave speed determined by this 
method corresponds to conventional aortic foot-to-foot mea. 
surcments. 2) Ile new method is readily applicable to the 
coronary arteries, which have previously been difficult to 
study. We found a close correlation between individual sub- 
jects' aortic and coronary wave speeds. In every paticnt, wave 
speed was higher in the coronary arteries than in the aorta. 3) 
The time resolution of the single-point method is sufficicnt for 
identification of acute changes, such as the rapid fall In wave 
speed after administration of isosorbide dinitrate. 
Single-Point Wave Speed 
Measurement of arterial W2VC speed has potential for use in 
research and as a clinical tool for assessing cardiovascular 
disease risk. The single-point method makes it possible to 
overcome many or the technical limitations of existing tech- 
niques. allowing the study of smaller and shorter vessels than 
has previously been possible. With use of existing techniques 
such as the foot-to-foot method in the coronary arteries. it is 
difficult to obtain sufficient temporal resolution for reliable 
estimates of wave speed. Altemativcs such as the pressure. 
velocity loop. which can be used to derive W2VC speed in the 
aorta, are difficult to apply in the coronary artefies because or 
the presence of multiple reflected waves. We have applied the 
Age (yrs) 
Fig. 4. Correlation bctAven age and mean 
coronary artery wave speed (Iejl) and sortk 
wave speed (rilla). Solid line. best-fit with 
corresponding correlation coclIcient and P 
value. DaOwd line. best nonlinear fit (for 
comparison). 
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Fig. 5. Effect of isosorbide dinitrate on wave speed in left main stem coronary 
artery. 
recognized (4,20,32), but until now It has not been possible to 
look for the corresponding relation In coronary arteries because 
of technical limitations. It is likely that the parallel incrcwxs In 
wave speed in the aorta and coronary o1crics are manifcsta- 
tions of similar degenerative pathophysiological processes In 
both arterial beds. 
Relation Between Wave Speeds In Coronary Arteries 
and Aorta 
We found a close correlation between wave spceds In the 
peripheral and coronary arteries that may clarify previous 
observations that aortic wave speed predicts not only global 
cardiovascular events (3.17.19) but also disease and events 
entirely within the coronary tree (9.18.22). 
It is plausible that at-risk subjects have increased wave speed 
in many vascular beds. 71us the practice of measuring wave 
speed peripherally using noninvasivc techniques may be yield- 
ing information about the global vascular state or the patient 
beyond the individual bed being measured. 
'17he original work in wave speed has been performed using 
pulse wave techniques. which have allowed the study of large. 
long, and notionally uniform arteries. A newer generation or 
noninvasive clinical tools can measure simultaneously arterial 
velocity by Doppler and pressure by ultrasound vessel wall 
tracking (8). nest may allow the pioneering work on pul, 4c 
wave velocity to be built on and extended to small. relatively 
inaccessible, and spatially localized arterial segments. Ulti- 
mately. this may help in the study of focal and global vascular 
disease. 
Relation Benween Individual Subjects' Coronary Arteries 
single-point technique to study human coronary arteries, but in 
principle it could be used to study wave speed in a vessel of 
any size, as long as simultaneous pressure and velocity can be 
measured. Recently, a study was presented (27) with a guide 
wire combining simultaneous pressure and velocity measure- 
ments. We believe that such a wire would be ideally suited for 
the single-point wave speed measurement. 
Derivation of wave speed using the single-point technique is 
simple and uses equipment found in most well-equipped cath- 
eter laboratories. In contrast to other techniques that produce 
an average speed over a long segment of artery, this single- 
point technique is capable of deriving wave speed at specific 
points in the vascular tree. In principle, by measuring wave 
speed at multiple locations along an artery, this technique 
could be used to identify local abnormalities of wave speed, 
which may represent early focal disease that is manifesting as 
changes in arterial compliance. 
Wave intensity analysis, a technique to identify and quantify 
individual waves, would also benefit from the single-point 
technique for wave speed determination. The analysis relies on 
the availability of the local wave speed. Until now, there has 
been no simple, unambiguous, automatable method for deter- 
mining wave speed that can be applied to the coronary arteries 
and the aorta. 
Age Dependence of Wave Speed 
Using the single-point technique, we can see that there is an 
increase in wave speed with age in the aorta and coronary 
arteries. The age dependence of aortic wave speed is well 
Our findings suggest that, despite variation In the length and 
diameter between the coronary arteries of an individual. coro- 
nary artery wave speed is similar between an individual's 
coronary arteries. These similarities of wave spccd measure- 
mcnts in vessels that are likely to differ in their pattern of distal 
reflection sites suggest that distal reflection is not significantly 
interfering with the single-point method. 
Effect of Isosorbide Dinitrate on lVare Speed 
With use of the single-point technique. it has been possible 
to derive coronary artery wave speed bcat-by-bcat in each 
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Fig. 6. Beat-by-beat comnary ancry wave speed (forn a single subject's left 
main stem before and arker isowbide dinitrate. 
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subject. After administration of intracoronary isosorbide dini- 
trate, coronary wave speed is seen to fall. We believe that this 
represents a transient increase in vascular distensibility, in 
addition to the established vasodilator action of isosorbide 
dinitrate. These findings are consistent with studies by other 
groups in other vascular beds (21,24,28-30). 
In the coronary arteries, it is not clear whether this decrease 
in coronary artery wave speed has a role in the antianginal 
mechanism of nitrates. 
Human Coronary Wave Speed in the Context of Previous 
Animal Data 
On first inspection, our values of human coronary artery 
wave speed (averaged across the subjects of different ages) are 
somewhat higher than those previously reported for ancsthe- 
tized horses (23) and dogs (1). However, on further consider- 
ation, there are at least two factors to take into account: 1) The 
mean age of our healthy subjects was 56 yr, and age has a very 
large effect on wave speed in humans, as can be seen from our 
coronary and aortic data (Fig. 4) and aortic data from other 
groups (4,32). In our younger subjects, coronary artery wave 
speed data were very similar to those reported in animals (1, 
23). 2) In both animal experiments (1,23). anesthetic agents 
known to cause vasodilatation and reduce blood pressure were 
used. We now know that coronary wave speed falls dramati- 
cally with vasodilatation (at least with isosorbide dinitrate). 
Indeed, when we administered this vasodilator to our subjects, 
mean coronary artery wave speed fell by 43%, to 9.3 m/s, 
which is comparable to values obtained from animal experi. 
ments: 4-11 m/s in horses (23) and 8.6 m/s in dogs (1). 
The wider range of ages and the absence of vasodilating 
general anesthesia in our study could each readily explain the 
higher values of wave speed in our study than in the animal 
studies. Nevertheless, it would be reassuring if future work 
could be repeated with larger numbers and include calibration 
of the single-point wave speed in the coronary arteries by an 
alternative technique. 
Study Limitations 
Although our findings suggest that wave speed derived using 
the single-point technique agrees closely with the sequential 
foot-to-foot technique in the aorta, there are several possible 
explanations for the difference. 
In our study, the validity of the single-point method was 
directly tested by reference to a conventional method only in 
the aorta. In the coronary artery. the only assessment was to 
check wave speed correlation with aortic wave speed and age 
and to check that an effect of nitrates is detected promptly. In 
the intact human, to our knowledge, no measurement of coro- 
nary artery wave speed has been published. Therefore, direct 
comparison of our technique against other techniques in the 
coronary arteries is not possible. We chose the foot-to-foot 
technique for comparison, because it is has been widely used 
for invasive measurements of wave speed in the aorta. 
A second limitation of our study is that foot-to-foot mca- 
surements of wave speed were carried out from sequential 
(rather than simultaneous) pressure recordings. We chose this 
approach, because our experience was that the time from ECG 
to the foot of pressure wave was very reproducible, indeed, at 
any given measurement location; therefore, times from two 
locations could be subtracted to give 4 reliable foot-to-foot 
time. We believed that this small compromise, instead or the 
ultimate gold standard of foot-to-foot measurement using two 
separate catheters, is ethically preferable, because it avoids the 
need for a second arterial puncture that would not normally be 
performed for the subject's routine clinical investigation. An 
alternative gold standard that would avoid the need for a 
second arterial puncture would be a dual -pressure-sensing 
catheter. Such catheter. % would be appropriate for the aorta. but 
perhaps not for the coronary arteries. of these volunteer pa- 
tients. To ensure that the pressure and velocity data for our 
single-point wave speed estimate were comparable between die 
aorta and coronary arteries. we wanted to use a pressure 
measurement system that could be safely used in both vessels. 
I'lie 0.014-inch pressure wire we chose is licensed for use and 
is regularly used in clinical practice in the human coronary 
artery. For this reason, we chose to use this pressure wire and 
the corresponding flow wire. However. it may have been 
advantageous to use both approaches: the pressure and flow 
wires for coronary arteries and aorta plus a du2l-pressure- 
sensing catheter in the aorta. 
Comparison of methods of wave speed estimation Is Inher- 
ently difficult. A recent study focused in depth on the source of 
variation in wave speed csfimatcs between methods in anificial 
laboratory models and in animals under optimized expcrimen- 
tal conditions. Disagreements in vitro on the order of 2-3% and 
in animals on the order of 2: 20% were round, and It was 
concluded that the greatest part or disagreement between wave 
speed estimation methods lies in random measurement error of 
the raw data (2). 
In our study, differences between the single-point estimates 
of wave speed and wave speed measured by the foot-to-root 
technique may represent measurement error in either tech- 
nique. It might be assumed that any discrepancies between the 
two methods must arise from error in the single-point value 
(because the foot-to-foot technique is based on a simple and 
unimpeachable principle of distance divided by time). Ilow. 
ever, before it is assumed that all the discrepancy results from 
error in the single-point value, it should be remembered that 
the mathematical soundness of the foot-to-foot principle has to 
be taken in the context of technical limitations (albeit slight) of 
making measurements in live human volunteers. One such 
limitation is that although we could ensure that the distal ends 
of the wires were pulled by a known distance outside the body. 
we could not control the precise path taken by the proximal end 
of the catheter (inside the patient's vasculature). nor could we 
constrain the path of the proximal end of the wires to be 
identical to the path of the wave front. The aorta is curved and 
has a significant internal diameter, therefore. it is possible for 
the path traveled by the catheter during pullback to be shortcr 
or longer than that traveled by the blood. 
Although the single-point technique will work for the ma. 
jority of physiological conditions, it is possible to construct 
theoretical models in which the single-point equation may 
become less accurate. One such possibility exists as a result of 
the difference in rcflccdon sites between the coronary arteries 
and large arteries such as the aorta. Within the coronary 
arteries. r0ection sites are considered to be mom localized 
than those in the aorta. Theorcfically, these very localized 
reflection sites may lead to a high correlation between forward 
and backward waves and possible inaccuracy in wave speed 
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determination. We have not been able to find such highly 
correlated waves, even in the human coronary circulation. 
Indeed, our finding of the similarity in wave speed among 
individual's coronary arteries, despite alteration in rcflections 
sites, supports the use of the single-point technique in the 
coronary arteries. 
Wave speed clearly increases with age in the aorta and 
coronary arteries, but it difficult to be certain from a study of 
this size whether the relation is linear or nonlinear. The 
statistical degree of fit is very similar for the linear and 
nonlinear models; indeed, the best-fit nonlinear models are 
only slightly curved. It may be that, over a wider age range or 
in a larger study, clearer evidence of curvature may arise. In 
previous studies of aortic wave speed in much larger groups of 
subjects, wave speed was found to increase more prominently 
in later life, and it is very possible that a similar age relation 
may exist in the coronary arteries. 
Although we have found a large reduction in coronary artery 
wave speed after administration of nitrate, it is possible that 
this response may have been modulated by coadministration of 
other medications. No significant difference was found be- 
tween wave speeds in patients taking any drug (or class of 
drugs) and those not taking them. However, this study was not 
designed to detect such differences; therefore, such differences 
cannot be excluded. 
In conclusion, we have introduced a new technique for 
deriving arterial wave speed at a single point using simulta- 
neous pressure and velocity. This technique allows wave speed 
to be estimated in the human coronary artery, which is difficult 
to assess with previous methods. Our data show that coronary 
wave speeds are correlated to aortic wave speeds. This helps 
justify studies that have measured aortic wave speed (as a 
surrogate for coronary wave speed) as a predictor of coronary 
risk. Finally, we have used beat-to-beat measurement of wave 
speed by the single-point method to establish that coronary 
artery wave speed decreases significantly after the administra- 
tion of isosorbide dinitrate. This single-point wave speed 
calculation, in principle, could be automated and applied to 
simultaneous measurements of pressure and velocity obtained 
by any technique: if these could be obtained noninvasively, it 
would allow real-time study of single-point wave speed in 
populations. 
APPENDIX 
Wave speed can be calculated from the arterial pressure-velocity 
relation. In the aorta, there is a segment of time in early systole when 
this pressure-velocity relation is linear, during which wave speed can 
be calculated directly by the water hammer equadon: pc = YdP/IdU. 
in the coronary arteries, however, because reflections and multiple 
hemodynamic interacfions alter the linearity of the pressure-velocity 
relation, this approach cannot be used. The wave speed information is 
still present but cannot be obtained from the water hammer equation. 
Here we present a more generally applicable formula for calculating 
wave speed that does not depend on the linearity of the pressure- 
velocity relation and yet is compatible with the water hammer equa- 
tion for linear pressure-velocity relafions. We present two alternative 
derivations for the new formula. 
Derivation 1. We start from two observations: 1) The use of an 
incorrect wave speed in the separation of the waves (31) into their 
forward [dj. = (1/4pc)(dP + pcd 02 j and backward Idl- = -(I/ 
4pc)(dP - pcdOll components introduces self-canceling forward and 
backward artifacts. 2) The propagation of individual wave fronts is 
discrete, characterized by changes In pressure &nJ velocity. with no 
summation of energy from one beat to the next. 
We therefore seek the wave speed that mini mites the total forward 
and backward wave intensity over the cardiac cycle to reduce wave 
energy summation and retains periodicity. 
Briefly. we define the total wave Intensity as follows* X (d/. - 
dl-). where the sums are taken over the cardiac cycle. 
Substituting the expressions for d/. and dl-. this can be written In 
terms of the measured changes In pressure and velocity 
I lp, 
4pc 
The value of pc that minimizes X will be that which gives dX/d(pc) 
0; i. e. 
--17 dP2+ 
I 7, dV-O 
4(pc) 4 
which simplifies to 
(PC), 
dP' 
dV 
which can be applied to any segment of the arterial tme to obtain the 
wave speed c. 
Derivwtion 2. An alternative approach to deriving this wave speed 
formula is to consider two separate components of dU: dU. - 
1/2(dU + pcdP) and dU- - 1/2(dU - pMP). Ibcir difference. 
dU. - dU- I% clearly dP/pe. 7berefore. the wave speed is defined by 
(pc)l -I (dP)'/'l (dU. - dU-)'. 7be denominator I (dU. - dU-)' 
is a quantity that cannot directly be determined from hemodynamic 
measurements. However, the denominator can be approximated using 
the expression M (M. + dU-)2. %hich can be readily dc1cr-mined. 
because it is equal to S (dt4l. %hich is directly measured. For this 
approximation to the denominator to be valid, i. e.. I j(dU. )2 - 2dU. dU- + (dU-)21 -I ((dU+)' + 2dU. dU- + (dU-)21. it is 
required that X (dU. dU-) is small compared with X j(dU. )2 + 
(dU-)Il. We use this approximation to calculate wave speed (pc)' 
I dPIPý (M. + dU-)I -I (dP)'/l (M)", 
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Evidence of a Dominant Backward-Propagating "Suction" 
Wave Responsible for Diastolic Coronary Filling in Humans, 
Attenuated in Left Ventricular Hypertrophy 
Justin E. Davies, MRCP; Zachary I. Whinnett, NIRCTý Darrel P. Francis, NIRCP; Chadotte If. Nfanisty, MR01. 
Jazmin Aguado-Sien-a, BE; Keith Wiflson, 1ASc; Rodney A. Foalc, FRCR lqbal S. Malik. MRCII. 
Alun D. Hughes, PhD; Kim 11. Parker, PhD; Jamil Nlayct, MCP 
Background-Coronary blood flow peaks in diastole when aortic blood pressure has fallen. Current models fail to 
completely explain this phenomenon. We present a new approach-using wave intensity analysis-to explain this 
phenomenon in normal subjects and to evaluate the effects of left ventricular hypcrtrophy (LVII). 
Method and Results-We measured simultaneous pressure and Doppler velocity with intracoronary wires in the left main 
stem, left anterior descending, and circumflex arteries of 20 subjects after a normal coronary aricriogram. Wave intensity 
analysis was used to identify and quantify individual pressure and velocity waves within the coronary artery circulation. 
A consistent pattern of 6 predominating waves was idcntif ted. Ninety-four percent of wave energy, accelerating blood 
forward along the coronary artery, came from 2 waves: first a pushing wave caused by left ventricular ejection--the 
dominant forward-traveling pushing wave; and later a suction wave caused by relief of myocardial microcirculatory 
compression-the dominant backward-traveling suction wave. The dominant backward-trave ling suction wave 
(18.2±13.7xlW W m-'s', 30%) was larger than the dominant forward-travchng pushing wave (l4.3! l7.6XIW W 
M-2 s-1,22.3%, P =0.001) and was associated with a substantially larger increment in coronary blood now velocity (0.51 
versus 0.14 m/s, P<0.001). In LVE, the domýinant backward-traveling suction wave percentage was significantly decreased 
(33.1% versus 26.9%. P=0.01) and inversely correlated with Icft ventricular septa] wall thickness Q- -0.52. P<0.02). 
Conclusions-Six waves predominantly drive human coronary blood flow. Coronary flow peaks In diastole because of the 
dominance of a "suction" wave generated by myocardial microcirculatory decompression. 71is is sigýnificantly reduced 
in LVH. (Circulation. 2006; 113: 1768-1778. ) 
Key Words: arteries m blood flow a coronary disease a hypcrtrophy a microcirculation 
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remain ýoorly understood despite intensive study, 
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increasing myocanlial pirzure In irrqv&g coronary blood now. 
blood flow in coronary arteries peaks in diastole rather than The Aime-var*g clastance"I model describod the irnivirtmcc or 
systole, when blood pressure in the aorta is substantially left ventricular stiffficss and contraction or fibcr& surrounding 
lower than the peak systolic pressure. intmmyocardial blood vesscls on coronary blood flowýb 
The effects of cardiac contraction on coronary flow was Of thescý the model that is best able to incorporate the 
first considered by Scaramuccil in 1696. and the phasic dynamics of the cardiac cycle is the intramyocWial pump. 4 
nature of coronary blood flow and its rclation to the contrac which attributes systolic-diastolic variations in coronary now 
tile cycle of the heart was originally described by Gregg and to an active intramyocardial pump and not resistances varying 
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over the cardiac cycle. Like the other expcrimcnis. 1-3-3.6 the 
experiments studying the intramyocardial pUMp4 theory were 
highly invasive and suitable only for animal experiments. 
We wanted to develop a technique with finer temporal 
resolution that would allow us to address these dynamic 
interactions within the cardiac cycle between proximal and 
distal influences on coronary flow. It was important that the 
technique could be readily applied to living human subjects, 
so that normal human physiology and human pathophysiol- 
ogy could be ethically studied. 
The combination of new measurement technology and new 
analysis methodology has now made this possible. Miniatur- 
ized pressure- and flow-scrising wires suitable for use in 
coronary arteries of the living human are now available and 
approved for clinical use (Volcano Therapeutics, Inc, for. 
merly Jorned, Inc. Rancho Cordova, Calif). Analysis or wave 
intensity7-9 explains phasic flow in tcn-ns of a series of 
wavefronts that underlie the changes in pressure and flow in 
arteries. By quantifying these wavefronts, it is possible to 
determine the relative importance of aortic and microcircu- 
latory contributions to coronary blood flow. This approach 
has proved valuable in understanding the patterns or flow. 
pressure, and wave reflection in systemic artcriest'11-13 and 
has recently been applied to the coronary arteries of animal 
models. 9 
By applying this technique to identify the nature of the 
waves in human coronary arteries, we can cast light on how 
the complex interaction of ventricle, coronary artery, and 
myocardial microcirculation produce the recognizable coro- 
nary now profile. We can a] so study the effect of conditions 
that may affect these waves. Left vcntricular hypcrtrophy 
(LVH) is a classic example of such a condition, where 
distortion of myocardial architecture causes myocardial cell 
hypcrtrophy and fibrosis as well as intramyocardial ancriolar 
wall thickening and'incrcascd pcrivascular fibrosis. 14 Such 
structural changes lead to physio1OgicaI'altcra6-ns rciU-1tinj 
in a change in the. coronary blood flow profile. Although 
studies have demonstrat * 
ed ' altered corbnaryýflowrcsCrVels' 
and coronary vascular resistance. 16 neither is able to provide 
to -W a mechanistic expliriad& r cause o the alteicd flow' 
prof ile. 
In this study, we have applied wave intensity analysis to 
human coronary arteries to (1) identify and quantify the 
waves driving human coronary artery blood flow-, (2) use 
U11I.; 6t ....... WS ""-Q WA FIVAIIII"I %"VILI%, l MIU U13WI 
origin (myocardial microcirculation) to explain why coronary 
now peaks in diastole, when aortic blood pressure has already 
fallen; and (3) determine whether waves arising from coro- 
nary artery microcirculation are altered in LVH. 
Methods 
Subjects 
Twenty volunteers (mean age, 54±10 years, 13 female) were 
recruited from patients scheduled for coronary angiography, in 
whom coronary artery disease was considered a relatively low 
probability. Exclusion criteria included previous coronary interven. 
tion, valvular pathology, regional wall motion abnormality, rhythm 
other than sinus, or the use of nitrates in the preceding 24 hours. All 
subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the 
protocol approved by the local ethics committee. 
Risk factors Included hypertension OwIU smoking (nwi? ), 
family history of Ischcmic bean disease 0-41). and hypctlipidcmia 
(nm 13 with total cholesterol >5 mmoVL). None of the subjects had 
diabetes mellitus. Pharmacological thcrapy included aspirin (n -10). 
statins (n-8). calcium channel antagonists (nw2), P-blockcrs (n-3), 
angiotensin 11 blockers(n- 1), ACE inhibitors(n- 1), and a-blockers 
(n- 1). None of the subjects took nitrates or nicorandil. 
More Cafficlerization 
Although structural composition Is considered to be the principal 
determinate of arterial physiology. many nonstructural physiological 
parameters have Important regulatory rule%. These may be innuenced 
by physical. psychological. and pharmacological factors. 
Physical Factors 
To minimize the effects of physical exertion, all subjects tested In 
bed for I hour Wore angiography. Subjects %%ha smoke were not 
excluded from the study but asked to refrain from smokinS for 24 
hours. Similarly. subjects were required to refrain from coffee and 
alcohol for at least 12 hours before study. Subjects were al%o not 
studied within 9 hours of eating. 
Psychological Factors 
To minimize psychological stress. all subjects had careful explana. 
tion orthe procedure during the consent phaw and ample opportunity 
for further chuirication and reassurance. 
Pharmacological Factory 
All oral and sublingual nitrates were stopped 24 hours before the 
procedure. 
Cardiac Catheterization 
Cardiac catheterization was undertaken through the femoral ap. 
proach. After diagnostic angiography. studies were closely inspected 
by 2 operators for the pm-%cnce of visual'C-XXWwy artery di%ca%t. 
Only subjects with angiographically normal coronary arteries pro. 
cceded to hcmodynamic recordings. 
ý. Memodynarnlc Recording 
Pressure and velocity recordings from aorta and coronary arteries 
wcrc'Made by using 0.014-Inch diameter Wavcwim and nowwire 
(VolFano Therapeudcs. Inc), respectively. 'Analogue output feeds 
were taken from the Wavewire and Flowwire console% and ECO into 
a National Instruments DAQ-Card Al- I 6E-4 (National Instruments. 
Austin, Tex) and acquired at I ktIz. using Labvicw. Considerable 'ca-M ivas taken to ensure accurate alignment of pressure and velocity 
wires within the vessel. Once In situ, small rotational movements 
were made to the Flowwire to obtain the peak Doppler blood 
velocity. Data were analyzed off-linc. using a custom software 
package designed with hiallab Mathworks. Inc. Natick, Slats). 
Study Protocol 
In all subjects. after a normal coronary angiogram. the left coronary 
circulation was then intubated with a Judkins left diagnostic catheter. 
A pressure and Doppler flow wire was then passed into the proximal 
segment of the left main stem left anterior descendint. and circum. 
flex artery in turn. Wires were carefully positioned to ensure Out the 
sensor tip of each wire was aligncdL Simultaneous recording of 
pressure and velocity was made for I minute at each location. 
Because precise alignment in time of the pressure and velocity 
signals is important for this analysis. we performed a series of timing 
calibration tests. In an in vitro preparation. we rapidly injected a 
small bolus of saline and measured the time delay in the raw voltage 
signals between the foot or the Doppler signal and the (M of the 
pressure wavcform. A total of 62 injections were pcrformcd. and the 
mean delay was 5.1 ms (95% confidcnce interval (0). 4.4 to 5.8 ms). 
To correct for the difference in processing times of the 2 signals. we 
therefore advanced all velocity signals in the clinical study by 5 ms. 
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TABLE 1. Origin and Nature of Waves From Simultaneous 
Measurements of Pressure and Flow 
Pressure Velocity Wave Origln Wave Nalure 
Aortic end (proximal origin) Accelerating 
v Microcirculatory end (distal origin) Decelerating 
N Microcirculalory end (distal origin) Accelerating 
Aortic end (proximal origin) Decelerating 
6 on 
Figure 2. Deceleration of blood In the human coronary artery 
can occur from either (A) compression waves originating from 
the microcirculatory end or (13) expansion waves originating from 
the aortic end. 
dP. -I (dP+pcdU) 2 
Analysis of Hemodynamic Data 
The recorded data were analyzed with the use of customized Matlab 
software. The blood pressure and Doppler velocity recordings were 
filtered by using a Savitzky-Golay filtcr17 and ensciribled by using 
the ECG for timing. Mean wave intensity was calculated from the 
left main stem, left anterior descending, and circumflex anery in 
each patient. This mean wave intensity was used in all analysis. In 
the present study, we have considered diastole to start with the onset 
of ventricular relaxation, as described by Wiggers. 18 
I 
dP. w2(dP-PcdU) 
The wave originating proximally Is given by dP. - Positive values 
indicate an accelerating wave, and negative values Indicate a 
decelerating wave. The wave originating distally Is given by dP.. 
where conversely positive values indicate a decelerating wave. and 
negative values indicate an accelerating wave. 
CaIcWaflon of Wave SpeW In the Coronary Atictics 
To calculate wave Intensity frquirts local mcasurcrivirit of wave 
spccd. We have used the single-point technique. %hich uses simul- 
taneous measurcmcni of pressure and flow to dctermint wave spceJ 
in the following equation. %here the sums am taken over an lntcgct 
number of cardiac cycles. " 
Identifying the Origin and Nature of a Wave 
Waves are responsible for directing the flow of blood in the coronary 
artery circulation. These waves can originate from both the upstream 
ao rtic (proximal origin) and downstream n-dcrocirculatory (distal 
- -1 --J- -r. L- __, j --- -:. I --- ---- - L- origin) cnub vi Lim auiviy aim %. aii c; mmi a%, %, ými"W VI U%; %. ýI%a ULU, mv, 
now of blood, When only pressure or velocity alone is known at aI rl"d-Fr 
single site of measurement, it is not possible to determine the origin Cm- 
and nature of a wave. To identify the origin and nature of these pV 
-X-d -UP 
.. -- *t - -a ... ~ t^ hava c; -Itnnoniie "rnrri; nne nf nmccitm 
and velocity. 
Increases in pressure can result in either acceleration or dcceler- 
ation of blood, depending on the origin of the pressure wave Crable 
1). An increase in pressure originating from the aortic end (proximal 
origin) of the vessel will accelerate blood velocity (Figure IA). In 
contrastý if the increase in pressure originates from the downstream 
microcirculatory end (distal origin), blood velocity will dcccicrate 
(Figure 2A). In both cases, the rise in pressure is considered by wave 
intensity theory to be as a result of a compression wave, which has 
a "nuhinty" effect- , -#" -v 
Calculation Of Coronary Artery Wave Intensity 
Using wave intensity analysis. it is possible to separate and quantify 
the waves present in the coronary artery circulation into those 
originating from (1) the proximal end (W4) and (2) the distal end 
(WI-) of the artery. Wt., represents the net wave Intensity, the sum 
of W1. and WI_. We have used a convenfion'of dcrining wave 
intensity as the product of the first time derivatives of pressure and 
velocity, so that the results am independent or the sampling fre- 
quency uscd. 20 
I for owl- The opposite pattern is found with decreasing pressure. A decrease, W1 
in pressure originating from the proximal enil %ýill acceliratý blood! 
ýpck7t"Ci1t) 
flow (Figure 213), and a decrease originatinifrom iPC d. istal 6d will' jdP 0ý2 
accelerate flow (Fitgure'IB). Any dccn: 'ase in pressure is, considcrcd W'-*74_pcký_tPcW) 
by wave intensity theory Wtýe a result of eipansioý ýýaves, which 
have a "suctiorf' tdU 
Wl.. -WI*+WI_Ift 
'( 2dt )kT 
Separating Coincident Waves From Proximal and 
L)IStal UrIgI113 
The simple principles described above will identify the origin and 
nature of waves in most parts of the arterial circulation. However, in 
the coronary arteries, waves from opposite ends of the artery can 
occur simultaneously. To identify the origin and nature of these 
overlapping waves, some additional mathematical steps are required. 
The change in pressure is separated into wave components originat- 
ing from the proximal end (dP. ) and distal end (dP-). using the 
Quantification of Waves Cumulative wave intensity was calculated for each wave by me&. 
suring the area under the curve. 'rhe proportion of cumulative wave 
intensity was calculated by expressing the cumulative wave Intenvity 
from an individual wave as a percentage or total cumulative wave 
intensity in the cardiac cycle. The contribution or each wave to 
coronary artery blood flow was calculated by measuring the corre. 
sponding velocity for each wave. 
toijowingtormums, wnump is tiicucnsityoi oiooutwxcn as juiuKg 
m -), c is uic wavc spccu utucujamu using uic singic-point cquauon 
described below. 19 dP is the incremental change in coronary artery 
pressure, and dU the incremental change in blood velocity: 
exp ! ýýSlon 
Figure 1. Acceleration of blood In the human coronary artery 
can occur from either (A) compression waves originating from 
the aortic end or (B) expansion waves originating from the 
microcirculatory end. 
Calculation of Wave Acceleration 
Once the values of V and NNI have been calculated. the origin and 
nature of any given wave is known. From these values. it is possible 
to determine if the waves aa to accelerate or decelcrate the flow or 
blood. In each of our figures. waves responsible for the acceleration 
of blood are shadod (black), and those dccelcratinS are not shaded 
(while). 
Statistical Analysis 
ne sta6s6cal package Stamiew 5.0 (SAS Ins6lute Inc. CwY. NO 
was used for analyses. Continuous variables am rqx)ncd as 
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-2- 
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1771 
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0 Figure 3. Identification of waves In the human circumflex artery, waves rigtýýtlng pro; imally, CM., upper pane'Q. wave originating dis- 
tally CM-, middle panel). Coronary artery flow velocity and pressure Is shown In the lower panel. Dashod line "ws the onset of each 
wave. 
mean t SD at each location. Compan'soin"s'w-cre -made by_`usi'ng_ the 
Student I test. Reproducibility of henýodynamic measurements was 
assessed by using the Bland-Altman method. A probability value of 
<0.05 was taken as statistically significant. 
Reproducibility 
Reproducibility of hemodynamic measurements was calculated 
by examining, for each patim separate 30-second recordings of 
blood pressure and velocity. The standard deviadon of the 
difference. between these replicate recordings, of systolic blood 
pressure was 5.2 mm Hg (3% of mean value), of diastolic blood 
pressure was 1.9 mmHg (2.5% of mean value). and of peak 
Doppler velocity was 0.057 m/s (10% of mean value). 
The authors had full access to the data and take full responsibility 
for its integrity. All authors have read and agree to the manuscript as 
written. 
Results 
patient Characteristics 
All subjects had good left ventricular systolic function on 
echocardiography. No subjects had evidence of either re- 
gional wall motion abnormalities or valvular abnormalities. 
Waves originating distally 
(D laID backward. 
eady backward- twelling pushrg 
tavelling pusNng wave 
wave 
Simultaneous pressure and velocity 
pssLIe H\' 
II 
0 loo 
ý-o ý-o 
4ý 
ý-o ý-o 
7ý 
ý-o --Ijooo 
'176'subje . ctihad LVI I (s'ePtal Wall thicklicss > 1.2 cm). The 
mean septal wall thickness'waiO. 94±0.2 cm in the non-LVII 
group and 1.4: tO. l cm in the LVII group. hican systolic 
blood pressure was 146: t23 mmi lig and mean diastolic blood 
pressure was 81.!: 13 mm lig. Pic mean blood pressure in the 
LVII group (l4N2: t2l/9 mm 11g) was not significantly 
different rrom the non-LVII group (143180±2&fl6 mm 11g). 
The mean coronary blood flow velocity in LVII group 
(0.43=0.52 m1s) was not significantly different from the 
non-LVII group (0.422: 0.35 m/s. P -0.95). 
Consistent Sequence or Waivs In the Coromvy Ailcry 
We identified 6 predominating waves in the cardiac cycle 
(Figure 3). Thm waves occur in the same scqucncc during 
each cardiac cycle. The sequence was the same in each 
subject. although the intensity and timing or the individual 
waves differed between subjects. 7be wave profile was very 
similar in each of the left coronary arteries (Figure 4). Tbrec 
characteristic waves were identified during ventricular con- 
traction, and 3 were associated with ventricular relaxation. 
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Figure 4. Identification of waves (WI. and WI-) in the human 
circumflex artery (upper paneo, left anterior descending (middle 
paneq, and left main stem Oower paneo. Pressure and velocity Is 
shown for each recording. 
Although cumulative wave intensity values varied between 
subjects. the proportions of individual waves were compara- 
ble between subjects. Waves were characterized by their 
origin and direction of travel (forward-travcling waves orig- 
inating proximally and backward-traveling waves originating 
distally), character (pushing or suction), and effect on coro- 
nary blood flow velocity (acceleration of deceleration wave). 
Energies of Waves In the Coronary Artery 
Peak wave Intensity and cumulative wave Intensity (area 
under wave intensity curve) were measured for each wave. 
The proportion or cumulative wave intensity (expressed as 
a percentage) was also calculated (Table 2). Most wave 
intensity (55%) occurred In association with ventricular 
relaxation. 
The largest wave In the cardiac cycle occurred during 
vcntricular relaxation (Figure 3. labeled 0). which accounted 
for 30% of the cumulative wave intensity. During ventricular 
contraction. the largest wave (Figure 3. labeled M) accounted 
for only 22.3% of cumulative wave Intensity. Ilic Incrcmen- 
tal Increase in coronary now velocity was significantly larger 
during the vcntricular relaxation (0.5 1=0.45 m1s) than during 
the ventricular contraction (0.14!: 0.16 m/s. P<0.001). 
Abnormal Wave Intensity In Left 
Ventricular Ilypertrophy 
In subjects with LVII. the same 6 prcdominant waves were 
identified and occurrcd In the same order. but the rclative 
sizes or the waves were abnormal (Figure 5). The dominant 
backward-travcling suction wave decreased with Increasing 
left ventricular septal wall thickness (r--0.52. P<0.0*. 1 
Figure 6). The other waves were Independent of left ventric- 
ular septal wall thickness. 
A strong positive correlation was found bctwccn the 
early-forward traveling pushing wave and the dominant 
backward-traveling suction wave(r-0.51. P<0.02). Subjects 
with LVII (septal wall thickness >1.2 cm) had only one 
quarter the increase In dominant backward-traveling suction 
wave for each unit increase in early-f"W traveling push- 
ing wave (regression slope-0.53) when compared with 
non-LVH subjects (regression slope- 1.98). The early 
backward-trayclini pushing wave was also decreased in 
sub'ccts with LVII (2.8% versus 0.97%, P<0.04). 
Effcýts'of Age on Waves and Coronary Wave Speed 
Age has A significant effm on the cumulative wave intensity 
individual .., waves. , With increasing age. there was a 
progressive 1 increase In the forwaid-travcling suction wave 
percentage (r=0.64. P<0.002, Figure 7). Ibis wave was not 
significantly related to wall thickness (r--0.15. P-0.08) 
but was related to coronary artery wave speed (r-0.64. 
P<0.002). 
Thc late backward-travcling pushing wave was also found 
to decrease with increasing age (r--0.61. P<0.005). The 
other waves were not significantly arrccted by age. Micre was 
no association between wave intensities and any class or 
pharmacological therapy taken. 
Discussion 
In this study. we have shown how wave intensity analysis can 
be used to identify and quantify the pressure-velocity waves 
in the human coronary artery. Second, we have round that the 
suction" wave propagating backwards through the coronary 
tree during vcntricular relaxation is the most important wave 
in the initiation or forward coronary blood now. Ibird. this 
suction wave is significantly reduced in subjects with LVIL 
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TABLE 2. Peak Wave Intensity, Cumulative Wave Intensity, and Cumulative Wave Intensity Pementago In 
the Human Left Coronary Artery 
Label on Peak Wave Intensity, Cumulative Wave Intensity, Proportion 01 Cumulativia 
Figure 3 Wave Type X101 W M-1 8-1 x1W W M-11 r, Wave Intensity, % 
(D Early backward-traveling pushing wave -0.9111 1.03! 1.6 I. g± 2.1 
CD Early forward-traveling pushing wave 6.1 =19 14.3=17.6 22.3 = 7.9 
a) Late backward-traveling pushing wave -2.6: t2.6 12.6ilO.? 20.5 = 2.9 
T Forward-traveling suction wave -2-±1.4 11.2. tB.? 18.9=4.0 
aD Backward-traveling suction wave 5.5 t 4.6 18.2: tl3.7 30: 15.7 
0 Late forward-traveling pushing wave 2.3 i 2.4 4.0 -i 4.0 8.1 =2.4 
Interpretation of the Origin of Waves In Human 
Coronary Arteries 
Similar wave intensity patterns were idcnfiried in each subject's 
coronary arteries. Tbcse occur as a result of interactions bctwocn 
the aorta, coronary vasculature, and vcnuicic. Wave intcnsity 
analysis identifies the origin and direction of travel (forward- 
Xle r 
wave 
intensity 3 
(W M-2 S-2) 
2 
Waves originating proximally 
dominardbrwadtaveDing 
pusHng wave 
sucton wave 
le 
Waves odginating distally 
1773 
tnvcling waves originating proximally and backwW-travciing 
wavcs originating distally). character (pushing or suction). and 
efroct on coronary blood flow vclochy (acccleration of dcccicr- 
ation wave). "us, it Is possible to quantify the contribution of 
each wave to the development or the recognizable coronary now 
profile during the cardiac cycle. 
WEI brwad4-ave&g 
pmhng wave 
Acceleration 
Wave 
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Wave 
u 
Wave 
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Figure 5. Identification of waves In the human circumflex artery of a subject with left ventricular hypertrophy (septal wall thickness, 1.6 
cm), waves originating proximally W., upper panel), waves originating distally W, middle paneý. Coronary &rlary flow velocity w4 
pressure Is shown In the lower panel. 
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Figure 6. Fall In backward-traveling suction wave percentage 
with Increasing left ventricular septal wall thickness. 
Waves Occurring During Ventricular Contraction 
no early backward-traveling pushing wave (labeled T in 
Figures 3 and 8) originates from the microcirculation in early 
systole before opening of the aortic valve, when small vessels 
that permeate throughout the myocardial bcds are compressed 
by the contracting ventricle, as described by Spaan ct al4 in 
the intramyocardial pump model. This pushing wave propa- 
gates backwards along the coronary artery toward the coro- 
nary ostiurn (illustrated in cartoon form in Movie I in the 
online Data Supplement). Because of the severe impedance 
mismatch between the coronary artery and the aorta, a large 
proportion of this wave is reflected back into the coronary 
artery (as a suction wave, because this is an "opcn-endcX' 
reflection). This reflection is seen almost simultaneously 
because of the very short. distance between the proximal 
coronary artery (where the measurements am made) and the 
coronary ostium. Boih of these waves-do6e_lcitCi'filooa7lIoNýý' 
11 IV velocity within thecoronary artery,. I 
IMe dominant forw'ar4-travelingpush*'ing wiye, (labeled Z 
in Figures 3 and 8) occurs early in systole and is caused by 
vcntricular cjcction. Thýa w ý6 istriýýtiýd fi-ýýtýo juýeri'-- 
of the contracting ventricle into Ilie'a6rtaand thence into the 
80 
70 
60 
40 
30 p<1002 
20 
Lä- 
10 20 30 
Age (yeam) 
Figure 7. Increase In the forward-traveling suction wave per- 
centage with Increasing age. 
coronary artery. 11is wave continues along the coronary 
ancry until it Mccts a reflection site. such as a birurcation or 
a microvascular bed, where a proportion or the wave Is 
reflected back toward the coronary ostium. to contribute to 
the late backward-travciing pu%hing wave (labeled 0 In 
Figures 3 and 8, and illustrated In Movie If In the online Data 
Supplement). The other contributor to this wave is compre%- 
sion of the thstal coronary microcirculation. Although both or 
these waves occur during vcntricular contraction, the domi- 
nant forward-traveling pushing wave accelerates coronary 
blood now, whereas the late backward-traveling pushing 
wave acts to decelerate coronary blood now velocity. 
Waves Occurring During Vcntricular Relaxation 
Ile next wave in the coronary artery circulation begins as the 
rate or contraction of the ventricular lumcn is decreasing. 21-22 
This deceleration results in increasing "separation" tensions 
within the moving column of blood in the heart and aorta. 
Soon these tensions build sufficiently to rorm a detectable 
wave, which Is transmitted along the aorta and into the 
coronary artery. 1"his forward-traveling suction wave (labeled 
0 in Figures 3 and 8. and illustrated in Movie III In the online 
Data Supplement) has a suction action at the proximal end of 
the coronary artery and slows coronary artery blood now 
velocity. 
Continuing vcntricular relaxation eases the compressive 
forces on the small vessels lying within the myocardium. 
which decreases the resistance or the microcirculation and 
lowers the pressure at the distal end or the coronary artery. 
This Initiates a suction wave--the doininant backward- 
traveling suction wave (labeled Q in Fitiret 3 and 8, and 
illustrated in Movie IV in the online Data Supplement). - 
causing blood to be accelerated rorwards. There is a tug-of- 
war between these 2 competing suction %haves originating from 
opposite ends of the artery, overlapping in time. At firsL the 
fonWarj-traýebing suction Nýayc pre&minatcs, but later the 
dominant backward-traveling suction wa'%v becomes dominant 
as'thc mýocaýrdiurn ccasesto compress iU small vessels. 
71w dominant backward-traveling suction wave continues as 
"&'hc; in co Aax, rcmaininj the dominant wa%v until 
it is briefly intcrrupited by the late fbr%ýW-travcling pushing 
wave (labeled 0 in Figures 3 and 8). This wave originates rrom 
the proximal end of the artery. coinciding with closure or the 
aortic valM when aottic pressure is briefly augmented. 71iis 
proximal originating wave accelerates blood still further. aug- 
meriting the actions or the distal acceleration %-ave in the 
coronary artery. This wave is shon-liNvd, as the dominant 
backward-travcling suction wave once again becomes the dom- 
inant wave in the coronary artery. 
Changes In Waves Occurring With Age 
Wave speed is well recognized to increase with age in the 
aorta through a process or vascular degeneration, but until 
recently, it has not been possible to measure wave speed in 
human coronary arteries. We have applied a recently de- 
scribed techniquc. 19 using simultaneous measurements or 
pressure and velocity. to derive coronary artery wave speed. 
We have found that with increasing age the forward-travelinS 
suction wave becomes more prominent. This may be ex- 
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@/'Early 
backward-travelling pushing wave Dominant forwo rd-I ravelling pushing wa%e 
At the onset of 
ventricular 
contraction the 
myocardium 
compresses the 
coronary 
microclrculation, 
generating an early 
backward-travelling 
pushing wave. 
U (D 
Late. backward-travelling pushing wave i 
Continued 
compression of the 
m1cro-circulation 
and wave reflection 
(at bifurcation aftes 
and vascular beds) 
generates the late 
backward-travelling 
pushing wave. 
ýrDominant backward-travelling suction wave 
With continued 
ventricular 
relaxation, relief of 
myocardial 
compression of the 
coronary 
microcirculation 
generates the 
dominant backward- 
travelling auction 
Wave. 
Later In the cardiac 
cycle, closure of the 
aortic vat" 
gemstes the late 
forward4m"UkV 
pushing WE". 
Figure 8. Sequence of energy waves in the human coronary artery during the cardiac cycle. Arrows reMsent direction of wave motion 
rather than direction of blood flow. 
plained by increasing vascular stiffness (manifesting as in- 
creasing wave speed), which alters vcntricular-artcrial cou- 
pling, permitting a greater energy to be delivered into the 
coronary artery. An alternative explanation could arise from 
the increased blood pressure augmentation in the aorta that 
occurs with age. Such changes would lead to a steeper decline 
in pressure (dP/dT,. j during ventricular relaxation and a 
consequent increase in the magnitude of the forward. 
traveling suction wave. 
As the cWlsc cycle 
contractlon of ths 
ventricle lumen 
generates the 
dorninant law" 
bmlwg pubhIng 
Wave. 
Fonvard-t ravelling suction wave 
Tbe slowing of 
v*nbWw 
tontractlon emotes a 
I ucuon effect at the 
OF proxImat end of the 
artery, gowating the 
kmn"mvening 
suction wove. 
Late fomard-tmvelling pushIng waic 
In the coronary circulation, such increases in the forward- 
traveling suction wave would be deleterious to coronary 
blood now and could furthcr enhance the tug-of-war between 
proximal and distal originating suction waves occurring 
during ventricular relaxation. nis could be further exaccr- 
bated in subjects with LVI I in whom the dominant backward. 
traveling suction wave is also reduced. 
We have also found that the late b3ckward-traveling 
pushing wave becomes smaller with increased age. 1"his Is the 
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opposite of what may be expected in other systemic arteries, 
in which increasing age leads to an increase in the magnitude 
of wave reflection. However, the coronary circulation is 
unique as the late backward-traveling pushing wave is not 
solely generated by passive reflection of the dominant 
forward-traveling pushing wave but also by compression of 
the intramyocardial vessels. These findings suggest that 
compression of the intramyocardial vessels may be of greater 
significance in the generation of the late backward-travcling 
pushing wave than wave reflection of the dominant forward- 
traveling pushing wave. 
Wave Magnitude and Blood Flow 
The timing of the wave may be as important as its magnitude 
in determining the effects of a wave on coronary blood 
velocity wavcform. On first inspection, the dominant 
forward-travcling pushing wave appears to increase coronary 
artery blood flow only modestly, whereas the dominant 
backward-travcling suction wave (which is of a similar 
magnitude) has a far greater effect. This paradox can be 
explained by considering other waves that occur at the same 
time in the cardiac cycle. 
Let us start by considering the apparent reduction in 
efficacy of the dominant forward-traveling pushing wave. 
The dominant forward-travc1ing pushing wave originates 
proximally as the ventricle contracts, traveling along the 
coronary artery and results in an increase in coronary now 
Left Ventflcular Hyputrophy and Wave Inicivilly 
Subjects with LVI I have the same 6 predominant waves as 
normal subjects, but the distribution of energies Is signifi- 
cantly altercd. 'Me most striking differences In subjects with 
LVII are (1) the dominant backwarti-traveling suction wave 
percentage is decreased-. and (2) the ratio between the 
dominant forward-travcling pushing wave and the dominant 
backward-traveling suction waves are significantly 
depressed. 
Rather than considering each of these results In isolation. 
more insight can be gained by observing how these 2 waves 
affcct each another. r-or any given Increase In the dominant 
forward-travcling pushing wave. subjects with LVI I had only 
one quarter the increase in dominant backward-traveling 
suction wave that was seen in the subjects without LVII. 
This is consistent with the suction wave exising from 
energy originally stored In the myocardiurn by ventricular 
systole and consistent with severe disruption or this process 
in patients with LVII. 
We speculate that in subjects with LVII. when diastole 
becomes shortened such as occurs In exercise, the already 
severely attenuated dominant backward-travc1ing suction 
wave may become critically impaircd. Such a mechanism. 
afflicting the single wave responsible for the largest Increase 
in coronary blood flow. may help explain why sonic subjects 
with LVII and angiographically normal coronary arteries 
have a reduction in coronary now rescrvcl%. IG and have 
excrtional angina. 
velocity. This wave is large, but it is rapidly opposed by 
waves originating from the distal end of the vcsscl---the late Added Value From AttcrLd Walt InGnity Anal3-J! i 
backward-traveling pushing wave-so that blood now forms Measurements of coronary now reserve33 by'prcvious invcs- 
a plateau in early systole (Figure 3. at -140 ms in the tigators have yielded cxtcnsivc cxpcrience or coronary now 
velocity trace). These distal-originating deceleration waves velocity in healthy subjects and identified key diffcrcnccs in 
occur partly from wave reflection at bifurcation sites and the _ý! discasc states, especially coronary itcnosis. 1-1 The coronary 
microvascular bedsaýd also 6a result of continuing com- now profile is the effect and not the cause or the underlying 
pression of the miCrOCirculatory vessels' iZýdeGi_bed gy the', wavis'. howivir. I(thc coronary system had only one possible 
site_or origin of wavcs, ý the blood now profile could be fully intrarnyocardial pump model. 4 
The dominant backývard-tra'Velin .g su I Cýtion W'ave -occu'rs inroma-tivc. 'Yet, In reality. coronary waves originate from 
both ends of the trm and therefore the flow profile alone the ventricle continues to relax and myocardial compression 
ý 'ý`ý '. It t, ý -1 ral advantages, 
N"&'Mýd -6 b'doni or the norta. coro- of small vessels w; ine. Tbis-wave has'ý's'evcý' ldcnti y ve of" u 
allowing it to exert -a larg*e' 
e`ffe"ct' 
o' n 'c'o nary -artery. and intýi*66ýýdfil Vessels. ronary blood flow Y 
velocity in comparison to the dominant forward-traveling Investigators studying abnormalities such as LVII have 
pushing wave. First, the accelerating influence of this wave is realized that measuring blood now alone cannot measure the 
not opposed by its own reflections, because it is directed effects orcoronary microcirculatory disease directly. 1-his has 
toward an open end at the coronary ostium. Second, its led to the use of vasodilating drugs to expose abnormalities in 
opposition (arising from suction generated by relaxation of the coronary microcirculation 
by preferentially reducing mi- 
the vcntricular lumen) is much shorter-lived and therefore crocirculatory resistance, thus 
indirectly measuring a consc- 
relatively ineffectual in preventing a surge in flow. Ile surge quence or the 
dominant backward-traveling suction wave. 
created by the dominant backward-traveling suction wave is 
Wave intensity analysis allows this wave to be measured 
di; rPrOw a well-recognized characteristic of coronary blood flow 
profiles. 
T'hus, using magnitude and timings of these waves, it has 
been possible to determine how the aorta, coronary artery, 
and ventricle interact to produce the characteristic coronary 
flow profile. Application of this analytical technique may 
make it possible to explain mechanisms by which patholog- 
ical processes such as LVH, lead to alterations in coronary 
blood flow. 
....... J. Wave intensity analysis could also be applied to study 
other disease processes such as coronary stenosis. microcir- 
culatory disease, or abnormalities of ventricular function. It 
may even help resolve contcntion over mcchanistic explan2- 
tions, for example in the no-reflow phcnomenon. 
Study Limitations 
The present study offers a new technique for assessment or 
the waves responsible for coronary artery blood now. To our 
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knowledge, this is the first publication to use this technique in variations In wave speed within the cardiac cycle. To estimate 
human coronary arteries. Although we have made every the sensitivity or our analysis to variations in wave spced, we 
effort to attain a "normal" population within the framework established first that the separated wave intensity (Wt. and 
outlined by our ethical committee, there are several possible Wt-) profiles agreed with the net wave Intensity trace (Wt.., 
sources of limitation. whose calculation does not depend on a wave spccd esti- 
Our patient group had a wide age range (35 to 75 years). mate). Second. we performed recalculations of the separated 
The aging process is known to alter hcmodynamics in the wave intensity profiles with wave speed 30% faster or slower 
aorta and therefore is likely to have corresponding effects in than the central estimate. Despite this considerable range in 
the coronary arteries. However, in our study. neither LVI I nor estimated wave speed used for calculation, the same scpa- 
dominant backward-traveling suction wave were significantly rated waves am present in each case. and the peaks are quilt: 
correlated with age, and therefore it is unlikely that the similar in magnitude. Our conclusion from this is that even if 
relation we have found was a result of confounding by age. wave speed varied during the cardiac cycle to this degree. the 
All subjects were recruited from patients scheduled for separated wave intensity calculations are reasonably secure. 
coronary angiography for investigation of ischcmic heart In our interpretation of the origin or waves in the coronary 
disease. As a result, each subject was on pharmacological circulation. we have outlined the mechanisms most likely to 
therapies to minimize cardiovascular risk, as prescribed by generate the coronary artery wave intensity profile. Although 
their own clinicians. Precise therapies varied between pa- such mechanisms provide adequate explanation. it Is possible 
tients, with some subjects taking a single antianginal agent that alternative or additional interpretations may exist. 14 
and others taking 3 or more. Although it is conceivable that Our study is cross-sectional and therefore cannot give data 
differences in phannacological therapies may have influ- on the development or regression of LVII and Its conse- 
cnccd wave energies, no statistically significant relation was qucnccs on wave intensity. 7bercfore, our implicit assump- 
identified between the number of antianginal agents and the tion that LVII Is the cause of the abnormalities seen in the 
wave energies, nor between the presence of any individual subjects with LVII is always subject to challenge. However. 
class of antianginal agent and wave energies. we have looked extensively for potential confounders and 
We cannot be certain that the coronary arteries were have found no evidence that anything other than LVI I itself Is 
normal. Subjects only underwent these hemodynamic record- the causative mechanism. 
ings if the coronary angiogram was considered by 2 operators 
to be free from visible stenosis. It is possible that some 
Conclusions 
subjects may have had atherosclerosis not causing stenosis. Six waves predominantly drive human coronary blood now. 
Nonstcnotic disease, however, would not be expected to These waves are directly and unambiguously identified by 
obstruct the propagation of waves. using wave 
intensity analysis. Pcak'coronary blood now 
Calculation of wave intensity analysis requires calculating occurs in 
diastole because of the dominance of a "suction" 
the product of the measured changes in pressure and velocity. wave. the dominant backward-traveling suction wave. Scrier- 
TIN can result in small variations in hemodynamics leading atcd by myocardial microcirculatory decompression. LVII 
to large variationsp; the magnitude of wave energies. 
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signiricantly. &Itcrs the distribution of these waves. markedly 
variation isýusualfyimall, intcrý-ticnt, Although intrapatient a reducing the dominant backward-travcling suction wavc 
variation is often large. To facilitate intýipatiýnt comparison, 
in addition to calculating pcak'wave intensity'and , cumula4ve, 
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CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Coronary blood flow profile is unique, generated by interactions between the coronary arteries. cardiac myocardium. and 
aorta. Ilese vascular beds influence coronary blood flow through a series of waves. We present a new technique. wave 
intensity analysis, which enables the magnitude, direction, and effect of each of these waves to be measured directly. By 
using this technique, we have idcntif jcd a series of 6 predominating waves that am responsible for coronary blood flow. 
Waves are classified according to their origin (either aortic or coronary microcirculation) and nature (either pushing or 
sucking). The majority of coronary blood flow occurs in diastole as a suction wave generated by the relaxing coronary 
microcirculation accelerates blood flow. This wave sucks blood into the coronary microcirculation. In subjects with left 
ventricular hypertrophy, "Ois i-Uction wave was significant -decreased (33,1% versus 26.9%. P=0.01) and inversely 
correlated with left ventricularseptal, wall thickness. (r=7,0.52, P<0.02). These differences illustrate how wave intensity 
analysis can be dsýcd to identify differ I enc I csý'in tli6 waves responsibli for coronary blood flow. I'his rnay'be a sensitive tool for invcstigation'of cardiac disease pathology. 
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